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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
COMH'CTF.n r.Y l’l'TXAM SIMOXTOX. 
tt^-Our friends who may have communications, ob- 
s< rvations, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest, 
I rtaiuing to this department, are requested to comrau- 
icate the same to Dr. Putnam Simouton, Searsport, who 
will prepare the same lor publication, if of sufficient im- 
portance. 
GOOD PICKLES-HOW TO MAKE. 
I'h. r. are several ways practiced for making 
i kies, as cucumbers. tomatoes, &c., some, good: 
ae bad: sonic, poisonous. The old-fashioned, 
i still most common way, is to salt them down 
,- pork is; the more salt the better—to be soaked 
and put iii vinegar a- wanted. Besides the 
■ required to freshen them—two or three weeks 
-si imii'li soaking about ruins their flavor and soft- 
i- ile ir substance. 
\\ ha\c tried various way- and found none so 
"1 a- this Wash the articles—say, cucumbers— 
a and kc. p them in strong pickle 24 hours. 
11;*i-1 off the pickle and pour over them good eider 
in gar s< aiding lmt. Spice with anything to suit 
i'd pep| !-. clv.v. s. mustard. A:e. Be sun* the 
a. tie real cider, and not the vile artificial 
itii it. Pic kies prepared in this way are 
ady tor u-c; are healthful, palatable, and 
a ,*i. well any goo.I thing will. A little alum 
li.oal* ns. '.ut is no r al im|«ro\ement to them. 
I’la n are two w;n s much practiced of rendering 
:.i.-k!es highly poisonous. Most people like to <ee 
a in 1 ."k gre. n, and for this purpose boil the pi.-k- 
1 and tlf villegal in a brass kettle: this is called 
•T.-eiiing them/* But sec what you do. and what 
-ii cat. Brass is ;i compound metal—copper and 
/inc w hen \ illegal* unites with copper it forms the 
c mi, .if < oj*f»<a commonly called verdigris—llie 
•I nnaniing given—and which is an intense poi- 
nt. >o ihat when you ••green*’ pickles or any- 
ii.: 'g uniting vinegar and copper or brass, you 
mil eat verdigris as it you eat what tlie drug- 
.11- 1>\ that name. And a very large propor- 
-f tli* dy-pepsia cankers, nice* ate.1-toimtehs. 
P -f w liiidi s.) ntaiiy person* eternal!) oinplain. j 
■ m o 1\ ih* n-siitt *»f these poisonings—iiieur- 
!.• i. o;-' p< i■ si>l<*, 1 in We would s.mner have 
:. -ink*- in ar lion-,,-ilcm ••nice green pick- 
; i, a.so i- good poison \vhit'll many 
;11.i. f •• .\ .-at iu this way : sugar of lead i< 
< iiii.. id vinegar and lead, and is freely 
tli«-y come in contact. The gla/- 
,i .I •»n\‘ii e:trtlit it ware is largely composed 
dbarge w hi* h is the oxyd of lead ; la nce pickles 
:in> ai11i: containing v inegar coining in contact 
i!i tlie lining of <ueh vessels forms this poisonou- 
_.n '•! ! ad. W't were once called to attend a 
h ■! e I'amilv '• ized with violent vomiting after eat- 
•.d.t'.t'1. * ausing many suspicions of inten- 
uai po '••nine. But on investigating the atfair it 
i- found that the baked beans on which the family 
!« ir!ilv breakfasted, had been kept some lime 
’•row i. arthen vessel, to which vinegar had at 
< sane- time been added—tlnis forming the ;uv- 
<0 sugar "f b ad. And so a little chemistry 
old) suggested successful treatment, but saved 1 
innocent person from the gallows! 
Iu all cookery, tlc refore, and in everything that 
> go into the mouth, avoid all those things in 
ii« h vinegar or any acids have been in contact 
tli lead or copper, as a deadly foe. 
H ud stone wan* having but little.—some, no 
in .is composition, is a tolerably safe vessel for | 
d preparations: but the best of all are good beech I 
•i a k e II V Csscls. I 
THIN OUT THE PLANTS. 
A- \\« jaround, we notice that sueh vegeta- 
a> h carrots, tV« .. stand too near together 
11 wed Like tree-; and animals tie y must have 
"•m. l.arm- toots like siigar-hcets and large tur- 
i 'le.uld he nearly a foot apart in the rows: l»e- 
u-e a- tw«» adjacent ones ar< growing toward 
■ h "tie r. they will al "Ut touch, if they grow as ; 
a onghi that dida'i -e. \\"e frequently have | 
;e in ten in' h- in diam n r, and in ihi- w: \ you 
'll :1 et i uir time : much weight ot roots as by 
i'"’i\ d• l. hide-root method—he*ides making 
mill'll better !<• >ee >iich liol»l»‘ fellows 
l'e et- t'*r table li"e m:i\ be live, and ear- 
ip im ie apart—ie*t nearer: but as we 
a mil; -them tie; are about as thick as they 
a’ cone up. near t-> the true thing, as a little 
1 a t hie** pony i- to a tine !>oo |b. horse. True, t" 
■ i!i"ii^aieU of tim i; growing plants, when 
v in tie* m ;i- .ii there no need of it, i- a 
thine, and require- nne h courage to do it: yet 
i1 u \n ill di» it. iust a kind motlers have some 
; in line sound teeth of their daughters extracted 
eive the others a chance. 
<«i:<»i:i;i;it>\Y.\. s. < Aug. (5. lsd9, 
hi:. 1’. Simon ton l>ear >ir—I am a siih*eriber 
tin Ihpiibliean Journal, and I notice at tin In-ad 
«mu department a standing call for information 
arions subjects of household economy, i write 
i) to vnii and your readers that wc have a wav' j 
... litis region, of curing pork for haeon which I 
k i* greatly superior to that prepared in your 
t. : in fact we will not eat northern cured ba- 
it' we can help it. 
•air method is this: Uub finish salt, like Livcr- 
iii 1 -ome caymne pepper, thoroughly over 
into ihr ham a* much a* possible, bending the 
.I.' right smart so as to cause the salt to strike hi- 
ll will take a smart man ten or fifteen min- 
to mb a ham properly. Let it remain in the 
■h o-eek. at which time go through the same 
again—t«» remain in I he salt another week, 
neii lbi the thiid lime it is to he rubbed in the 
Ji i- at fir*t: and if the minis are large give a 
1 !i rubbing. A week a fie- the last operation. 
*i off the salt and smoke. 
I h gnat advantage of this method over the pick- 
plan is. you get it salted just enough for good 
Mig and to preserve I he in eat well; and t tie meat 
tains all its natural jukes and flavors which arc 
■ lied out and lost by the pickling and freshening 
ihod. I have had prepared many hundred hams 
’hi* way. and any one on e eating of this kind 
never desire any other. 
Respectfully, Yours, W. I,. B. 
W have the pleasure to know tin- gentleman who 
kindly furnished the foregoing information, 
i know our readers will be grateful for it; for a 
r ;;rliet■ of diet than most of the bacon in our 
lx. t* cannot be found this side of topliet. Some 
mills ago we purchased a fine looking ham. war- 
iii-dtobe A. 1,1’rom Boston, and have it still; for 
full of poisonous chemicals is it, that no human 
oc can eat it and live,—the cats and dogs lop 
i* r tail* and run from it: tin-liens and chickens 
»p away from it as from their natural enemy, the 
hunk.* and hawks; the flies buzz from it; it won't 
n decay to make manure. If these manufact- 
ure! <<t food will give up haeon and go inlothe em- 
liuiing 1 >u*itie*<. their fortune* will he made in a 
v ! v hort time._ 
DIARRHEA 
i a vcn common disease in summer-lime, chol- 
a is nothing more than exaggerated diarrhea. 
When a mail has died of diarrhea, he lias died of 
M.lrra. in reality. 11 may he well for travelers to 
that the most important, and the most indi<- 
• n'aide item in the arrest and cure of looseness of 
a bowels, is absolute quietude oil a bed; nature 
!« rself always prompts this by disinclining us to 
•motion. The next tiling is, to eat nothing but 
mmon rice, parched like eolfee, and then boiled, 
aid taken with a little salt and butter. l)rink little 
no liquid of any kind. Bits of ice may be eaten 
nd swallowed til will. Every step taken in diar-i 
a. even spoonful of liquid, only aggravates the i 
i -• ;i'c. if locomotion compulsory, the misfor-| 
d the necessity may lx* lessened by having a 
’"in piece of woolen llannel bound tightly round 
!'• abdomen, so as to be doubled in front, and kept 
'ell in its place., in the practice of many years, 
w ■ !»a\ -never failed to notice a gratifying result to 
bdiow the'.- obseiN aiiees. [Hall’s Journal of Health. 
< ii \ i n «f 11 N'w \ uf. No acids should he cm- 
i<»y« «l to dean tinware, because they attack the | 
in* i a I and remove it from tin* iron of winch it forms 
bin coat. W e refer to articles made of tin-plate, 
iii* h consists of iron covered with tin. Hub the 
nil. first with rotten-stone and sweet-oil, then tin- 
h w ith whiting and a piece of soH leather. Arti- 
made wholly of tin should be cleansed in the 
one manner, in a dry atmosphere planished tin- 
u- w ill remain bright for a long period, hut it 
■"Mi becomes tarnished in moist air. 
<iia:vsFoN ( akpkt.S. 'fhere is nothing that nn- 
*>' a tidy house-keeper so much as to have her car- 
! 1 potted with lamp-oil or grease, and w e therefore 
"i ikf known for her benefit the following recipe for 
tra* tingoil or grease* spots from carpets or clot lies : 
"Vei tin* grease spot with whiting, and let it re- 
111 mi until it becomes saturated with the grease: 
rIn n si-rape it oil', and cover it with another coat of 
liting, and if this does not remove the grease, re- 
i" ‘t the application. rriiree coats of whiting will, 
I" nmd eases, remove the grease, when it should lie 1,1 'du d off w itli a clothes bru h. So savs one who 
!• now .'! 
NATURAL SCIENCE. 
Matter. Whatever occupies space, whatever w*e 
can see or touch i> called matter; a word derived 
from some foreign languages signifying the stuff or 
materials of which things are made. Earth, water, 
air, are different forms of matter. 
Those kinds of matter which have weight exist in 
three forms; solid, liquid and aeriform. 
Solid bodies are those whose particles do not move 
[among themselves, as rock and ice; liquids those 
whose particles do so move, as water; aeriform 
means having the form of air; and mutter i- said to 
he in this -date when it atoms so repel each other 
as to spread out indefinitely : as steam. They are 
sometimes called gases and vapors. Roth liquid 
and aeriform bodies are also called flu Ms. 
Most all kind* of matter may be made to assume, 
and often do. all these three forms; as iee, water 
and \apor,—and in the rewrse order of clouds, rain 
and ice;—most, if not ali, minerals and earth also, 
by the agency of right heat, may be put into the 
solid, liquid and gaseous forms. 
The science that treats of these properties and 
j law- of matter is called Natural Philosophy, which 
j -ignii' searching for tin truths which relate to the I material world. 
.Matter i> also distinguished as simple and com- 
| pound bodies; simple when it cannot he resolved 
into more than one element or thing, as iron, or 
gold: compound when the thing consists of more 
than one element, as water, wood, *fcc„ and the 
science which instructs a- to these elements of mut- 
ter—how to -eparate the elements of compound 
him 1 ie- into the -imple ones that compose them, and 
how to combine the simple ones so as to make com- 
pound bodies i- < hemi-try, from an Arabic word 
>ignif\ Jug secret; because those who first practiced 
it. did «> seeretly,—hoping by it to find the philoso- 
pher's -tom* which should turn the base metals into 
gold. 
POLE BEANS. 
AVI ilio vines get at tin- toj> of the poles, there 
is great utility in pinching them off; for these ends 
are killed 1 >y frosts before maturing anything, and 
take so much nourishment from the seeds below. 
Tf nit have more than you want for present use, 
gather them in the green state, and thoroughly dry 
them so as not to mould pods and all: and in the 
winter time, cooked like green beans, they will be 
about as good. 
If th" compositors this week find our penmanship 
—always so bad—any better than usual, it is all 
owing to a package of excellent pens, called the 
■Spencerian pen. generously sent by s. Fletcher, 
F.sip, Sroekton. We don't know whether he has 
them for sal"; if he has, the people that way cannot 
do better than to give him a call. 
THE COLORADO POTATO-BUG. 
From Michigan and other Western States, we hear 
of tin* advance and depredations of this beetle, and 
receive numerous letters of inquiry respecting its 
habits, appearance, and the best methods of destroy- 
ing ii. or «»f mitigating its ravages. 
No source of information regarding this insect is 
Unis far .-<» full or so trustworthy as the American 
Entomologist (published at St. Louis, Missouri), 
which little journal we have once or twice taken oc- 
casion to commend. We copy from its columns an 
engraving representing the ;e-eet in various stages 
ofexisteiiec Upon the potah*-stalk. 
histoi:\. 
fi is properly a beetle, of the order Coleoptera, 
and ha- be. n known for nearly lialfa century, feed- 
ing upon a wild specie*, of potato (Solatium rostra- 
tum) belonging t»> the Itoeky Mountain region. 
Wlien < .yilization carried the cultivated potato thither, this destroying beetle grappled with it to 
the neglect of the savage plant, and since that time 
has been making ii^ way Eastward. In 1 Sol, it was 
a hundred mif- w<-t of Omaha City: in lsf»l, it 
was ob-erwd in Iowa; in lsui-o. ii covered the 
Mi--i<sippi: and now we hear of it in Michigan 
and parts of t diio. 
l>K*i:RJlTION. 
11 is a cream-colored hectic, with live black stripes 
nn each wing-case, while its wings proper arc rose- 
•■oiored. There arc three broods a year (as observ- 
ed in Illinois and Central Missouri)! 'Flic eggs are 
of yellow color, and are laid on the under-side of 
leave-, a- represented in the engraving. Both eggs 
and insect- are represented of the natural size. The 
Lectio JMryphora 10-lincata) is frequently con- 
founded with another eloseh resembling "it, and 
know n as the bogus potato-bug ( Doryphora juneta). 
Fhi- latter has a pale-eolored head; the true beetle 
ha- a black bead. For minute points of distinction, 
the reader is referred to the Annual Beport of the 
Mate Entomologist of Missouri (Mr. Charles Y. 
Bi ley ), pp. 
l>KSTKi:CTIYEXESS OK THIS PEST. 
The beetle coniines itself to plants of the potato 
family; and tin- potato-fields it visits in such multi- 
tudes as to de-troy the crops. Fortunately the 
peach-blow variety is found to be largely exempt. 
MEANS OF PREVENTION. 
No geese, turkeys, hen-, or other domestic fowl 
will touch the Colorado beetle; and there are au- 
thentic ea-es on record where persons who have 
aldi-d to death quantities of them have been made 
seriously ill by the fumes.” 
l’ari—green and white hellebore are rceommend- 
■ <i w hen they reach the insect they are effective: but .Mr. Bile)' places little confidence in any method but capture and -laughter. A machine has been 
const nn-ted lor this purpose to go astride two rows, 
and knock the depredating insect.- by a reel into re- 
ceptacles provided for the purpose. 
A n atural foe has appeared in the lady-bug, which 
promises great relief. Mr. Foster, in the Prairie 
Fanner of last year, attributed the safety of his late 
crop almost entirely to the instrumentality of this 
little insect. 
If the Western entomologists are right, we shall 
have still a year or more of exemption; but we 
must prepare for the eventual appearance of this 
pest, which, unlike most insect pests, is moving 
from West to Fast. [Hearth and Home. 
FLAVORS. 
[The following is an abstract from a report of 
Miss Oilman's Lectures in New York, on the 
"Philosophy of Food," published in Moore's Rural 
New-Yorker, J 
“\Ve concentrate flavors. We have so long ac- 
customed ourselves lo strong flavors that we do not 
like a gentle, delicate flavor. We have some, arti- 
cle of food or drink to which we become so strong- 
ly addicted, though not so blindly, as some men do 
to tobacco. What we think we must have and can- 
not do without is. usually, just what we ought not 
to have. The true and ‘right taste is to be able to 
make out a meal on plain, nutritious food, and suf- 
fer no special inconvenience or discomfort from it. 
There i- true independence in being able to go witli- 
] out stimulating food. What if we do without what hurts us? Our blood will be purer, the glands will 
work more readily, good food will taste better. 
Pleasure is ever eluding the grasp of them who pur- 
sue it. lie who would save his life must lose it. 
Our food should relish. I am not in favor of eat- 
ing dry ugly things. All things intended for our 
use have their natural flavor. Fruits show their 
flavor on the surface. Fire develops some flavors. 
Beans, for instance, while boiling, fill the room lull 
of the order of their flavor. We nail many tilings 
tasteless, because we have so blunted our delicate 
taste as to be unable to discern the finest, subtlest 
flavors. Some condiments we put into almost every 
dish we make. What if we should put in sage, or 
thyme, or a bay leaf with the same recklessness? 
Simplicity is the prime rule in cookery. This rule 
cuts oft'a great many spices and flavors'. The French 
do not use so many biting condiments as do we. 
Professor Blot spices his dishes more for Americans 
than for Frenchmen. 1 am often asked what is to 
take the place of hurtful things. Some say snow 
will fill the place of eggs which is sheer nonsense. 
Study healthful combinations, and study natural 
taste closely. When my attention was first attract- 
ed to the amount of harmful things in food, mv first 
field of experience was in puddings. I used fruits 
—they are very available in that way. f leave out 
many ingredients commonly put in. My reason for 
so doing was that 1 was a miserable invalid, and 
willing to practice self-denial for the sake ofgetting 
well. At this stage other lecture. Miss Column re- 
moved the large napkin from her table and disclos- 
ed. [X. K. Ruralist. 
Ui:rou.sniN<; FruxiTUKE. Oiled furniture that 
lias been scratched or marred may be restored to ils original beauty simply by rubbing boiled linseed oil. used by painters, on the surface, with a wad of 
woolen rags. Varnished furniture, dulled, may be 
similarly restored by tin* use of varnish composed <d sln*lIjk* dissolved in aleboliol, applied in a similar 
manner. < omnnm beeswax rubbed over furniture 
and heated bv the* friction of a woolen wad briskly 
u<ed, is also an excellent furniture polish. 
A SONG. 
I >ing this song to one who makes 
A pleasantness of duty; 
Whose worth is shrined within her heart. 
As well as in her beauty. 
So fill tlie glass, let's toast the lass. 
With hearts and bumpers brimmin’, 
Korean it be a sin for me 
To name her best of women! 
The sparkle of the crystal wine 
Shall be her bright eves shining. 
The garlands round the beaker's brim 
Shall be her ringlets twining; 
And so we'll claim a golden name 
From every charm about her; 
For angels know that here below 
We could not live without her. 
1 sing this song to one near whom 
The angels seem to hover. 
The paragon of loveliness. 
With naught in life above her; 
And now she's found, all gather'd round 
The howl with good cheer brimmin'. 
Let's til! the glass and toast the hiss— 
The dearest one of women! 
A HERO OF WATERLOO. 
From the Loudon Once-a Week. 
On the 18th of June, 1815, was fought a 
great battle, memorable forever as the Battle 
of Waterloo. By whose courage or skill was 
the battle won? According to the best mili- 
tary critics, there was abundance of courage 
on both sides, but on neither side any skill, 
the superiority of numbers on the part of the 
allies ultimately deciding the combat. Per- 
haps it fluttered and paralyzed the Duke of 
Wellington that lie had to face for the first 
time the mightiest man the world had for 
centuries seen; and perhaps Napoleon began 
the awful conflict like a dispirited gambler, 
who has no longer faith in bis own sagacity, 
adroitness and fortune. If the Duke of 
Wellington and the Emperor Napoleon might 
have done better at the battle of Waterloo, 
the same cannot be said of llundsfott 
Saudistcl, whose achievements have hitherto 
been buried amongst heaps of German lum- 
ber, from which we now propose to disinter 
them for the entertainment and edification of 
the reader. 
In lSlti, while William I., of Ilesse-Cassel, 
was still busy with his military and other re- 
forms, one of his ministers received the fol- 
lowing letter from England: 
“A brave man, a native of Electoral llesse, 
serving in the English army as a member of 
the German Legion, and as an artilleryman, 
saved at the battle of "Waterloo an English 
battery. All the artillerymen had been shot 
down, and a French regiment of cuirassiers 
rushed on the battery with the wildest fury. 
The valiant man, who, unassisted, had load- 
ed all the pieces with grapcsliot, fearlessly 
seized the match, and with the1 rapidity of 
lightning hurled the whole lire of the battery 
at the approaching horsemen. So frightful 
was the slaughter that the whole regiment 
broke and tied. Hereby the English grena- 
diers gained time to secure the battery, which 
had been defended by the intrepidity of a 
single man. England delights in being grate- 
ful, but on this occasion was unable to recom- 
pense adequately, or at all, a distinguished 
service. The German Legion was dissolved, 
and the gallant artilleryman was forgotten. 
But when the army reports were perused 
afresh, the grievous neglect was at once dis- 
covered. It has become an urgent duty to 
atone for the oversight. We very respectful- 
ly, therefore, request you to make enquiries 
for the man, whose name is Hundsfott Saudis- 
lel, and who is doubtless, for his high char- 
acter and notable achievements, known to 
many persons. The large gold war medal, 
and suitable sum of money, we wish to [dace 
in his hands without delay in recognition of 
the bold and famous feat.” 
Not small was the astonishment caused in 
< tassel by this epistle. Such excessive modes- 
ty had never been heard of before. A man 
of rare stamp must this Hessian hero be. 
Diligent search had to be made for the war- 
rior, who would no doubt blush for his own 
renown, as soon as a whisper thereof reached 
his ear. It seemed almost cruelty to disturb 
the philosopher in his profound retirement. 
Yet a descendant of George II. could not 
treat disdainfully a request coming from the 
chiefs of the English military administration. 
A letter was therefore dispatched to every 
district magistrate of Ilesse-Cassel. Minute 
and persevering investigation was earnestly 
urged. If the Great Unknown who was like- 
wise the Great Known, was still alive, he 
could not fail to be discovered when so many 
eyes were with hunger spying for the tracks 
of his footsteps. But every district magis- 
trate, the more he darted fussily hither, and 
looked into all sorts of questions, the more 
he was doomed to disappointment. Man- 
ifestly the illustrious Saudistel had vanished 
from the earth. 
At last, an Amtmann, more fortunate than 
his brethren, found in a village on the ex- 
treme frontier of tin; mighty realm of Ilesse- 
Cassel, a hermit who was called Samlistel, 
and who might be presumed to be the miss- 
ing artilleryman, the soldier who had been 
in the English service, and who, by one grand 
deed, had made himself immortal. 
It is seldom that the district magistrate can 
render himself great by coming in contact 
with greatness. We can pardon, therefore, 
our Amtmann for shouting a loud shout of 
victory. 
In hot haste the Amtmann fired at the her- 
mit a whole battery of interrogations. The 
hermit was stalwartly built and might have 
laid some claim to good looks; but his nose 
had a suspicious tinge, a coppery red, which 
is not generally supposed to be the best 
embellishment for noses. As a rule, it cannot 
be called a watery color, for it never arises 
from the excessive drinking of water. 
The better to be a hermit, Herr Ilundsfott 
Samlistel undertook the humble and by no 
means onerous duties of swineherd. 
“What can I do to serve you, excellent 
Herr Amtmann?” asked the valiant swine- 
herd, with speech not so thick, and with nose 
not so coppery as usual, as it was early in 
the day. 
‘Sit down,1 said graciously, the self-im- 
portant magistrate, ‘and answer me clearly, 
correctly and honestly. Have you ever 
served as a soldier under the English?’ 
‘Certainly 1 have, Herr Amtmann,’ was the 
reply. 
•llow did you come into the British ser- 
vice?’ Herr Hundsfott Saudistel shrugged 
his shoulders, and with the ease of a soldier 
who had seen the world, lie began his nar- 
rative : 
‘You must know, Herr Amtmann, that I 
was one of the conscripts sent from Hesse- 
Cassel to join the French army in Spain. In 
that tine country there were blue beans in 
abundance, but they were not good for eat- 
ing, and a soldier who had got one of them 
into his stomach immediately lost his appe- 
tite, and could never drink any more 
schnapps. T was fond neither of the blue 
beans, nor of the French, and as T heard that 
the English had landed, and had a benevo- 
lent desire to show us the way back to the 
frightfully high mountains we had crossed 
when we entered Spain, I felt a strong desire 
to aid them in their kind attempt, not to em- 
ploy our customary phrase.’ 
‘That is to say, you wanted to desert,’ 
cried the magistrate, with a smile. 
‘If the expression pleases you better, by all 
means use it,’ proceeded Saudistel. ‘But we 
had good cause for wanting to be off, I can 
assure you. The English had plenty to eat 
and drink, while we suffered bitter hunger 
and thirst. Even water was not to be had; 
for, though 1 have never liked water, I would 
willingly have swallowed it in the absence of 
anything else. The redcoats, pressing for- 
ever on, drove us nearer to the high moun- 
gucrrilla troops bursting from height and 
tains: anil worse still, the fierce Spanish 
glen, were continually attacking us. All this 
was not much to my taste, I confess, nothing 
but blue beans to cat, and not even water to 
drink. Once, when the English were tread- 
ing on our heels, I pretended to lie more 
stupid than 1 am, and allowed myself to fall 
into their hands. If this pleased them much, 
it pleased me more, fori immediately entered 
the (lerman Legion, ceased to hear and to 
gabble French, and got enough to cat and 
drink. Though blue beans were with the En- 
glish as witli tlic French, an article of diet 
—the English had two kinds of schnapps— j 
both most excellent. They had a schnapps 
; called rum, and a schnapps called whiskey, 
j and it was pleasant to be able to elioose be- 
I tween two such beverages. We drove the 
! French before us after the battle of Yittoria, 
and 1 marched to Paris, and when peace ar- 
rived 1 went to England. There I remained 
till Napoleon ran away from Elba, By-and- 
I by 1 found myself at Brussels. My career as 
a soldier came to an end at the battle of Wat- 
erloo. About the bloody affair you have 
doubtless heard enough, and I shudder when 
i 1 recall it, with all its noise and eon fusion and 
havoc. 
‘I am a man of honor, and I wish to con- 
| ceal nothing from you. Therefore T frankly 
confess that all my life I never possessed an 
excessive, or inconvenient amount of courage. 
If I was an artilleryman, it was from neoessi- 
I ty and not from love of tiie occupation. At be- 
! ing ordered hither and thither, without regard 
I to my taste and feelings, I growled in my 
heart. The cannonades 1 detested; because 
apart from the horrible dm. the enemy always 
I rushed like a wolf on the batteries. As soon 
as matters at Waterloo grew ugly and danger- 
ous, my very moderate stock of valor began 
to diminish. 
lint I made some natural and wise caloula-1 
tions. In my pocket I had two English shil-1 
lings. What so natural, or so wise as that I 
should spend those two shillings with the wo- 
man that sold drink, and one of whose best 
customers L was. If courage was possible 
tor me at all, it was plain that I could only 
get it lrom the bottle. 
In the presence of peril I was a person of 
the liveliest imagination, and uncomfortable 
thoughts commenced to throngupon my brain, 
especially as the earth trembled under my 
feet from the hideous crash of the artillery. 
It occurred to me that I should be an egregi- 
ous fool to expose myself to the risk of being 
killed, and a greater fool still to let the French 
become heir of the two shillings. Common 
sense demanded that I should change the 
money into rum. and accordingly into rum I 
speedily changed it. 
Inspired by two shillings’ worth of rum, I 
felt brave for the moment. But drowsiness 
and a tendency of my legs to eccentric move- 
ment, made me believe that my fittest position 
was a horizontal one. 
When then I returned to the battery, I 
threw myself down beside one of the guns 
and lay as still as a stone. 
My comrades perhaps thought that a blue 
bean had got into my stomach; no tone of 
them disturbed me, IIow long I slept I know 
not, but when I awoke the cannon balls were 
sweeping the face of the hill on which the 
battery stood. All my comrades had disap- 
peared. Whether they had run away, or had 
been slain by the enemy, I know not. But 
this I knew that a French regiment of cuiras- 
siers was dashing up towards the battery at 
full gallop. 
With much zeal I cursed in my soul the 
French rascals, and devoutly wished that they 
were in the fiery regions where pepper grows. 
But I had not much time for cursing. It 
was no joke to behold so near, that onrush of 
glittering breastplates and sabres. 
If taken and recognized, I was sure to be 
forthwith and without ceremony shot. My 
own life seemed very valuable to me compar- 
ed to the lives of hundreds of Frenchmen. 
I sprang to a loaded cannon, pointed it and 
tired it off. 
When I saw the slaughter the grapeshot 
made, 1 shouted and daneed in the exuber- 
ance of my glee. A second and a third gun 
I pointed and tired off. and in swift succession 
the whole battery. Fortunately for me, but 
not fortunately for the poor French fellows, 
every gun had already been loaded by busier 
hands than mine, ere I applied a single 
match. 
How grapeshot mowed man and horse 
down, you can readily conceive, Herr Amt- 
mann. The cuirassiers fell like snowflakes, 
and those who escaped dashed right and left, 
from the dust and the smoke with all conven- 
ient speed. 
Doubtless I was saved as well as the bat- 
tery. But how long? The shattered and 
scattered masses formed a fresh onset. 
With the celerity of the wind, I cleaned the 
guns and loaded them anew. With eye all 
attention, and with hand all alertness, I was 
about to discharge them when the Knglish, in 
stormy mood, and with stormy step, came on 
and seized the battery and the hill. 
‘Whore are the other artillerymen ?’ asked 
the colonel of the regiment. 
‘I know not,’ I replied. 
‘II ive you alone discharged the guns?’ he 
further required. 
Can you imagine a more stupid question, 
Ilcrr Amtmann? The blockhead might have 
seen that no one else was near. 
‘Who else?’ said I. 
‘And did you alone load the guns anew 
with grapeshot?’ 
‘Who else?’ cried I, much annoyed at being 
catechised in such a silly schoolboy fashion. 
But the catechising was not yet over. I 
was requested to tell my name and so on. The 
truth I avowed without distortion, or embe- 
lislnnent, or boasting, though with some slight 
and pardonable suppressions. I neither 
spoke to the officer about the two shillings’ 
worth of rum, nor of my profound slumber 
beside the cannon, nor of the hearty curses 
which I had learned to tling at the French. 
The officer was neither an inquisitor nor a 
police agent, and, as he was not inclined to 
probe very keenly, I stated no more than was 
absolutely indispensable. 
Frequent and extravagant was the officer’s 
praise of my courage, resolution and skill. 
‘1 must make Wellington acquainted with 
your wonderful achievement,’ he said in con- 
elusion. 
‘You can do herein as you think proper,’ 
was my answer. 
My comrades had now come once more on 
the scene which they had quitted—not as- 
suredly from any excess of courage. The 
stamp of the coward was upon them, and : 
the}- would have had some difficulty in escap- 
ing the coward’s doom if their services had 
not been urgently needed. 
The fire began again, for again the French 
advanced, but they encountered a fresh check; 
for I had given each of the guns a bellyful of 
grapeshot. A very sour taste, indeed, had 
the grapes which 1 made the French swallow. 
But who knows what the. upshot would have 
been if the Prussians had not arrived. 
By the aid of the Prussians we hurled the 
French from the field, and the battle was 
won. 
Once more I went to Paris, once more to 
England. With much eagerness and impa- 
tience 1 waited to receive the reward of my 
vaunted bravery. But I waited in vain. 1 
suppose there must have been some whisper 
about th(‘ two shillings’ worth of rum. At 
all events 1 was dismissed very coolly—almost 
contemptuously—without either praise or 
money. I could have dispensed with the 
praise. When I came home I found that our 
old elector had retired to his Dominions. I 
had again to be a soldier, and, like my com- 
rades, I wore a false pigtail, not having a 
natural one. 
On leaving the army I was appointed com- 
mandant of the swine in our village. This is 
in truth a military office, Herr Amtmann, but 
I cannot accustom the abominable brutes to : 
obedience. They disobey orders in the most 
insolent manner; and 1 sometimes console 
myself with a drop of schnapps, especially 
since my serjeant-major, my good old dog, 
was shot dead for indulging too freely his 
taste for the chase. With my dog's recrea- 
tions I was not disposed to interfere, deeming them harmless, but the foolish blockhead of a 
gamekeeper was of a different opinion. 
The Amtmann laughed. 
•But Amtmann,’ continued the brave artill- 
eryman, -why have you come to question me?’ 
Do not be alarmed,’ answered the Amt- 
mann, ‘the conscience of the English has be- 
gun to prick them. They either know noth- 
ing about the rum, or have forgotten your 
fondness for it. You are to receive the reward 
of your valor.’ 
The face of Herr Ilundsfott Saudistel grew 
bright and glad. 
‘But you must tell them nothing about the 
rum, Herr Amtmann,’ cried the swineherd, 
witli sudden alarm. 
The Amtmann promisedto be silent. Forth- 
with, he made his report about the discovery 
of the hero, abstaining from all allusion to 
the rum. 
In short the Waterloo gold medal and a 
large sum of money was presented to the 
military guardian of the swine. 
Doubtless as was natural, Herr Saudistel, 
aided by good rum, often recalled with glee 
and gratitude the famous battle in which, 
with no small benefit to himself he had so 
conspicuously figured. 
HOW SMITH ASKED THE OLD MAN. 
Smith had asked Mr. Thompson’s daughter 
it' she would give him a lift out of bachelor- 
dom, and she said “Yes.” 
It therefore became absolutely necessary to 
get the old gentleman’s permission, so, as 
Smith said, the arrangements might be made 
to hop the conjugal twig. 
Smith said he’d rather pop the interrogatory 
to all of old Thompson’s daughters, and his 
sisters, and Ins lady cousins, and his aunt 
Hannah, in the country, and the whole of his 
female relations, than ask old Thompson. 
But it had to be done, and so he sat down and 
studied out a speech which he was to disgorge 
at the old Thompson the very first time he got 
a shy at him. .So Smith dropped in on him 
one Sunday evening, when the family had 
meandered around to meeting, and found him 
doing a sum in beer measure. 
“How are you, Smith ?” said old Thompson, 
as the former walked in, white as a piece of 
chalk, and trembling as if lie had swallowed 
a condensed earthquake. Smith was afraid 
to answer,‘cause he wan’t sure about that 
speech. He knew he had to keep his grip on 
it while he had it there, or it would slip from 
him quicker than an oiled eel through an 
auger hole. So he blurted out— 
“Mr. Thompson, sir: Perhaps it may not 
be unknown to you, that during an extended 
period of some five years, 1 have been busily 
engaged in the prosecution of a commercial 
enterprise—” 
Is that so, and kcepin’ it a secret all this 
time, while 1 thought you were tendin’store? 
Well, by George, you’re one of them now, 
ain’t you ?” 
Smith had began to think it all over again, 
to get the run of if. 
“Mr. Thompson, sir: Prehaps it may not 
| be unknown to you, that during the extended 
period of five years, 1 have been busily engag- 
ed in the prosecution of a commercial enter- 
prise, with the determination to secure a 
sufficient maintenance—” 
“Sit down,Smith, and help yourself to beer. 
Don’t be standing there holdin’ your hat, like a 
blind beggar, with paralysis. I never have 
seen you behave yourself so queer in all mv 
born days.” 
} Smith had bom knocked out again, and so 
; he had to wander back again and take a fresh 
start. 
j "Mr. Thompson, sir : It may not lie unknown 
to you, that during an extended period of live 
| years, I have been engaged in the prosecu- 
lion of a commercial enterprise, with the dc- 
j termination to procure a sufficient mainte- 
nance—” 
"A which anee?” asked old Thompson; but 
Smith held on to the last word us if it was his 
only chance, and went on : 
••In the hope that some day I might enter 
wedlock, and bestow my earthly possessions 
upon one whom 1 could call my own. I have 
been a lonely man, sir, and have felt that it 
is not good for man to be alone; therefore I 
would—” 
“Neither is it, Smith; I’m glad you drop- 
ped in. I low’s the old man?” “Mr. Thomp- 
son, sir,” said Smith, in despairing confu- 
sion, raising his voice to a yell, "it may not 
lie unknown to you that, during an extended 
period of a lonely man, I have been engaged 
to enter wedlock, and bestowed all my enter- 
prise on one whom I could determine to be 
good for certain possessions—no, 1 mean— 
that is—that—Mr. Thompson, sir; it may not 
be, unknown—” 
“And then, again, it may. Look here, 
Smith ; you’d better lay down and take some- 
thing warm—you ain’t well.” 
Smith, swearing like a lour year old colt, 
went in again. 
“Air. Thompson, sir: It may not be lonely 
to you to prosecute me whom you a friend, 
for a commercial maintenance, but—but—eh 
—dang it—Air. Thompson, sir: It—” 
“Oh, Smith, you talk like a fool. I never 
seen first-class idiot in the course of my whole 
life. What’s the matter with you, anyhow ?’’ 
“Air. Thompson, sir,” said Smith, in an 
agony of bewilderment, “it may not be known 
that you prosecuted a lonely man who is not 
good for a commercial period of wedlock for 
some five years, but—” 
“See here, Air. Smith, you’re drunk, and 
if you can’t behave better than that, you’d 
better leave; if you don't, I’ll chuck you out, 
or I’m a Dutchman.” 
“Air. Thompson, sir,” said Smith frantic 
with despair, “it may not be unknown to you 
that my earthly possessions are engaged to 
enter wedlock five years with a sufficiently 
lonely man, who is not good for a commer- 
cial maintenance—” 
“The very deuce he isn’t. Now you jist git 
up and git’ or I’ll knock what little‘brains out 
of you you’ve got left.” 
With that, old Thompson took Smith and 
shot him into the street as if he’d run him 
against a locomotive, going out at the rate of 
forty miles an hour. Before old Thompson 
had time to shut the front door, Smith collect- 
ed his legs and one thing and another that 
were lying around on the pavement, arranged 
himself in a vertical position, and yelled out: 
“Air. Thompson, sir: It may not be known 
to you”—which made the old man so wretch- 
ed‘mad that lie went out and set a bull terrier 
on Smith before he had a chance to lift a bro- 
gan, and there was a scientific dog-tight, with 
odds in favor of the dog, for lie had an awful 
hold for such a small animal. 
Smith afterwards married the girl, and 
lived happily about two months. At the end 
of that time he told a confidential friend that 
he would willingly take more trouble and un- 
dergo a million more dog bites to get rid of 
her. 
_
A California woman, having a very slight 
acquaintance with paper mono}-, was shown 
a twenty-live cent note of our postal currency. 
She turned it oyer with keen curiosity. “It 
seems v ery strange to tne that it should be 
money,” she said: “it don’t look like money.” 
What does it look like?” “Well (hesitating- 
ly, and with the utmost sincerity) it—looks— 
like—a label for an oyster ean." 
THE WILD HORSE OF THE PLAINS. 
Our readers will no doubt peruse with in- 
terest the following sketch of the horse in his 
primitive state, from a correspondent who 
has travelled through the uninhabited parts of 
Texas and the adjacent territories:— 
“The day before we came in view of the 
Rocky Mountains. 1 saw, in the greatest per- 
fection, that impressive and. to me, almost 
sublime spectacle, an immense drove of wild 
horse's, for a long time hovering round our 
path across the prairie. I had often seen! 
numbers of them before, mixed with other 
animals, apparently quiet, and grazing like 
the rest. Here there were thousands, unmix- 
ed, unemployed : their motions, if such a com- ] 
parison might be allowed, as darting and as wild as those of humming-birds on the dow- 
ers. The tremendous snort with which the 
front columns of the phalanx made known 
their approach to us seemed to be their wild 
and energetic way of expressing their pity 
and disdain for the servile lot of our horses, 
of which they appear to be taking a survey. 
They were of all colors, mixed, spotted, and 
diversified with every hue, from the brightest 
white to clear and shining black: of every 
form and structure, from the long and slen- 
der race to those of firmer limbs and heavier 
mould ; and all ages: from the curveting colt 
to the range of the patriarchal steeds, drawn 
up in a line, and holding up their high heads 
for a survey ot us in the rear. Sometimes 
they curved their necks, and made no more 
progress than just enough to keep pace with 
our advance. Then there was a kind of slow 
and walking minuet, in which they performed 
various evolutions with the precision of the 
figures of a country-dance. Then a rapid 
movement shifted the front to the rear. Rut 
still, in all their evolutions and movements 
like the flight of sea fowls, their lines were re- 
gular and free from all indications of confus- 
ion. At times a spontaneous and sudden 
movement toward us almost inspired tIn* ap- 
prehension of a united attack upon us. After 
a moment's advance, a short and retrogade 
movement seemed to testify their proud esti- 
mate of their wild independence. The infi- 
nite variety of their rapid movements, their 
tamperings, and manumvres were of such a 
wild and terriiie character, that it required 
hut a moderate stretch of the fancy to sup- 
pose them th<‘ genii of these grassy plains. 
At one period they were formed, for an im- 
mense depth, in front of us. A wheel execu- 
ted almost with the rapidity of thought hre- 
sented them hovering on our thinks. Then 
again, the cloud of dust that enveloped their 
movements cleared away, and presented 
I them in our rear. They evidently operated 
[ as a great annoyance to the horses and mules 
j of our cavalcade. The frighted movements, 
the increased indications of fatigue, sulli- 
! eiently evinced; with their frequent neigh- 
I ings, what unpleasant neighbors they consid- 
ered their wild compatriots to be. So much 
did our horses appear to sutler from fatigue 
and terror, in consequence of their vivacity, 
that we were thinking of some way to drive 
them oil': when on a sudden a patient and 
laborious donkey of the establishment, that 
appeared to have regarded all their move- 
ments with philosophic inditlerenee. pricked 
up his long ears, and gave a loud and most 
sonorous bray from his vocal shell. Instant- 
ly this prodigious multitude, and there were 
thousands of them, took what the Spaniards 
called the “stampado." With a trampling 
like thi‘ noise of thunder, or still more like 
that of an earthquake, a noise that was abso- 
lutely appalling, they took to their heels, and 
were all in a lew moments invisible, in the 
verdant depths of the plains, and we saw 
them no more.” » 
| lSliiciiAM Yoim:'.' I'm.,\tki:. Mr. Crosby 
S. Xoyi's, Kdilor of the Washington (D C.) 
Star, now on a tour to California, gives the 
following description of the theatre patron- 
ized by the batter l):i\ Saints: 
Saturday night we \ isited Brigham Young's 
theatre. I.otta was the star and the play 
| “The Firelly." It was put on the stage ven 
j well, and very well performed b\ a stoek Company of amateurs, mends rs of the Mor- 
mon Clutreli. A Mrs. Clawson, one of Brig- 
ham Young's daughters, and wife of the man- 
I ager, was on the stage, taking tin part of ! Marquise, she had a graceful figure and 
| went through her part pleasingly, lntl is no 
actress. The theatre, winch seats about 1700 
people, is a handsome building, but by no 
means sustains the extravagant eulogiums of 
Bowles, who, in his “Across the Continent,’- 
ranks it in “elegance of structure and finish, 
costumes and scenery, along with tin1 opera- 
houses and Academies of Music of Boston, 
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Cin- 
cinnati." Such language is simply absurd; 
in fact we find that Bowles is a good deal on 
the gusli all the xva\ through his hook. Brig- 
ham Young owns the theatre, but does not 
run it. It is leased by 11. B. Clawson and 
John T. Caine, Clawson being one ot the nu- 
merous son-in-law of BrighSm. Brigham 
goes frequently to the theatre and occupies 
sometimes a private box, but for the most part 
a largo rocking-chair in the middle of the 
parquette, that part of the house being 
reserved for the Saints, and the Gentiles 
being assigned to the dress circle. The 
theatre seems to he a place of social even- 
ing meeting for the Mormons, and most of 
the prominent Mormon families were repre- 
sented in the parquette. Two entire slips in 
the parquette next the rocking-chair xvore re- 
served for Brigham Young's families, and 
were occupied by them, as was also a long 
side slip having a private entrance. Those 
occupying them were mostly children, with 
a predominance of girls. Young was not 
present, and his rocking-eliair was occupied 
first by Brother George A. Smith, First Coun- 
sellor to Young, a stout, jovial-looking per- 
sonage, with a florid face and a red wig. lie 
was succeeded in the rocking-chair by a Mrs. 
Brigham Young, a sloutish, plainly dressed 
woman of forty, who in turn gave Way to Brig- 
ham Young, Jr., also heavy of build, and 
somewhat bald. He was in Washington last 
winter, it will he remembered. Slip No. (is 
is allotted to the family of the late Ileber C. 
Kimball, and the odd sight was presented of 
seven ot his sons, all nearly of a size and 
dressed alike in linen coats, sitting in a row. 
Slip fit), behind this, xvas occupied by Daniel 
T. Wells, Mayor of Salt bake City. One of 
his wives, and enough of his children to fill 
out the slip, xvore present. Three of his 
daughters are pretty enough to be belles any- 
where. The audience was decidedly demo- 
cratic in appearance. Most of the men, in- 
cluding the high dignitaries, wore linen coats, 
and one young man was in his shirt sleeves. 
The Hath Times says there is a rock in the 
Androscoggin river, just above the toll bridge 
at Brunswick, which rises some liiteen loot 
above the water, and will weigh 15 or 20 tons, 
but which was never visible there before this 
spring. It is supposed, says an exchange, 
that it became frozen into the ice last winter 
and was thus transported to its position, or 
else that it has been lying heretofore near 
where it now is and was merely turned up by 
the ice freezing to it and the force of the wa- 
ter. It is quite a curious fact and affords a 
a practical illustration of the power of ice 
and water. 
The Walerville Mail says: A new Car 
fitted as a refrigerator and supplied with iee 
has just been put upon the Portland & Ken- 
nebec railroad, for the purpose of conveying 
fresh meat through to Boston in good condition 
Susan It. Anthony insists that man and wife shall 
not sleep together. The furniture dealers of San- 
dusky. Ohio, have read Susan's article and have 
named the forlorn single bedsteads in use in hotels 
and hoarding houses ••Susanthonies.” 
REMINISCENCES OF “OLD BEN TAPPAN.” 
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.) 
A lusty, rasping old tile was Benjamin 
Tappau—-usually styled, where he wa'known, 
•■Old Ben Tappau." once a countv judge, 
from which he was transferred to tiie Su- 
preme Bench of Ohio, and from thence to a 
seat in the United States Senate, trom the 
same State. Numerous are the anecdotes re- 
lated of him in all these capacities 1 >y his 
neighbors, associates, members of the ar, and 
fellow-legislators in Congress. From among 
the host of good things told of him. we re- 
duce to writing and print the followin'.' sam- 
ple* : 
the old judge, as he was sometime- tyled, 
labored under an obliquity of vision--in fact 
the detect amounted to distortion, and gave 
to his features, especially when c cited, a 
fearfully sinister aspect. On one >. a a'ion, 
while holding court in an interior t. wn in 
Ohio, the prison or county jail of winch was 
constructed of logs, as lie was passing sen- 
tence upon the usual number convicted of 
petty offences against the law, an inebriated 
individual in the customary crowd of specta- 
tors sung out, “That’s right, give it to him, 
old gimlet eye.” "Who is that?" sternly de- 
manded the court.—his sinister eye indig- 
nantly flashing tire, “ft's the old lioss. judge," 
exclaimed the offender against “the peace 
and dignity of the State." “Mr. Sheri!}’," 
promptly responded the dignitary with the 
italic t, “take that old boss to the stable, lock 
him up, and keep him without hay, oats or 
drink for twenty-four hours,” which mandate 
was forthwith obeyed. 
The brother of Arthur. Lewis and William 
15., in- differed essentially from those more 
pious members of the family, upon the sub- 
ject of religion, while they were devout pro- 
fessors, he lived and died an open, avow *d 
j and confirmed infidel, as the following eliar- 
I aeteristio incidents will clearly illustrate. In 
connection with several brothers-in-law, all of 
[ whom were members of the bar, Judge 
Wright, < inodeiinwand the ('olliers, lie settled 
at an early period in the historv of the 'stale 
in the town of Steubenville,—a noted manu- 
facturing place on the Ohio Kivev. The prin- 
cipal house, of entertainment, hotel, or tavern, 
as such institutions were styled in those day-, 
was kept by a Friend (junker, known as 
••Old Sammy J—." An extensive Female 
Academy, one of the principal institutions ni 
this character, in the State, located in the 
same town, was presided over by a sanctimoni- 
ous, hypocritical sort of a moral Pecksniff 
who kept the whole community constantly in 
hot water—bv the citizens generally ailed 
■•Old Bobby It—One night at supper the 
venerable Quaker landlord, addressing a 
friend of the writer, then a boy learning the 
printing business, remarked "There are to 
lie some distinguished men lu re tonight, and 
if thee will take a seat in the parlor, and -it 
(putty in a corner and listen, thee will learn 
something, and hear a great deal to thy edi- 
fication. atul that will benefit thee very much.'' 
Accordingly our friend did as directed, and in 
a short time there gathered in a company 
composed oftho parties already named, along 
with a wealthy iron-master from Pittsburg, 
who owned considerable property in .Steuben- 
ville. 
Chief among tile crowd, however, was old 
Ben Tappan. After descanting upon the u- 
rious prominent topics of the day. in which 
polities bore a prominen t part, the subjei t of 
religion was broached, and a lengthy amt an- 
imated discussion arose over the system of 
rewards and punishments set forth in the 
Bible. DuriSig the entire detiate the subject 
of this sketch—albeit given to the discussion 
of such topics—had remained perfectly silent, 
when one ot the party, taking advantage of a 
j lull in conversation, remarked, "Let us hear 
j what Brother Tappan lias to say on this im- 
portant subject,'’which call met with a unan- 
imous second from the crowd. “Well," he- 
I ran he. in his u.-tial whining, sipieakitig tone, 
“gentlemen, the Scriptures teach us hat the 
good, the just, and upright men of this earth 
will be rewarded hereafter according to their 
works, and that the wicked will lie punished 
in a corresponding rate, but may 1 lie d—d it 
1 wouldn't rather go to li—11 with Julius 
Ciesar. Xapoleou Bonaparte, Tom Paine, Vol- 
taire, and all that crowd, than to go to heaven 
with old Bobby II—•*' All nl which was. ot 
course, very edifying and instructive to our 
young friend, who was all cars to this \ ers in 
"(cresting discussion. 
It i- well known to every one w ho has pa- 
s,.(| any time in \\ ashington (hiring a session 
| of Congress, that .the Federal Capital i~, at 
sttt'h times, besieged by an army ot genteel 
professional beggars, of both sexes -those of 
the male persuasion being generally of the 
black-coated order, i hie of this .da -- having 
levied the usual tax. upon a number ol the 
members of the two Houses, during Senator 
| Tappau's term of service, a waggish parly, I knowing the old man's peculiar proclivities 
on the subject of religion, and also aware of 
his close-tistedness in contributing to chari- 
ties of any kind, gave this solicitor for aid to 
the church his address, advising him to call 
at a certain hour in the evening, assuring him 
that the Ohio senator was apery pious and 
benevolent man, and would doubtless eon 
tribute largely to the object lie had in charge. 
Eager to enjoy the fun, the parly were 
promptly on hand at the pin 'e designated b 
fore the appointed time, l he Senator, who 
was one of the judiciary committee of the 
House of which he was a member, was busily 
engaged in drawing up an important report, 
to be presented next day. Inviting them to 
take seats, he kept on at his work, and in a 
short time the solicitor for the church enter 
prise arrived, and, after being duly presented, 
proceeded to unfold his mission to the old 
reprobate, who still kept on writing—lating. 
among other things, that tile Lord treasury 
was empty, and having heard a great deal ot 
the liberality and generositv ot hi- senatorial 
listener, had called to receiv, his donation to 
the good work. This harangue being ended. 
Old lien looked up from his paper and took 
a good look with his cross-eye at his visitor, 
and with a measured nasal drawl, answered 
and said: "Mv friend, it’ I mistake not, the 
good book somewhere says that the earth 
is tin* Lord's and the fulness thcreol, id 
that he owns the cattle on a thousand hills 
Is it not so?" lining answered in the allirm:; 
live, he continued: “Well, such being the 
ease, if you say the Lord's treasury is empty 
why the h—II don’t he sell some ol hi- cat- 
tle!'’’,Immediately after this speech, he placed 
his sinister eye again in close proximity to 
his paper, while the solicitor, utterly con- 
founded by this (to him) utterly unexpected 
reception, heat a hasty retreat. 
PAPER PETTICOATS. 
An exchange says the uses to which paper 
can be put seems to be in no way exhausted 
yet. Paper collars have become a great fact 
of the present nineteenth century, but what 
will ladies say to paper petticoat'!' These 
have been produced with great success, and 
will rival-in every way the snow-white and 
elaborately ornate garments poor male mor- 
tals are accustomed to look upon with fear 
and reverence. We have all heard of the 
artist who used to make caricatures ol his 
friends upon his shirt-collars, and the author 
who inscribed an epic upon a couple of doz- 
on of the same useful article of attire. Thu-, 
we see a field of great usefulness for the pet 
ticoats for the future. Voting ladies can 
make sketches from nature on tln-ir own pet- 
ticoats. Every damsel her own sketch-book, 
will be their motto. Poets can inscribe son- 
nets to their mistress' ankles round the hem 
of her petticoat. Mothers can have fairy 
tales, alphabets, and small scholastic works 
inscribed on their garments, and so instruct 
their children as they walk about with them. 
Fancy the announcement, "Madam Percale 
begs leave to call the attention of the ladies 
about to visit the sea-side to her new and 
richly-embroidered petticoats at one shilling 
each. Each petticoat contains an installment 
of a new novel of great domestic interest, by 
Mr. Anthony Trollope, entitled ‘Pucks or 
Frills.’ The story will be complete in lifty 
weekly petticoats.” There is no reason what- 
ever why journalism should not be 'repre- 
sented in litis way. For example, the Daily 
Petticoat, a journal for ladies; or live Weekly 
Pianforte and (iirl's (lazette. [Albany Argus. 
A Homan At i ah; was the hanging of 
t has. Orme, the murderer at Stroudsburg, 
Pennsylvania, on "Wednesday. The murder 
was committed on the 25tli of Sept, last, and 
Orme, with his confederate, was arrested the 
-atnc day. The trial began on the 28th ol 
December and they were sentenced to be 
hanged on the 2(5th of January. The ease was 
carried up to the Supreme Court, however, 
on petition for anew trial, which was refused, 
lirooks. the accomplice of'Orme, made a coll- 
ie- ion of Ids guilt. In April an attempt 
was made by the prisoners to escape, and 
lirooks succeeded, but is supposed to have 
died from cold and hunger in the mountains- 
Oriiu- ha< since made preparations to escape, 
but was detected and foiled. He also saved 
up a quantity of morphine from the prescrip- 
tions given him during his imprisonment, and 
contemplated suicide, blit gave it up vol- 
untarily to a gentleman who visited him last 
week. l'he scaffold was erected in a cell, 
l'lie ceremonies were of the usual character, 
and Orme made a long and rambling speech, 
saying that be had been unfairly tried and 
convicted on false evidence. He also com- 
plained of the treatment be bad received, j 
when the sheriff' stepped forward and had a 
dispute with the prisoner on the subject, 
which w s stopped by the bystanders. There 
being some hope that a reprieve might arrive 
by tin- next mail, a demand was made that 
the execution be postponed until that time, 
and another wrangle took place, which was 
dually ended by the proposition being ac- 
ceded to. The prisoner descended from the 
•i-all'old, and the spectators adjourned for din- 
ner. On reassembling, the parties took their 
places. Tlie arrangements were very elum- 
-ih made, and when the rope which held the 
upright supporting the drop was pulled Orme 
fell, the rope snapped above his head and he 
fell to the ground, being almost stunned, 
lb- w as raised, and the cap taken from his 
face. Again he was taken upon the scaffold 
uni the hanging was repeated. A corres- 
pondent thus describes the scene that en- 
-tied :— 
The hotly fell about four feet anti rebound-! 
oil slightly as the noose tightened about the 
i'i i-k. The rope did not break, but the knot 
■ if the noose struck the man's throat directly 
under the chin, and his struggle with death 
was consequently a prolonged one. To add 
additional horror to the scene the muslin that 
mud his arms behind him iiad not been tied 
tight enough, and several times, while the 
Imdv was dangling in the air, the right hand 
was raised to the neck and citing convulsive- 
ly to the shirt bosom, near the throat. The 
left hand also, as the body swung against the 
drop, grasped hold of one side of the plat- 
form and clutched it for several seconds and 
when it finally became weakened and was 
■■impelled to relax its hold it closed on the 
hoards so firmly that the grating of the finger 
nails could be plainly heard all over the hall. 
I or fifteen minutes the poor fellow struggled 
\ ioleutly, and was not dead until twenty-five 
minute- had elapsed from the time he was 
s\\ utig off. 
A ■ lloii.-i; STuiiV." Thu Lewiston Jour- 
nal is responsible for the following:— 
"A few days since we noted the statement 
that a horse had been stolen from a stable in 
this city in the night time and that only the 
horse and halter were removed. The lynx- 
eyed officers of the law were put on the track 
of the rogue and every part of the neighbor- 
ing country diligently scoured. It was an- 
nounced at one time that the stern officers of 
justice had got a clue to the monkery, and 
tli.it one officer bad set eyes on the fugitive 
horse in a neighboring county. One gentle- 
man who though somewhat advanced in 
years, has excellent eyes and ears left, saw a 
fugitive rider pass his house at an early hour 
on the morning of the deviltry herewith 
concerned. It was very evident that he was 
ttie rogue. The likelihood that the rogue 
could escape had materially diminished, m 
this discovery. 
While the probabilities thus grew apace 
that the villain would be brought to justice, 
the owner of the stolen horse, two days after 
the robbery, happened to visit his barn— 
lonely and desolate, no doubt feeling like the 
nem who locked his stable after tin1 horse! 
ped for oats. The burden was repeated. 
Whence did it come? Xo horse was to lie 
-ecu. At last curiosity directed attention to 
the basement of the barn, whither tending, 
: he lost animal was discovered, affectionate- 
ly imploring for hay 1 Investigation showed 
that the animal had become loose in her sta- 
le, and in wandering about the place, had 
■hepped on a weak part of the floor whose 
boards bonding beneath her weight, let her 
through the basement, while after the horse 
had stepped from them the boards had re- 
bounded to their original places in the floor. 
Wlien the ease comes before tile Police f'ourt 
we will report further. 
1!.ui.i;o.yi>s in Maim:. The Gospel Banner 
iv.': 'We are glad to know that Maine is 
not inattentive; to her duty and her interest at 
tie; present time in the matter of Railroads. 
Bath and Rockland will soon lie connected; 
Belfast opened to the rest of mankind : beyond 
Bangor. North, matters are being pushed; 
rails (of extra quality) are being laid on the 
Bang' >r and I’iseataquis. Anson and the Maine 
( entral will shake hands at West Watcrville, 
(this was the last intelligence we received.) 
B inland and Ogdensburg will follow suit; 
while strong talk is had of connecting the line 
"i lieauliful villages down the Penobscot with 
Bangor. This should be done. Nothing 
would so encliaiiee the value of property 
along the line or be more certain to aid the 
commercial interests of Bangor. The Rail- 
roads of our country add every year more 
than their whole cost to the wealth of the coun- 
try There is no investment in which the 
surplus labor, even of a rural population, can 
be more profitably employed than in the erec- 
tion of Railroads. It brings the homes of the 
people near the best markets. Stockholders 
may sutler, but the country or the State bcnc- 
fitted. 
Since the above was written, we see that 
talk is had of connecting Bueksport with 
Calais. This would be splendid. Let it, not 
end in ta lk. It would be a great tiling for the 
eastern portion of Maine. 
There was a tearful storm in the town of 
Raymond, Stearns County, Minnesota, a 
week ago. The most serious damage was 
done to the house of a farmer named Richard 
Richardson. It was a log or block-house, 
well built, sixteen by twenty-four feet and 
one and a half story high. At the time the 
tornado struck it, midnight, there were twelve 
persons inside, most of them up stairs asleep. 
The storm coming without warning tore the 
In,use to pieces and scattered the material and 
contents, including till tin.' people in it except- 
ing Mr. and Mrs. Richardson and the young- 
est child, over a large tract of land reaching 
at least a quarter of a mile. The eldest son, 
a man of twenty-two, was carried thirty-four 
rods and so bruised that there is little hope of 
his recovery. Two other sons of Mr. Rich- 
ardson were carried about thirty rods and in- 
jured bv having their limbs broken and their 
bodies bruised, and one died soon afterwards. 
Two little girls wore simply dropped outlie 
other side of the house without injury. A 
young lady school-teacher was carried thirty- 
seven rods and left itt a hopelessly mangled 
condition in a wheattield. A young man named Raymond was so torn during Ins forc- 
ible transportation to a distance of thirty rods 
that he survived but a shorttime. The night 
was very dark, and it was next to impossible 
to lind the sufferers, but most ol them were 
collected before daylight and assistance 
came. 
A couple of Paris stevedores jumped into 
the water after a child that was drowning, 
and after the rescue was accomplished fought 
to determine which had the honor ot saving 
its life, until both were taken to the hospital. 
Chicago river beats Cologne wathr or city. 
It has 1007 distinct smells. 
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DEMOCRATIC COUNJY CONVENTION. 
The Democrats of the County of Waldo are requested 
to meet in Convention by their Delegates, }:t. the Comt 
House in Belfast, on SATUKDA l', AUGUST 21st, at 1( 
o’clock, A. M., to nominate Candidates for Senators, 
County Commissioner and County Treasurer. 
Each town will be entitled to two delegate*, and one 
additional for every 2.5 votes thrown lor l'illsbury in lfcOS. 
A majority fraction also entitles to a delegate. 
.1. B. WADLIX, j 
•i. W. MUDGETT, | Democratic 
J.F. HALL, | 
G. E. WALLACE, )• County 
HIRAM YVIXG. | 
j J.F. ELLIOT, j Committee. 
CHAS. ELLIOT. J 
Belfast, .July 20, 1800. 
THE LESSON IN TENNESSEE. 
A few weeks ago we look occasion to re- 
view the state and tendency of public feeling 
upon the bond question, and to warn the 
holders of these securities ot the growing 
danger of repudiation. Especially we saw 
the cloud rising in the South, w here the im- 
poverished condition of the people is unfavor- 
able to investments of this kind, and where 
indignation exists on account of the ignoring 
of claims equally binding with those of the 
bondholder. And the taxation that is exacted 
to meet these heavy and unjust claims is felt 
there more severely in proportion as the 
country is inpoverished. This state of things 
we hold must produce its natural and inevit- 
able fruit—a determination to get rid of this 
Injustice at any cost. 
As evidence of the correctness of the 
views tin'll advanced, let an examination be 
made of the circumstances attending the late 
election in Tennessee, and the arguments ad- 
dressed to the people in a canvass which re- 
sulted in an anti-administration majority of 
60.000. The central figure in that contest 
was Ex-President Johnson—the leader whose 
presence animated and whose voice en- 
couraged the victors. He had appealed from 
the condemnation and abuse of the radical 
administration and its presses h> the peo- 
ple of Tennessee. lie stood before ih ■ m up- 
on tlic record of hi- whole political life, lint 
it may be doubted whether any at I era nee of 
his had greater weight with the electors of 
that State than the hold assault made upon 
the injustice involved in the financial system 
of the country, which formed a portion of 
Mr. Johnson’s last annual message. We 
copy it below — 
The fruits of their labor- should bo enjoyed by | 
our citizens rather than used tohuild up and sustain 
moneyed monopolies in our own and other lands. 
Our foreign debt is already computed by the Secre- 
tary of the Treasury at Ss.vo.oijo.ono. foreign coun- 
tries receive interest upon a large portion of our 
securities, and American taxpayer- are made to 
contribute large sum- for their support. The chance 
that such a debt is to become p Tmanent should be 
at all times discarded as involving taxation too 
heavy to he borne and payment once in every six- 
teen years at the present rate of interest of an 
amount equal to the original sum. This vast debt, 
if permitted to become permanent and increasing, 
must eventually be gathered into the hands of a few 
and enable them to exert a dangerous and control- 
ling power in the a (fairs of the government. The 
borrowers would become servants to the lenders, 
the lenders masters of the people. We now pride 
ourselves upon having given freedom to four mil- 
lions of the colored race: it will then he our shame 
that forty millions of people, by their own toleration 
of usurpation and prolligacy, have sutlercd them- 
selves to become enslaved and merely exchanged 
slave owners for new task-masters in the shape of 
bond-holders and tax-gatherers. Resides, perma- 
nent debts pertain to monarchical government, and, 
tending to monopolize perpetuities and class legisla- 
tion, are totally irreconcilable with free institutions. 
Introduced into our republican system, they would 
gradually but surely sap its foundation, eventually 
subvert our governmental fabric, and erect upon its 
ruins a moneyed aristocracy. 
It is our sacred duty to tian-mit unimpaired to 
our posterity the blessings of liberty which, were 
bequeathed to us by the founders of the Republic, ami 
by our example teach those who are to follow us 
carefully to avoid the dangers which threaten a free 
and independent people. Various plans have been 
proposed for the payment of the public debt. How- 
ever they may have varied as to the time and mode 
in which it should he redeemed, there seems to be a 
general concurrence ns to the propriety and justness 
of a reduction in the present rate of interc-t. The 
Secretary of the Treasury, in his report, recom- 
mends live per cent. Congress, in a hill passed 
prior ro adjournment on the 27th of July last, agreed 
upon 1 and 4 l-*2 per cent, while by many 3 percent, 
has been held to be an amply sulticien't return for 
the investments. The general impression as to the 
exorbitancy of the existing rate of interest has led 
to an inquiry in the public mind respecting the con- 
sideration which the government lias actually re- 
ceived for its*bonds, and the conclusion is becoming 
prevalent that the amount which it obtained was in 
real money 300 or too per cent, less than tin* obliga- 
tion which it issued in return, ft can not he denied 
that we are paying an extravagant per ventage for 
the use of the money borrowed which was part 
currency—greatly depreciated below the value of 
coin. 
This fact is made apparent when we consider 
that bondholders receive from the Treasury upon 
each dollar they hold in Government securities six 
per cent in gold, which is nearly or quite equal to 
nine per cent in currency: that the bonds are then 
converted into capital for the National Hanks upon 
which those institutions issue their circulations 
bearing six percent interest, and that they are ex- 
empt from taxation by the Government and the 
State, and thereby enhanced two per cent in the 
bonds ol the holders. We thus have an aggregate 
of seventeen per cent which may be received upon 
each dollar by the owners of Government securites. 
A system that produces such results is justly re- 
garded as favoring a few at the expense of the ninny, 
and has led to the further inquiry whether our 
bondholders, in view of the large profits which they 
have enjoyed would themselves be averse to a set- 
tlement of our indebtedness upon a plan which 
would yield them a fair remuneration and at the 
same time be just to the tax payers of the nation. 
Our national credit should be sacredly observed, 
but in making provisionl'orour creditors we should 
not forget what is due to the mass of the people. 
It may be assumed that the holders of our securi- 
ties have already received upon their bonds a larger 
amount than their original investment, measured 
hy a gold standard. 
Upon the statement of facts it would seem but 
just and equitable that the six per cent interest 
now paid by the government should be applied to 
the reduction of the principal in semi-annual pay- 
ments which in sixteen years and eight monjhs 
would liquidate the entire national debt. 
Six per cent in gold at present rates would be 
equal to nine per cent in currency, and equivalent 
to the payment of the debt one and a halftimes in 
a fraction less than seventen years. 
This, in connection with all" the other advantages 
derived from their investment, would all'ord to the 
public creditors a fair and liberal compensation for 
the use of their capital, and with this liny should lie 
>ati>fird. The lessons of the admonish the len- 
dor that it is not well to he over-anxious in exact- 
in" from the borrower rigid compliance with the 
letter ol' the bond. If provision be made for the 
payment of the indebtedness of the Goverment in 
the manner suggested, our nation will rapidly re- 
cover its wonted prosperity. Its interests require that some measure should be taken to release the 
large amount of capital invested in the securities 
"f the Government. It is not now merely unpro- 
duct i\v, but in taxation annually consumes $150,000- 
bOO, which would otherwise he used by our en- 
terprising people in adding to the wealth of the na- 
tion. Our commerce, which at one time success- 
fully rit ailed the great maritime powers, has rapid- !y diminished. And our industrial interests arc iu 
a depressed and languishing condition. The devel- 
opment of our inexhaustible resources is checked 
| and the fertile lichls of the South are becoming waste for want of means to till them. With the 
release of capital new life would he infused into the 
paralized energies of our people, and activity and 
vigor imparted to every branch of industry. Our 
people need encouragement in their effort's to re- 
cover from the effects of the rebellion and of injudi- 
cious legislation, and it should lie the aim of the 
Government to stimulate them l>v the prospect of an 
early release from the burdens which impede their 
prosperity. And we should at least manifest a will- 
ingness to help to hear them. 
all remember with what torrents ot 
ridicule and outcries of denunciation these 
sentiments were received in New England at 
; the time of their utterance. But these availed 
! nothing. The message was scattered broad- 
cast over the land, and its utterances sank 
into the minds of the people. 
When Mr. Johnson went home, it was with 
the purpose as we said before, of asking the 
people of his state to decide between him and 
those with whom he took issue. lie engaged 
actively in the canvas, and made frequent 
addresses to the people. In all of them he 
advanced the sentiments above quoted, en- 
forcing them with argument and illustration 
pertinent to the time and place. The radical 
telegraph despatches reported that the Ex- 
President was running the canvass in Tennes- 
see on a repudiation platform. When the 
returns came in, it proved that the Johnson 
ticket had carried the State hy an immense 
majority, and that a Legislature had been 
chosen that is certain to send the chief re- 
pudiator to the United States Senate. 
Tf the sentiments of the message be re- 
pudiation, then has the great State of Tennes- 
see embraced the doctrine, and given the 
most convincing evidence of her conversion 
and purpose. Is it not time tor those who 
are making these terrible exactions from the 
substance of the people, to ask themselves 
whether they are not laying on the load 
beyond the patience of the country to bear? 
The signs are portentious. The people arc 
arranging themselves on this question pre- 
paratory to the next great Presidential con- 
test. The issue cannot be in doubt. The 
bondholders must abate their demands or i 
lake the consequences. 
THE BOLTERS JUSTIFIED. 
The temperance men of the republican par- 
ly, who distrust Chamberlain and believe that 
the mass of those who were active in his re- 
nomination are not true friends of the cause 
ol‘temperance, are afforded daily evidence of 
the correctness of their theory. The cloven 
foot is more and more plainly to he seen. 
The leaders talk boldly a free nun platform, 
and the Chamberlain organs lean affection-I 
atclv toward the whisky barrels. Their ar- 
ticles savor of jingling glasses and whisky 
punch—in the same columns that onee dis- 
coursed so persuasively of the virtues of tem- 
perance. 
Perhaps the most remarkal.de conversion 
in this respect is that of the Progressive A<rc, j 
the radical paper in this city. From the ex- j 
tremest radicalism oil the subject of ruin-sell- 
ing and drinking, and a demand for severe] 
penalties, it has swung clear around until it j 
has become an apologist for both rum-sel ling 
and nun-drinking, best it lie thought that 
we present this matter too stronglv, we ! ° 
copy a few extracts from the Age of different 
dates, which show its contrasted opinions j 
within a year or two— 
From the Frog. Age, July; 
20, 1807. 
Liquor drinking is a habit| 
ami one of the worst habits.; 
There is not one person in 
ten who is not hotter oft’in! 
every sense by letting liquor! 
alone. How many of our 
laboring people have money] 
in their pockets and every- 
thing comfortable around 
them at home, who, if liquor] 
was allowed to be sold free- 
ly, would have no money in! 
their pockets and whose] 
homes would be the abodes: 
of wretchedness. It is ai 
mercy to many poor hard! 
working men, who have the 
misfortune to have appetites j 
for liquor, that it is placed! 
beyond their reach. With; 
liquor at its present high! 
prices, no man in moderate] 
circumstances can alibi'd to 
buy it; stiil if it is within 
reach, many will have it, and] 
thus keep themselves poor! 
and miserable. 
From Hie Ago, Sept. 0,1SC7. 
No candid, fair man who 
ilosin s the good of the com- 
munity.,can look around him 
without being sensible of 
the good resulting from the 
discontinuance of the liquor 
traffic. 
Men who were in the hair 
it oi getting intoxicated and 
misspending their time and 
money are now seen sober 
and industriously at work 
providing lor their families 
and laying up money. 
Visiting public places of 
amusement, we see no riot-1 
in^ nor disorder but every- 
thing quiet and orderly.— 
Young men, who were be- 
ing drawn into the haunts ol 
vice to be ruined, are disen- 
thralled and being led back 
to the paths of rectitude. 
A man is no man at alb 
but a pitiable wretch who 
can look at this changed as- 
pect, and wish for a return 
of the days when drunken- 
ness ami rowdyism were 
common spectacles in our 
cities and villages. 
For this changed aspect 
wo are indebted to the pro- 
hibitory law. 
I'rom the Prog. Age, Aug. ! 
1:5, 1809. ; 
Tiiat partial intoxication! 
causes crimes, in some in- | 
stances, to be committed 
which otherwise would not 
have been committed is, 
doubtless, true. But the 
charge that nine-tenths or I 
even a majority of the crimes ! 
committed are the direct or j 
even the proximate effect of 
intemperance, cannot be sus- 
tained by facts. Nor is the ! 
assertion that nine-tenths of i 
the pauperism which exists j is caused by intemperance, 
any nearer the truth. Is it | 
not rather true, that pover- ; 
ty, in a large majority of 
cases, is directly traceable to ! 
misfortune, laziness, shift- j 
lessness? That intemper- 
ance is frequently found in ! 
company with poverty is 
ti ue; but so are idleness and i 
shiftlessness. Many persons j drink habitually and intern- ! 
peralely, and vet make a ! 
plentiful living.' 
From the Age, Aug. i:j, l.sr.'j. 
The temperate or restrict- 
ed use ot nlchholic stimu- 
lants is not harmful. Their 
beneficial use as a medicine 
to recuperate and repair the 
physical system, is almost 
universally admitted. Nor 
is the mod rate or temper- 
ate use, as a beverage, im- 
moral any more than tea or 
co llee. 
But it is to be borne in I 
miml that these results 
spring from the intemperate 
use ot intoxicating liquor, j It is evident that it nobody 
drank such liquors to excess, 
few if any of these results 
would happen. 
Nor cun it be shown that 
the use, or even Intemperate 
of use, alcohol is the cause of 
nine tenths ot the crimes or 
even the majority ot crimes 
which are committed. The 
cause ot crime is the cor- 
ruption of the human heart. 
It is useless to undertake 
to brand as a crime what 
seven-eighths of the people 
do not consider a crime. It 
is not a crime for a man to 
drink Intoxicating liquors 
temperately, and. therefore, 
it is not a crime lor a person 
to sell intoxicating liquors 
to be drank temperately. 
The idea that if the use of 
intoxicating liquors were 
abandoned by mankind we 
should enjoy a millennium, 
is but the dream ot a vision- 
ary. 
This will show how at least one of the 
Chamberlain organs has swung around the 
circle on the question. One side of the col- 
umn is cold water, the other rectified whis- 
ky. Is there any wonder that the temper- 
ance men were suspicious of such tainted 
vessels? 
Hut this hypocrisy is moderate and blame- 
less compared with that which professed to 
stand by and support the Bangor resolutions, 
which declare for prohibition, and at the 
same time deliberately and bitterly assail that 
very principle. This is just what the Prog. 
Age does, and just what nearly all the 
Chamberlain papers of the State are doing. 
At the same time, they assail and abuse Mr. 
Ilichborn and his supporters because, being 
consistent temperance men, they will not fol- 
low this meandering, whisky-and-water, hy- 
pocritical path. Therefore we hold that, by 
the showing from the columns of papers like 
the Age, the Ilichborn men arc justified in 
their bolting. 
THE CANVAS IN OHIO. 
Columbus, August 12, lsitt). 
General llosecrans having (Inclined the democratic 
nomination for Governor the Democratic State Cen- 
tral Committee assembled here yesterday to fill the 
vacancy on the ticket. After consultation it was 
agreed that it was inexpedient to call a convention, and as it then appeared to the committee there was 
but one man whocould fully command the confidence ofthe people. George II. Pendleton was unanimous- 
ly nominated. He could not be induced to accept the nomination until it was apparent that the democra- 
cy universally insisted that he should do so. Upon the announcement of the result of the committee 
and acceptance by Mr. Pendleton, an immense 
meeting was improvised in the State House yard, and addresses were delivered bv Colonel Money- 
penny, president ofthe meetingMilton Saylor, a candidate for the nomination: Senator Thurman, Trank McKinney, Colonel Connell and Representa- tive fallen. The crowd was most enthusiastically shouting about the streets, apparently convinced that the beloved name, Pendleton, will carry every- thing before it. Pendleton has accepted the nomina- tion and intends to make a vigorous canvass and 
all agree that he will be elected. 
Gen Roseeraus, who is in California, en- 
trusted with the management of some very 
important business matters, found it impera- 
tive that lie should decline the profered hon- 
or. But in lion. George II. Pendleton the 
Democracy of the State have put forward 
their best and most popular man—one whose 
abilities are of the very highest order, and 
whose character is without a stain. Xo man 
in the country is so beloved as he by those 
"'ho know him. And the hundreds of thou- 
sands who have looked from crowded au- 
diences upon his engaging face, and listened 
to the eloquence of his utterances, have felt 
their hearts go out towards him with intuitive 
love and trust. lie is sound, sagacious, hope- 
ful of the future for Democracy, and true as 
steel to the cause of the people. Ohio has 
done well, and we shall look for a swoenin0* 
victory. 
c have never found it in our liearts to complain of the sensitiveness of the Democracy at the roll 
call of their former and present leaders who took 
as active a part in the rehellion as their eireiun- 
stanees would permit. The Forrests, the 8cm- 
meses, the Morgans, the Mosehvs, the Davises are 
not men of whom to lie proud. 'But it does seem a 
little severe in the Belfast Journal to arraign the Radical party for "all the fearful loss of shipping that the country lias sustained.” [Bangor Whig. 
The radical party controlled the affairs of 
the country. It employed such men as it 
liked. It dismissed those it did not like. It 
had all the men, all the money, all the ships 
it asked. Its duty was to protect the com- 
merce of the country. Did it do so? Let the 
sad history of the war and our diminished 
commerce answer. 
What really had the administration to over- 
come upon the sea? All the cruisers that the 
rebels got afloat were but four, in as many 
years—-the Alabama, Florida, Shenandoah and 
I'allahasse. And with all the vast resources 
of the country at its command, with which to 
overcome these vessels, the Whig undertakes 
to aceeount for the loss of American shipping 
by talking of Scmmcs! All the power of the 
United States navy, under radical direction, 
could not suffice to stop four small vessels 
from destroying three million tons of Ameri- 
can shipping! 
But say the apologists for this state of 
things. England aided and abetted the rebels. 
Did she? Well, that is just what a Demo- 
cratic administration would not have permit- 
ted—it it is possible to conceive of such a 
state of tilings under a democratic adminis- 
tration. It would have suffered no British 
intermeddling. During the Crimean war, 
when a British minister sanctioned enlistments 
on American soil, a Democratic President 
promptly sent him home, and took the conse- 
quences. When the Austrian navy seized an 
American citizen in the harbor of Smyrna, a 
South Carolina navy officer trained his guns 
on thrice his force, compelled the release, of 
the man, and received the commendations of 
a Democratic administration. 
In 1812, a democratic administration, for 
far less wrongs than destroying one half our 
shipping, and when the disparity was greater 
than now, declared war against England. 
She was made to feel in juries as well as iu- 
tliet them. So fast and frequent was the cap- 
ture of British ships that a committee of Par- 
liament sat to inquire what had become of the 
invincibility of British ships of war. The 
administration in those days did not fling 
newspaper invectives at our enemies, hut 
sent after them such men as Stewart, Decatur, 
Hull, Bainbridge, McDonough and Perry. 
The radicals made but one demonstration 
on John Bull. Tic1 San Jacinto boarded the 
Trent and took from her the rebel ambassa- 
dors, Slidell and Mason. They were in 
ecstasies at Washington. The radical news- 
papers and radicals speakers were full of 
boastings. The captives were escorted with 
great demonstrations and rejoicings to prison. 
It was a time for swaggerings very big, but 
very brief. Suddenly a growl was heard 
from the British lion, and a demand came for 
the release o! the captured rebels. There 
was a shaking of knees at the White House, 
a quaking in all the departments—and the 
order went forth to let them go. But that 
was not all. l! was demanded that Hnited 
States officials should restore them to the 
deck of a British ship of war. This hu- 
miliation was submitted to by the cowards at 
Washington, this degrading ceremony was 
actually gone through with, and the rebel 
ambassadors were taken in triumph to Hali- 
fax ! 
From that hour British boldness in our af- 
fairs grew apace. Rebel cruisers were sup- 
plied at till their port's, blockade runners car- 
ried in munitions of war, and aid was given 
to the rebellion in every way. And yet the 
Whig talks flippantly of what the rebels did 
toward destroying our shipping. It is till 
humbug. It was the miserable, truckling, 
cowardly and contemptible spirit of a radical 
administration that connived at its destruc- 
tion. English ship owners continue to this day 
to fatten on our misfortunes which sprung 
from those events. 
Trouble with Brother Wendell.— 
What have we for President ?” asks Wendell 
Phillips. He answers his own question thus : 
“Ajoeky and sea-side louuger; a restless boy, 
needing constantly to ho amused; and so im- 
patient of business that he cannot stay at his 
post more than a week at a time.” And 
again: “To your tents, O Israel! for a sec- 
ond Buchanan sits in the White House, tem- 
porizing while the enemy gets in battle array.” 
To the general outbreak in the Republican 
ranks and among the newspapers, against 
Grant, must now be added the weight and 
influence of Phillips, which is great in Massa- 
chusetts. llis brilliant wit and cutting invec- 
tive will do more to make Grant ridiculous 
than anything save his own oilieial acts. And 
it may be further remarked that Phillips nev- 
er yet took up an advanced or extreme posi 
lion to which he did not bring this party. 
The Augusta Savings Bank lias sumO.OIIO on de- 
posit—and none of il by Sprague. 
| Moke Tkoi hle. In addition to the Hieh- 
born schism in the radical church in Maine, 
;!ln irrepressible conflict has broken out among 
the newspapers of that persuasion on the 
subject ot a successor to Fessenden, whose 
term expires in 1871—and this, too, almost 
before the ashes of the Ilamlin and Morrill 
contest are cold. The Bangor Jeffersonian 
has an article, full to the brim of bitterness, 
accusing Fessenden of perambulating the 
State for electioneering purposes. The Port- 
land Advertiser takes up the cudgels for the 
assailed Senator, and wages a combat at once 
with the Jeffersonian and Lewiston Journal. 
The Ellsworth American sides with Fessen- 
den. Beginning so vigorously at a time so 
distant trom the actual choice oi the Senator, 
tliis bids fair to grow into a light of very fine 
proportions. The main charge brought 
against the Senator is that of having voted 
against the impeachment of the President. 
The Fessenden papers claim, and we think 
justly, that the failure to impeach the Presi- 
dent really saved the party from defeat in the 
succeeding election. We felt so certain that 
they would upset their political apple-cart by 
making Ben Wade President, that we bet 
money on it, and lost. 
The Beautiful Snow. A Rockland cor- 
respondent, whose appreciation of good 
poetry led to a reading of the poem we pub- 
lished last week, with the accompanying re- 
marks, writes to us as follows— 
-Dine ten or twelve years ago Lewis (Javlord Clark, who is supposed to know something about literature, asked who wrote ‘•lieuutifiil .Snow”? 
Tile story copied from the Omaha Uepuhliean is ail very well and very pretty, but the poem was 
publish'd some years before “the early part of the 
war.” 
The “Snow" lias lost some of its beauty ami 
purity in its travels. Perhaps the lewd woman in 
whose carpet-bag Mr. Reed found it lias soiled it 
somewhat. The original reads— 
“For of all that is on or about me I know 
There’s nothing that's pure hut tile beautiful snow.’’ 
There arc other alterations and omissions which 
arc not improvements butjdo not so much injure the 
sense and beauty of the lines. 
The poem was enclosed to us with a re- 
quest for publication by a lady of literary 
taste. We were glad to comply, as the pro- 
duction is one of remarkable beauty. We 
have no doubt that it had a different origin 
from the one ascribed to it in the preface we 
published last week, although its real author 
may never he known. It is strange how 
easily such matters may become questionable, 
by lapse of time and the persistent assertion 
of claimants. The authorship of that touch- 
ing poem “Rock me to sleep, Mother,” is 
sun disputed by Mrs. Akers and a gentleman 
in New Jersey who is not so well known to 
fame, hut whose abundance of greenbacks 
enabled him to hire a whole page of the New 
York Tribune and till it with small type in 
the endeavor to prove his title to that which 
in our estimation none hut a woman, and a 
highly gifted one, could have written. 
It has not generally been known that Mrs. 
Grant is cross-eyed. But a radical Jenkins, 
correspondent of the Pittsburgh Gazette, has 
discovered the fact, and tints Announces the 
painful truth to the world : 
“At Long Branch, Mrs. Grant wore black 
lace over blue satin. Her demeanor was 
modest, and she attracted much attention as 
she stood beside the president with her hands 
and eyes demurely crossed." 
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. 
Fi;i:dei:ickstad, Xdrw v, July lii, 1800. 
Tn the Editor „f the Journal: My last let- 
ter was dated at, and in brief a description of, 
tlie beautiful city of Hamburg, Germany. At 
that date 1 had not bad time to see very many 
of the great objects of interest which abound 
in and about the city, and si I allude to them 
now. 
All your musical readers ;rt least are famil- 
iar with that world-renowned poem, Ivlop- 
stock's Messiah—so often sung in all churches 
in all lands. The people h trc greatly vener- 
ate him, and consider him the Milton of Ger- 
many. Here he passed tin larger part of his 
life, wrote that great poem here, and here he 
died, 1803. Over the door of the house 
where he died is an inscription in German, 
the English of which is— Immortality is a 
grand thought.” He and l.is wife lie buried 
in the village of Ottenson, near Hamburg; 
she preceding him, he placed over her re- 
mains this simple and beautiful epitaph— 
Seed sown by God, 
To nil“EN FOB THE HABVEST. 
Schiller anil Goethe—pronounced Gertor— 
are as familiar names here as household 
words. The former is the author of that fa- 
mous drama which wo have all seen, or acted, 
in our school days—William Tell. Every- 
where one sees statues of both those distin- 
guished men, which shows how cherished arc 
their memories—here, as in all lands. 
I wish I could write as interesting an ac- 
count of this place, Frcdcriekstad, as of Ham- 
burg. But it is as barren of interest as the 
country. Norway and Sweden are now 
united under one government, the name of 
whose king is Carl. 
In this high latitude of GO degrees there is 
scarcely any night. Most people are used to 
rising with the sun high in the heavens; but 
to retire also under such circumstances seems 
strange enough. Mid-summer day is ob- 
served here as a great holiday. 
Though the sun is so long above the hori- 
zon, the shortness of the season renders veg- 
etation very backward. New potatoes anil 
strawberries are just coming into the market, 
and peas in bloom. There seems but small 
encouragement for a poor man here; the 
short season, low wages, and slow, dilly-dal- 
ly way of doing things, must keep him poor. 
Luckily if their means are few, so arc their1 
wants. Meat they but seldom know; black 
bread and coll'ee four times a day, varied oc- 
casionally with fish, lobster, &c., seem to sat- 
isfy all their eating needs. 
The intelligence of these people seems ns 
low as their desires and as sluggish as their 
life. For till of late they considered all 
Americans as ditfering but little from our In- 
dians. The large amount of money, how- 
ever, sent home by their numerous emigrants 
to our States, have now opened their dull 
eyes to the fact that the American is a pros- 
perous, if not civilized people. And as to 
civilizing, I notice a thing which shows that 
they are fast getting it from us. For a gen- 
tleman has introduced here an American Hair 
Renovator which numerous bodies, from King 
Carl to the lowest strata of society, have 
taken to using. 
In a few days I shall leave for Melbourne, 
Australia, whence, if anything of sufficient 
interest can be found there, I may next write 
you. Respectfully yours, E. S. 15. 
The Bangor Jeffersonian is Fessendcn-mad. It 
lias this week nine different articles levelled at the 
Senator. 
LETTER FROM NEW YORK. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
New York, Aug. 9,1869. 
Oood morning? How do I do this morning? Well 
| foully, I hardly know. I've scarcely got my eves 
open yet. You see I was terribly tired last night, 
and as the saving is, slept "like a log.” Besides I 
incline in the morning to— 
" A little more sleep, n little more slumber 
A little more folding the arms to rest.” 
A morning nap is such a luxury! But then it 
isu t henlthlul, and I don t want to la* understood 
! as recommending it to any one. On the contrary r 
I would point out tor your special consideration the 
lines commencing—“Early to hed, early to rise," 
What is that you say? Better take some of 
my own advice? Let me tell you that I am lar 
from being the only one who preach better than 
they practice. Tf you don’t credit the assertion 
look about you, and when you have discovered a 
ease ol the opposite kind, please record it for the 
benefit of the world. For depend upon it, such in- 
cidents form the exceptions and not the rule. Not 
that I he world is wholly bad, or total depravity a 
foregone conclusion. Oh no. This world is a very 
jolly place, if you only take it rightly. But then, 
often the tlesli i- weak and the spirit willing, which 
is the occasion of so many good people falling from 
grace. 
I was going out with yon this morning} Well, 
as it is much easier to ti avcl by imagination than 
by any other conveyance, suppose we fancy our- 
selves transported to the same spot where we left 
each other last week. Xow we. will go up this 
street a little way and cross into what is known as 
CASTLE GARDEN. 
It is only a small spot of green earth, cut tip by 
irregular walks, shaded with trees, and not very 
nicely kept at present. Tile Castle itself is a huge, 
round building, with flat roof, somewhat resembling 
a fort, ibis is the landing place and temporary 
home of all emigrants coming to Xow York. In 
close proximity to the Garden is Howling Green. 
< Tossing this we proceed slowly up 
BKOADWAY, 
wliich allows no comparison with any other street 
ill the rniteil States. It is wide, straight, hand- 
some; lined with lolly and magnificent buildings— 
many of them time-honored and world renowned. 
And through 111iwide space rolls all day long, 
from early morn ’till late at night, a never ceasing, 
living tide of humanity. High and low, rich and 
poor, every phase of life is by turti exhibited. And 
tbe liorses, the carts, the wagons, carriages, coaches. 
Horne on by the resistless flood, you walk as one in 
a maze, speculative, philosophical, absorbed, inter- 
ested, amused—each passion has it.s play. You go 
up past Trinity Church, witli its immense spire al- 
most lost to sight In ttio dim regions above. It is 
impressively grand in its proportions, but as you 
gaze upon it the purest, holiest and best of your 
heart's blood is not stirred or quickened. You look 
upon il with feelings of pride, not religion. How- 
ever, you don’t want to be cynical, so say nothing. 
You continue on past Delmonico’s, which fur- 
nishes the most fashionable and dainty suppers in 
the world; past the Astor House and a thousand 
other equally a. noted buildings, and turn into the 
Avenues where you get a glimpse of tlm palatial 
residences of these merchant princes. New < 'ity 
Hull and its I leautifnl park you can cross to the 
Tombs, if, Howard-like, you wish to investigate 
prison life. It is not m this direction I wisli von 
to go this morning, but rattier to retrace our war 
and go down 
WALL STIIF.LT. 
\\ 11:»t \ is ions of wealth anil happiness, poverty 
and sorrow, crime and degred ation crowd upon 
the mind at the hare suggestion of tl»e name! How 
many fortunes have been lost and won here I How 
many men have been tempted, fearfully tempted, 
and lost all! Hero within the space of a few min- 
utes walk, shut up by the lofty brick and granite 
walls of banking houses, insurance and brokers’ 
offices, lies the wealth and destinies of the country. 
Does a “panic" rise in Wall street, the pulse of the 
whole nation is feverish with expectation, and the 
rise or fall of gold is noted and felt the country 
over—a political barometer which tells which way 
tlic wind is blowing. The Custom House and 
I’uited State- Treasury building are the two edi- 
fices most specially claiming vour intention upon 
this street, and yet if it lx- near mid-day you will 
have eyes for little else than the Merchants Ex- 
change, and tile broker’s boards at the junction of 
Williams and Wall streets. And here in this build- 
ing, and in the open street goes on from day today the 
gambling fever called selling of stocks and gold. Is it 
any wonder that the men here assembled look hag- 
gard with care or feverish with excitement, when 
on to-day's venture depends all? The fortunes of 
to-day will possibly not lie those of to-morrow. It 
is like a game of cards—some must lose whilst 
others win. 
At the foot oi Wall -1reel, is a ferry connecting 
with a street id' the same name on the Brooklyn 
side. Crossing the river in this, we stop at the 
holding sufficiently long to examine the vast tunnel, 
and massive bridge here constructed for the relief 
of travel, and then into a passing ear to 
GKKKWOOT). 
A carriage awaits your arrival here, which for 
the small sum of seventy-live cents takes you to al^ 
parts of this delightful resting place of the dead. 
A short drive through a beautifully laid out park, 
and you are at the main entrance. This is a marvel 
of workmanship and beauty, and must have been 
erected at a great expense. I know not how much. 
It. is constructed of dark brown sand-stone and 
trimmed with a brighter stone worked into a 
variety of designs, and is so massive as to contain 
large airy rooms. 
Over tin* carriage entrance are four groups carv- 
ed from the stone, representing scriptural passages 
relating to the raising of the dead. Upon one of 
these., entitled “Come Forth," your attention ren- 
tors. It represents Christ summoning Lazarus 
from the tomb. Whoever the artist may l>*\ and 
whether working under inspiration or imagination, 
lie lias caught and faithfully reproduced here the 
spirit which must have possessed these persons on 
this most extraordinary occasion. Lazarus has just 
stepped forth from the tomb, bound in his grave- 
clothes, and wearing tin* haggard cadaverous look 
of one dead, llis eyes rest upon the Saviour with 
the helpless, bewildered look of one just wakened 
from a long and dreamless sleep, and knows not 
what to do. Upon the faces of some of his sur- 
rounding friends are dawning looks of joy, upon 
others horror sits enthroned—upon all are curiosity 
amazement, fear. Christ alone stands surveying 
the. group in calm reposeful majesty, with just a 
perceptible tinge of sadness upon his countenance, 
as if he thought of the earthly sorrows and pain to ! 
which he had recalled Lazarus, in this exhibition 
of his power—or perhaps the shadow of his own 
approaching death is resting upon him. It is an 
ideal, yet commanding face, full of power and 
beauty; exalted with the knowledge of a kingly 
mission, and yet melting with human love and pity. 
It is a Christ to be loved, to be worshipped, not 
with human passion, but with the holiest feelings of 
the inmost soul. At the feet of such a being you 
could kneel and pour out your heart’s deepest 
trouble, your soul’s darkest sins, and know that 
you would find pity, compassion, forgiveness. 
The most noted objects of attraction in the ceme- 
tery are the Take with its beautiful fountain, the 
Firemen’s and l’ilot's monuments, and the grave of 
Charlotte Canda. The l’ilot's monument stands 
upon an eminence in close proximity to the main 
entrance, and can be seen far o at to sea. From this 
point you have an excellent view of New York, 
Brooklyn and the surrounding harbor. The monu- 
ment is a plain, heavy shaft of marble, resting on a 
base of like material, which in turn is supported by 
a solid granite foundation. The base of the menu- 
incut is relieved with sculptured designs of a ship 
in a storm, coils of rope, anchors, and an inscrip- 
tion telling the passer-by that it was erected by the 
New York pilots in memory of one of their com- 
rades, who died from exposure whilst nobly trying 
to save the lives of others. The firemen's monu- 
ment is very similar and erected for a like purpose. 
The grave of Charlotte Canda is entirely different. 
It is marked by neither monument, tombstone or 
tomb, but a mixture of all. It is more properly a 
temple with gothic front, like the enclosed lot in 
the shape of an octagon, and the whole elaborately 
carved. It shows a female figure standing within 
llie open door of the temple, which is approached 
! and surrounded by a flight of marble steps. At the 
1 foot of these kneel two angels with clasped hand', 
outstretched wings, and enraptured faces gazing in- 
j tcntly upon the maiden above them. I’pon the 
steps in many places are rare, sculptured vases con- 
taining flowers. A plain marble slab at the gab 
I tells you that the unfortunate girl was instantly 
j killed by being thrown from her carriage on the 
night of her seventeenth birthday. The guide fur- 
ther informs you that she was of French descent, 
that she was to have been married on the succeed- 
ing day, and that a brother, her only surviving rel- 
ative. in his deep grief, spent all of her fortune and 
much of his own. amounting to many thousands of 
dollars, in erecting this tribute to her memory. 
Coming back from Greenwood we cross the river 
FIT-TON FKICRY, 
| which is one of the most crowded thoroughfares in 
! New York. An incessant How of travel is always 
: here, and thousands of people are constantly pass- 
ing and repassing. Stepping ashore on tin New 
^ ork side,we get a glimpse of Brick Pomeroy's news- 
| hoys marching along with their red brick-shaped 
! caps, crying the Democrat. And litre, if I may be 
j pardoned the digression, 1 w ould like to add a few 
sentences concerning this remarkable man. It has 
been common with some to associate Mr. Pomeroy 
with all that is low, vulgar and disgraceful. This 
is all wrong, as those most familiar w ith his writ- 
I ings, and personally acquainted with him, can test- 
ily. A more modest, prcposcssing man it would be 
hard to find—shy, bashful, handsome; he is the last 
one to be accused of immorality. Those who read 
his “Sense,” and Saturday Night articles, must ac- 
knowledge that they not only show' beauty ot 
thought and perception, hut also the kindliest and 
purest of feelings. He is a man of quick, strong 
impulses, and not afraid to speak •"out what hr 
thinks, which he does in a way that cuts like a tu 
edged sword. He is a native of New York Mate, 
and has risen, by the lVorf- of bis own genui*, lYmn 
a poor boy to one of the proudest positions in the 
country. For I am free to tell you that 1 would 
rather be the successful editor of a popular new > 
paper than President of the Fnited states—it r. 
quires more brains lbr the former calling. 
Hurrying on through many streets, wc liualP 
reach the pier where we are to take passage back 
to Boston, stopping only once on our way at Green- 
wich street, to see the numerous iron posts in pro- 
cess of erection for the air-line rail-road. From tin* 
top of these are to radiate iron braces, upon which 
tlie rails are to be laid, and then high in the air tin* 
cars are to run. The ground is cheaper up there. 
Pkrcik. 
TROUBLE IN THE LINCOLN COUNTY RE- 
PUBLICAN CONVENTION. 
New Castle, An;. 11. isrr.i. 
Out Republican friends met here to-dav 
and put in nomination lion. I! i> Mete,-ill, 
for Senator, David Chamberlain, of Bristol, 
for County Commissioner, and Wm. Gibbs, 
ot Wiseasset, as County Treasurer -all good 
and true temperance men. 
Major Stetson, as he thought, at a proper 
time, put into the Convention what proved a 
tire brand. He, in a speech, gave the Con- 
vention to understand that Go\ Chamber- 
lain is an out and out temperance man. not- 
withstanding the insinuations which are 
thrown out by some radical men to tie- mili- 
tary. Mr. Boyd, of Daiuariseotta Mills, in a 
speech vindicated the temperance men. 
Mr. Boyd, of Bootlibay. felt called upon ti- 
explain his position as a temperance man. 
and why he was acting with the Republieai 
party. 
Mr. Clifford, of Hdgeeomb, endorsed C,««\ 
Chamberlain as a temperance man. 
Gen. Hall then offered a resolution iu pin 
port as follows—- 
Resolved, That the action of the third p.ut> i 
nominating Mr. Ilii liborn, was unwise, injudf i- 
and tending to injure the cause of temperance. 
Gen. Hall stoutly advoraled the pass a 
the resolution 
Mr. Rawson, of Waldoboro’, moved that 
the resolution be laid upon the table, and in 
a speech, said Un- resolution and remark- 
were out of place and uncalled I'm and m.tiii 
sidled tin: Republicans not to fall out by the 
way. He also read the letter "f the Hon. 
John J. l’erry, of July |sr,:i. 
The resolution was finally passed by a small 
majority. What effect such resolutions will 
have at such a time as this remains to hr 
seen. A Looker On 
The Skowhcgan He porter having asked t»* 
see designated “among the leaders «»r tie- 
rank and lile of the Republican party *>ut‘ imin 
who lifted his bauds to destroy tic- I nion or 
insult its llag” the Anson Ad\orate thus 
furnishes the information asked for 
To say nothing of (lurrisoii, Sumner, 11<»r.i<. 
Rrecley and the rest, who preached treason an.I 
disunion from the era-lie to the grave, (of the l nion 
where’s Longstroet, Stokes, Jo Brown tlm founder 
of Andersonville, and lot* of like leather—sa\ 
where? 
In which the Advocate' rather has him. 
The Belfast Republican Journal saysthaf I >• -in-. 
erats will have something t-> say about th< Maim 
Senatorship ot 1ST1. B> all means, -, t\ all )..u 
want to. But wlmt can you do about it ? ^Portland 
Press. 
Perhaps as well as our friends inTViuiossc 
who have rendered certain the election ot 
Andrew Johnson. i'lie prospect was m arcel v 
more favorable in that state than it is here. 
How will such a do as that please \ ou 
The care taken <>1' his family by the Pre-d 
dent is constant anil unremitting. .Inst now 
his anxieties are for the welfare of his 
brother-in-law, Dr. Sharpe, who, not content- 
ed with the v ery soft place of Marshal of the 
District ot Columbia, aspires to Congression- 
al honors in Virginia. Consequently the ad- 
ministrative breaks are put on that State to 
make the brother-in-law's prospects more 
I serene than they might lit* without sonic in 
terfereneo. The other Senatorship is an oh 
jeet of interest with Gen. Canby, and the 
pressure of the test oath, it is believed, will 
bring the medical and the military man both 
nicely into the coveted positions. Such dis 
interestedness in the affairs of the South 
shows the consistency and fairness of thi- 
Administration in the reconstructive process 
While Secretary lloutwell tries to sneak into 
some importance by an outrageous interfer- 
ence in the Tennessee election, assuming to 
direct the voters there, the President and the 
military arrange for the representation ot 
Virginia, and go so far in their consideration 
as to select the individuals themselves, keep 
ing the matter straight by circumscribing the 
elective franchise with an ellieiency that ren- 
ders any error of choice on the part of the 
Virginians themselves impossible, [liostou 
Post. 
The lliddelbrd Journal says John Kicker, 
an insane man, living near the sea on the 
east side of the river, has for the past two 
years, walked fill an average twenty-live 
miles pei day, and in the summer season 
wheels a wheelbarrow lie starts from his 
home, goes up to the village, crosses the 
bridge and thence to the beach, from the pier 
to Oakes’ neck and sometimes farther, and 
then back home again, a distance of not less 
than five miles and makes from five to seven 
trips a day. He picks a few chips and pieces 
!of board and wheels them home, and this 
work he does constantly flay in and day out, 
except Sundays when he goes on long walks 
without the wheelbarrow. 
The Transcript tells of an Oxford hen that 
has recently vi ndicated the. sagacity of her 
race, by selecting ten chickens of her brood 
that were hatched from eggs surreptiously 
foisted upon her as her own, and deliberate 
I V picking mil their e\ e- 
GENERALITIES. 
II Maehias Republican, that goes for Chautber- 
denounces the Iliohborn men as inconsistent, 
commends tli«- prohibition of cider—all in the 
nne column. 
Ih, Low ell Courier says a man in that city is so 
’hiisia-tic on universal suffrage, that he is poling 
|,cans. [Kxehnnge. 
I lint's a practical concession which should satisfy 
\ittta Dickinson. 
i., papers at Maehias and iloulton complain 
l he eclipse was a failure. 
M- Desert is crowded w ith visitors. 
uii'Tr vNs.vcnns. Last week some swindlers 
v v York undertook to return $123,000 of bonds 
: it a r> cent robbery, on receiving $100,000 in 
alucks. The high contracting parties met and 
hanged packages. A subsequent examination 
w d that the greenbacks paid over were eoun- 
>, it. and that the jtackage of bonds was three 
nds of waste paper! 
\-;i Packer i~ a rich man, and people know he 
! tii' money in an honest manner. Joint W. 
ary : ■ a ricli man—and here the parallel ends. 
I’liila. Age. 
In Clewiaml. Ohio, Mr. Oilraartin's son, who 
1 ■ a out late, was climbing in at the window, 
e ii hi- liulici mistaking him for a burglar, shot 
an dead. 
Thev treat tlii- same event differently in different 
ilitie>. Out in Kansas a man was buried by the 
me in <*f a well, and the neighbors, inferring 
it In was dead and well buried, concluded to let 
tn remaii In Concord. N II., when Deacon 
i»"\\ xperiem ed m similar accident, the whole re- 
"ii turned out, and recovered his remains, bo- 
i<ii !> iegrapliing their progress all over the -oun- 
! rv. 
i'tie temperance men of Connecticut liave held a 
-1 < uventiou and resolved to cut loose from the 
publicans. 
! Ii* troops in Alaska have be.-n reduced in iium- 
e e;111 y to the joy of those who get away. 
! Kihworth American says the blueberry >ea- 
lipping Plains is in full blast. It is said that 
than ii\- hundred people are t- mporarily liy- 
iu*i*uts on the plains, spending the season in 
diu tin hen ie-. These make from one to two 
ii d:i\ in tli business. Ii is estimated that 
than >-Jo.ooo worth will he shipped this year. 
Ida lliehhoru Convention for Cumberland 
.ni m : Portland on the ilth and put in 
:ii: aale e lull < "lint) tieket. 
\ law relic.- woman, who is in the habit of 
•!.,-idling her husband at intervals, concludes the 
m ■nies attending flagellation, by shutting her- 
in tie- parlor and singing “Nearer, my God, to 
• iifoniia fruit, in good order, has been received 
New York, by railroad. 
A ! mjM-r;inr.' N ational < \»inmtion is to be held 
< iii>- igo on rbf 1-t of September. Many distin- 
•! bed mi i) an* expected to bo present, and iin- 
!aiit political measures will be adopted. 
ii\e in deeds. not years; in thoughts not 
bn aths, 
■ lings, not in figures on a dial. 
-hould count time by heart-throbs. II.* most 
live*. 
thinks the most, feels the noblest, acts the 
best. 
Minnesota tornado took a lady teacher out of 
duelling and deposited her in a wlieat-tield 
t\ -seven rods distant. 
Field has been to the Adirondaeks with 
and is going to write a lecture about life in 
wood-. We hope she will not, like her never" 
guide, try to make us Indievc she caught a deer 
he tail. 
'li Lorillard, ol New York, happy man, is able 
fart on a tour around the world in liis private 
i;!. Fine out tobacco and. the protits thereon, ; 
him in funds. 
v Mr. Alexander is tin "cattle King of Illinois.” 
in-ids ten thousand head, and lias a farm of thirty 
•i-and acres. 
lon't believe Ibn. lintler will care to go into 
l S. Senate, if Ex-President Johnson is to be 
: d from Tenness, c. Ilcniamiii would lind it 
•mfori able. 
ii> ta-hion ofthe American sailor to call the 
1 Stat«*s gunlMat W'issahiekon the "Widow! 
Higgins.” 
I li. Uayti. n government has purchased the l*. S. 
>m* 1 Algonquin, and engaged an Fx-F. S. otlicer 
-ail her. 
i- '.-t 'hew and Sing-Man, two Chinese tuer- 
nts, doing business in San Francisco, are in 
> u York to see what can be done in the way of 
.('plying that city with tea and silks by way ofthe 
!ti< llailroad. 
II ivtien money is looking tip. Five dollars of 
ney are worth a cent in gold. 
rg. Peabody, tie* philanthropist, w ill not live 
He is failing fast. 
Niivr Spinner continues to receive letters 
parts of tlie country informing him of the 
illation of the new counterfeit ten-dollar notes, 
li « -rolina is said to he llooded with them, 
a uavc been none ottered in this part of tin*. 
Illl V Wt. 
it*- Dr. Chapin, ti lls a story about an old 
w ho thought he was dying, but who was as- 
i v bis nurse, that he would not die so long as 
!- w. re warm—such a thing was never heard 
Hut l have heartl of a limn who died with 
;> warm feet.” “Who wus he?” enquired the 
i! ■ .John lingers,” replied the incorrigible old 
M "i -. ■ arleton Norwood A C«». launched from 
.r > aid ui llockport, 7th inst.. t tine bai k of tls 
:oo tons burthen. She is named the “J. (J. Nor- 
i." one of the firm. [Herald. 
The 1 M-ople of Litchfield were much agitated on 
clay h\ the appearance of u mail dog that atta<-k- 
■ ral persons, entered people's houses, made 
*11 innocent brothers of Ids own species, and 
up” generally. He finally attacked a man who 
si-ylhe and who dispatched him after a short 
jgle. Several dogs were bitten and have been 
A hoy w as also bitten, hut the skin not be- 
hmken no danger was apprehended. 
klund is in a suffering condition. The pro- 
>iy law has shut off liquor, and a break in the 
: works deprives the city of water. It must he 
i- time there. 
i_r:idahoe County Convention of the supporters 
Hi' hborn will be held at Hath on the 21st. 
I ll* Democrats of Aroostook County will meet 
• mention by their delegates at Houlton on Sat- 
v. August ‘isth, for Senator and County officers. 
Mi Hunker, whose match factory at Kendall’s 
Th'. w as burned, will rebuild it. 
1 lie Maehias Republican has discovered down 
!• a Democrat of the meanest kind”—undoubt- 
'• grade above a radical of the best kind. 
It i' said that tin1 snug “Not for Joseph" lias a 
■c ;d origin, and took its rise from a little romance 
> :li' Potiphar family. 
ini U’ltKVr. We now have in our office a 
‘do of Russian ipring wheat taken from our farm 
Frankfort, that measures strong six feet. It was 
ii the last of May, and is now just in the milk, 
hanger Ilemocrut. 
I urncr, the colored Postmaster ut Macon, (Ju., 
■ i*eeii removed. His elevation was too much for 
". so that he indulged iu a colored mistress, 
: d'hled in counterfeit money, Arc. That’s what 
"liiioal rights did for him. 
'i Kendall's Mills. Nohemiah Parker was thrown 
.. wagon by bis horse taking fright, when a 
K wagon passed over his stomach intlieting pro- 
ldy fatal injuries. 
I lie old party has placed "Prohibition" upon its 
"•Her for the campaign. [Rockland Free Press. 
1 that is just what it has done, placed "Pro- 
"hition oil its banner fur the campaign” and for 
uiipaign purposes. Rut there are thousands of 
1' iiiperance voters in Maine who will be dazzled 
in such empty show as this. [Echo. 
has. Keade says, in a tale he is now writing for 
1 Cahixy. “When a man and a woman do anv- 
""g wrong, it is amusing to hear the judgments ] 
1 oilier men anti women thereupon. The men all 
"'io the man, and the women all Idamc the 
"'itiiaii.’’ 
'he I.cwiston Journal, condensing our notice of 
ships building here, stretches each of them out 
1 ohO loot in length—an overplus oflOO feet. Under 
1 ii'-umstauecs, we are glad that it credits the 
'nient to the Age. 
are Indebted to Uapt. Small of ship Winged 
"'"'h r. for late Calcutta papers. 
hi assessors of Boston find 549 millions of prop- 
rl-' "i that eity.au increase of fifty-six millions 
last year. 
A flog who was foraging upon the premises of a ! 
citizen of Taunton, in attempting to leap a fence was 
caught bv his collar on a picket aud there hung til! 
he was dead. An inquest was deemed unnecessary. 
Vires are raging in the woods in Burnham. 
The lfiehborn men hold a nominating Convention 
for Kennebec county, on the 10th, at Watcrville. 
A Cuban privateer is reported to be afloat. If so, 
the Dons must look out for their ships. 
Skowhegan gets its flour from Buffalo without 
change of cars. 
A mechanic of Portland who was lately taken 
with insanity reduced the national debt on Sunday 
last by several hundred dollars, by throwing into 
the tire all the government bonds which he, had 
earned by hard work and prudent living. 
Virginia and Georgia are suffering from drought. 
An American has received $-PK>0 in gold from a 
German railroad company, having had his nnklo 
broken by an accident. 
Mrs. McGuire of Bangor was found dead on the 
sofa, of heart disease. 
The New Bedford Standard reports that about 
twenty horses in that city and vicinity have had the 
measles. 
The Bangor Whig intimates that the streets fit 
that city are sprinkled with llelmbold’s lluchu—at 
least the watering carts bear that label. It's good 
for tin health. 
K. >. Ilaile, a humorous writer, a native of Maine 
and schoolmate of Artemus Ward, died on Monday 
at Austin, Texas. He was a genial, generous man, 
greatly endeared to his professional brethren. 
•ludge Dickerson is holding court at Bath. 
LOCAL ITEMS, Ac. 
Yacht Arrival. On Monday morning the 
heautififl schooner yachts Ethel and Juliet, of Port- 
land, anchored in our harbor. The Ethel is owned 
by J. M. Churchill, Commodore of the Portland | 
yacht squadron, and the Juliet by II. II. Furbish. 
Esq. The Ethel has on board, a*s guests, Gen. Geo. 
F. Sbfph-v. lion. Iliuii Bradbury, Geo. F. Davis, 
Esq., Gen. Joint M. Brown, John Rand, Esq., 
(kimes E. ( 'art r, Esq., and Allen 1». Moulton, Esq. 
They have had it delightful cruise as far East as Mr. 
Desert, and are taking their way leisurely home- 
ward. Some of our citizens visited these vessels, 
and were much pleased with their elegance and the 
many appliances for making attractive a life on the 
ocean wave. 
Tiik Concert. All our musical public will be 
glad tu learn that a most attractive ami entertaining 
concert is to he given at Huyford’s Hull on Friday 
evening by a company composed of some of thel>est 
of Boston artists under the direction of Mr. Daven- 
port. Miss Graziella liid gw ay is said to is* a most 
charming singer. Mr. ltudolphsen is well known 
as an excellent artist. Wullach with his .harmonica 
is immense, something curious as well as pleasing. 
Those who have to stay at home during the warm 
season, will welcome such a first class entertain- 
ment. We hope to see a rousing house. 
The disrespectful remarks made last week con- 
cerning the quality of peaches offered in the Belfast 
market, brought out a reply from Mr. Dodge, of the 
Empire Saloon. lie sent it in on Saturday, and it 
consisted of a basket of the fruit, large and luscious. 
We are convinced that good peaches have come to 
our market, and that Dodge has ’em. Among his 
stock received on Tuesday were some mammoth 
peaches from California by railroad, that gave us 
dow n rasters an idea of tile products of tile Pacific 
coast. 
Camp Mkktixg. It will )>c seen by reference to 
the advertising columns that the Jsortliport Camp 
meeting association have decided to levy a small 
tax on visitor* to their grounds. This custom has 
prevailed in other places, and there is no good rea- 
son why il should not here. The expense offittiug 
up the grounds and keeping them in repair, and 
furnishing a police with the other incidental ex- 
penses are unite large amounting to nearly or unite 
two hundred dollars per year, and a small tax on 
each will make the burden light on all. *** 
Our readers will timl in another column the curd 
of I,. A. Shattuek, M. I), of the Augusta Dispensary, 
flu' Doctor appends an important testimonial from 
the Faculty of a Philadelphia College which with 
his success heretofore merits the attention of those 
needing skillful treatment. 
One of our base ball clubs, the 1 assagassuwa- 
keags, goes to Bangor to play a match in response 
to a challenge from the Ponobscots of that city. Our 
boys have a very tine dull, ami deserve a better 
.sounding name.—which is an awfttl one for Chris- 
tian ears ami tongues. 
Fiue. The house occupied by Gilmore Flagg, 
near While A- McGilvcry's shipyard, was burned 
on Sunday morning at half past two. Furniture 
mostly saved. The house was insured. This is the 
same building which was partially destroyed a few 
weeks ago. Incendiarism is suspected. 
House Tkot. The trot at the Belfast Park next 
Saturday between the stallions Young Buchunnn 
and Harry Ilayford, is exciting considerable inter- 
est, and there will he a large attendance if tile day 
is fair. The sum to lie trotted for Is $200. 
Our readers who take an interest in musical mat- 
ters will notice the advertisement of the Musical 
Convention at Kearsport. commencing on the 24th. 
It will lie an occasion of unusual interest. 
We saw J. F. Hull Esq., of Lincolnville in our 
city, with liia hand badly lacerated by the bite of a 
pic kerel. Hint he caught. They are so big in the 
l.ineolnvillc ponds us to lie dangerous. 
l'he ITiiversalist church lias been raised to the 
height designed, preparatory to constructing the 
tin vestry lieneatli it. The edifice lias an aspiring 
look just now. 
The Belfast City Bonds are selling briskly. Pub- 
lic attention having been drawn to their advantages 
as an investment, people are anxious Pi get them. 
A drought is beginning to lie felt in this vicinity. 
I Mist is flying in clouds, the fields are dry, and wells 
so low lliat many people are hauling water for use. 
A legless man was selling lead pencils in our 
streets on Monday. He gets about by means of a 
small wagon hauled by a dog. 
We are indebted to Sir. George G. Weils for a 
package of fine peaches and pears from his fruit 
store on Phenix Bow. 
Washburn’s Circulating Library lias just receiv- 
ed quite a large addition of books. Call and see 
them. 
The annual Camp Meeting at Nort hport com- 
mences Aug. HOth, a week from next Monday. 
At the Republican County Convention held 
in this city on Wednesday, the following 
nominations were made: For Senators, T. H. 
Cushing, of W interport, and Lorenzo Garce- 
lon, of Troy. For County Commissioner, 
Charles II. Webb, of Thorndike. For County 
Treasurer, George McDonald, of Belfast All 
the above named are the present incumbents 
of the offices for which they are nominated. 
Among the decisions at, the recent law term 
of the Supreme Court of Maine, arc the fol- 
lowing— 
WALDO COUNTY. 
Francis Darby vs Harrison Ila}'ford.—Mo- 
tion and exceptions overruled. 
Nickerson. Boyle. 
Charles A. Hooper vs Sylvanus (r. Haskell 




Emma F. Payne vs Timothy B. Gay. Ac- 
tion to stand for trial. 
Hinklev. Abbott. 
Inhabitants of Castine vs Inhabitants of 
Winterport. Plaintiffs nonsuit. 
Abbott. Hubbard, Wiswell. 
Nashville, Aug 17. 
Information trom all parts of the State 
leaves hut little doubt that the corn and eotr 
ton crop have been materially injured by 
drouth, which has prevailed for a month past. 
The corn crop is almost beyond redemption. 
The New York Express Eonaot •. 0 tr 
readers have already been informed of me 
robbery of the Pacific Expre-s car of the N v.v 
York Central Railroad, on Wi dnesdr;. iiv 'su- 
ing, by a gang of scoundrels, and cf their 
carrying away a large amount of ire toy and 
valuables. The following is a ihtnilee ac- 
count of the affair: 
“The baggage car contained, in ad lit! m ; 
the local baggage, two sides c: the 
chants’ Union Express Company, cl v: in 
charge of Charles Conkli ■, bag Mg.- u a, 
and W. r. Beattie, messeng tr of l.e < .- 
Company. The first intiina ion thf se oilic .! 
had of the presence of the uiut.hts wa- at 
Fonda, about midnight, when both were 
tacked with clubs and knocked down. Pist A 
were then presented to their !• ads and ti y 
were admonished if they did r. it rein im <p.i -t ; 
they would suffer instant d.-u.h. B >th wire 
then bound hand and foot a'.d a gag ■ k. i 
in their mouths to prevent th.-ir making any 
outcry. This done, the ring]cad: r to ik t'i. 
key or one of the safes from the pocket of the 
messenger, opened the safe and took out sev-! 
eral bags of gold and silver coin. The rub- : 
bers, cutting the bags«opeu and scattering the | 
contents upon the lloor, appropriated to their 
own use what they wanted. While this was ! 
taking place three of the gang succeeded in 
removing the baggage, which was piled up 
against the door leading to the first baggage 1 
ear, which contained nothing but through, 
baggage, and knocked the baggage master* 
down, tied his hands behind him, gagged him 
and stationed one of the party over him with 
a revolver. After rifling his pockets the lead- 1 
or returned to the express ear and acted the ; 
part of baggage man at Schenectady without 
being detected by the station agent or eon-j 
duetor, both of whom spoke to the robbers, j 
while the three officials of the baggage cars 
were lying inside hound and gagged. After j 
leaving Schenectady the robbers resumed 
their operations on the safes. As the train 
was passing West Albany a portion of the 
thieves went out on the platform of the ear, I 
pulled the bell cord and applied the brakes; 
the cars slowed up, hut before they had eome 
to a halt the engine er was told of hi mistake 
and proceeded on, not, however, before the 
gang had left the train. Thu train reached 
Albany on time, and as soon as it arrived at 
the depot groans were heard emanating from 
the first baggage car. George Wilson, night 
dispatcher, George W. Mlinger and two or 
three other employes of the company then e:i-1 
tered the ear and found Sells, the baggage i 
man, with his hands and feel tied, his mouth j 
gagged and the blood streaming down his | 
lace from a wound in the head > *1 entering 
the second baggage ear < 'onklin « as found in j 
one corner, and Beattie in the other, both be- 
ing covered with blankets and each suffering 
great pain troni wounds received upon I lie [ 
head. Conklin had a severe gash near the I 
left eye about two indie; in length and anoth- 
er on the back of the head. His garment.-i 
were saturated with his own blood. Both lit 1 
and Beattie were also -ulfering from the el'- 1 
fects of pepper thrown into their eyes, and 
from chloroform which had been applied to ! 
them. It is impossible to estimate the exact ; 
amount of money and other valuables stolen, : 
as the robbers took the precaution to destroy ; 
a large number of the way bills which were | 
in the safe. It is believed several thousand I 
dollars were stolen. Some of 1 lie way bills j 
were found this morning scattered along the 
line of the road between this- egy and Albany. 
It is believed the robbery wa- committed by 
persons well acquainted with the railroad, 
else the perpetrators could not have so suc- 
cessfully avoided detection at Seh-aicviady. 
Some believe it was perpetraf a! In firmer ! 
employes of the. Central Hailr.eni, On" of j 
the baggage men stales that lie should hoi 
able to identify the three men who attacked 
him. The ringleader, lie says, wa- a tali I 
man, wore a white but and had on false | 
whiskers." 
Another account -ay.- tie u- wore tw o bag- 
gage cars attached to the train, on" of which 
was swiched olf at Alban,' <nd th other scut 
;through to New York. m Lin- th.or -ef the 
one sent through ever found gold coins and 
other money, which the robbers left behind. 
The safe was found open, but it is imp >ssilde 
to give an approximate of the loss. All that 
can be said is tlmt it is very heavy. Owing 
to the loss of some of the waybills, ami l!n* 
others being sent through to New Y ork, no 
estimate of the amount si- den can be oirdc. 
A Stokv with v Molt.\r.. Tin Metr.»!■ ■!-. 
itan Record recalls this remini.see.tice of lie | 
unlucky financier, Frank Ballard. uli » 
lately arrested for embezzling the funds of a 
insurance company in Now Yoik, of whi.-h ; 
lie was Secretary. The Record says: 
Ballard started in early life with a large 
stock of what the world calls fair prospects. 
In an unlucky moment our hero look into his 
head to turn Black Republican, and to “go 
back” on the Democratic principles he pre- 
viously professed, while acting as the New 
York correspondent of the Boston Dost un- 
der the nom di plume of “Nor-Wester.” We 
remember meeting him about that time on 
Broadway, one sunny morning in June, anil 
as an old friend, giving him a word or two of 
advice. 
“Frank,” said we, “you are too smart a 
young man to bo starting out so soon, on the 
road to ruin.” 
“The road to ruin,” said he. What do you 
mean P” 
“Mean just what we say. Yon have join- 
ed a Loyal League Club, and if that don’t 
use up your surplus stock of moral ideas be- 
fore you have, a gray hair in your head, write 
us down as an ass—that’s all.” 
The young man turned on his heel with a 
resentful scowl, and left us. For some year-, 
subsequently we heard of him frequently as a 
leading man among the “trooly 1<>il”— a bit- 
ter denouncer of Democrats, and, when oc- 
casion required, an enthusiastic admirer of, 
and sort of a second or third fiddle t. > \\ cudcll 
Phillips, Ward Beecher, Thee alore Tilton, and 
all the rest of that set. Wo knew then that it 
was all up with him. We knew, from the 
kind of company he was keeping that he could 
come to no good end. 
THE VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE. 
New Youk, Aug. 17. The Herald’s Wash- 
ington special says there seems to be no doubt 
now that the iron clad oath will be adminis- 
tered to the members elect of tlie Virginia 
Legislature, and that the place of those who 
cannot take it will be tilled by the defeated 
candidates. The next Legislature will have 
to elect two new Senators, in accordance with 
an act of Congress passed in 1 Still. 
The Legislature just elected in Tennessee, 
will also, under the same law. have to elect 
on the second Tuesday after il organizes, al- 
though Senator Fowler's place v. ill not be 
vacated until 1H71. 
THE DROUTH SOUTH. 
Raleigh, N. C.. Aug. 17. 
For the past three weeks there has been 
but little rain, scarcely sufficient to lay the 
dust., and the corn crop in this vicinity is suf- 
fering very much. It is thought that the 
yield this year will not exceed two-thirds of 
that of last. There was a fine rain to-day, 
but it is feared it came too late to benefit the 
early corn. The weather is very warm. 
Baltimouk, Aug. 10. 
Accounts from almost every section of the 
State represent a general prevalence of drouth. 
In the lower counties corn and tobacco crops 
are suffering dreadfully. On the eastern 
shore it is stated that only half a crop of corn 
can be saved. In the vicinity of Baltimore 
the gardens and pasturage are almost burnt 
up. With the exception of occasional light 
showers in some few localities, no rain iias 
fallen for weeks. For three days past the 
weather has been very sultry. 
Washington, Aug. 16. 
Persons who have arrived here from Vir- 
ginia give distressing accounts of the effects 
from the long drouth in that State, and as- 
sert that unless they have rain soon the corn 
and tobacco crops will certainly be thoroughly 
destroyed. Letters from Georgia also repre- 
sent that apprehensions of great danger to the 
cotton crop are felt in that State because of 
the dry season. 
Gen. John S. Chi pm an, formerly a mem- 
ber nf Congress from Michigan, died recently 
in Sin Jose. California, after becoming a 
pauper f:\>m Ins habits of excessive, drinking. 
A rich old fellow iu Berlin, just dead, has 
h ft a million thaler to his cook. 
Notes to Subscribers and Correspondents.! 
The marriage notice sent by "A Subscriber" from 
Appleton In >\ mrieimis. If not u hoax, why m 
sign the real mini" of the sender? 
M I\ FI Or.'.k ■ X • 'o.. proprietors •.? \ ■ 
Plantation Birm:-. n -•hdto be the ltiram-• im-j 
porters of St. Crux Rum and <Bark in; 
.America. The Rum imported by •uis Finn i; .’! 
used in the p re par:, ion «)»' theii Bitter", and : ..an | 
ufaotured under th bum 'fha1- >ur i m of on- | 
of their agents, upon leaded pian'ah'■■'* the Islam* 
of Sr. Thomas, fiver nir.e th •: md •niehf I 
about one millions gallon®, is u dannu lly lbr ih.ur 
Bitters alone. The Calisaya Bark i- !l imported I 
from Brazil, and is also gathered and -vi. dby tie 
natives, under the supervision of an agent s nit otii 
fur that purpose. The euros produced by iIicm- 
Bitters are wonderful. 
Mac noli v Water. Superior to the best import, 
ed German Gulogne. and sold at half the price. 
Great harm and discomfort is caused by thou-e of 
purgative-- \vhi«-h gripe and rack the system. “Pur- 
suits’ Purgative Pills” are fret from all impure 
matter, and at-- mild and hoaPh-giving in their 
operation. 
At ibi- s -on of tli year, cramps and pain- in 
tin- *domaeh and bowel", dysentery, diarrhea, «k 
an- <]uit.- njiDiiMii an ! should be ohe» ked at one-. 
./>b//.>•• f:('s {,xuhji>(> !Jnini,int is the best article 
llr-,; ran b- u 'd in ali Mich cases, and should be 
kept in even family. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday, August, if>. 
litTIJ*—We quote c’loice lots of New York and 
\'i .wont. dairies at .57c per lb; common do 12 :.J4 ;; eh do* 
grocery lots dSadP, and 'elect family tubs -iunlio; ch dc< 
W -stern do ddaddc for tine grocery lots; eo'iimu: 
gt ides sell at '25 027c per Ib. 
t'UKUSK—\Yi» quote line factories at 15 Jo 1 -2c per ib; 
f nu J ul ies bulk; Worcester county lcilo l-'2e per ib 
id 1( iS--'Tie- market is firm at s'J.aiOc per Jo/eu for goo.i 
lots of fresh Kastern. 
IIKAXS—We quot m aii; ms at $‘2 ’5 id 50 p r bush ; 
Western I ’■ n P.eans it .«•; .1 25. an i choice hm-l-picked at 
$:’» oh id 75 per bush. 
V K<51\ TAliiTito in trkef is w.H supplied with l’o- 
tato at $1 75.2 p. bbl. Native 1'oiuj.k t-cli •odiva: 
$ la! t?r> per bush. 
Ai'l'UvS AND l*K\tt+—'i ioti i >ta of cooking apples 
sell at §hif 5 » er bhi, while choice rating fruit sells at 
$la5; prime t of Khisri and Pippins reaJii> briu.iac 
the ear fig v. IV irs are selling ».t .3 per crate 
and bod IV i> ,t $7 per bb'. 
IfAY—W«- q >r cargo and r iilro;ul ll iy, in good con- 
dition af per too; into,ior and wet hty 
''tr.tw U id 2 per hi. 
CATTLE MARKETS, 
AT lililGlITOX, CAMBRIDGE AXD MKDFORD. 
WliDSrtSbAY, August 11, 1800. 
A Market tl*. week, 2530 e. iitle, 0:35 5 sheep an 1 lamb«,: 
25 < »iviin’, 3i5 » f it hag*. 137 veals. List week 2722 Cattle, 
10.5 5 sheep and J .mbs, 4 5 swine, 2000 fat hog*, 100.3 
veals. 
I-RICKS. 
B'.diVT.S— Kxtra ipni $32.75 u 13.-:• Per 100 lbs. on 
put1 .... 12.00 a 12.5o i tile total weight 
Second do ... 11.25 11,75 j of hid", tallow & I lord do .... 10. .‘5 :t 11 OO dress /»d beef. 
poo re.-r 7rad <*•. vs. bulls, &a.. $',» 0 iO in. 
Won.visa oxr.N—Kxtra, t:.os * 525 ; ordintry, 173 n | 25.• pi:r. «'i *re his not b <-u »u uv working oxeu in j 
•:j o!:*t i.c ly. :el not much call for them. 
Mn.Cil Cev-M—Kxtra, $*5 a 105; ordinary, $30 a 75. 
>>roil •'o In .3 » )•• r he. I, yearlings $18 to 2iS tWe j 
Car •>! is $ :o 4'*; a year olds $15 to 05. or much ho* 1 
curding Jie ir \aluo for beef. Mo.*i ot the small that ! 
.ire brought into market that are In a fair condiiion are 
-add to *i. lighters. 
S'i.vp .:ii 1 lambs i•» lots $* 15. 3 o '. 25" a 4 00 for 
c min •:>. ■: f-: <-\fri and s--i c:ed i 35 a 5 oq per head, 
! iin*; *, * > 00 -5 5 i, or from 4 0j per ib. 
rtWiNK— i.rng pigs, wtioles.il.1, J A •. r till!. :5:17 pro 
lb; St..tv j i, wholes de 1 laid*: p> r ib retail, 12al4c 
p< r M1 t t b- ;;•••, i0 .'Mai 'c per Ib. 
i!.j>.. — o i ton, 10 a 10 1-2, Country, 0.0 i-2e per lb. 
1 vt.i.ow—Brighton, Sari 1-2 e ; Country, 7a7 l-2c per lb. 
Skins—4ue<-p shins, 87 cents; Lamb J^kitis, 75;; Call 
••’a.i -, ,0 a 2 cents pi r lb. 
i‘ ray—Kxtra, 23a2le per lb. medium, H*Ale. 
poor Iti -2 7c per lb. 
niibii'is? t ni»K.u. 
!2tKD WKKKl.Y F«'K THE JOUKNAL. 
I?klimst, Wednesday, uigustis, 1SO0. 
Hoar, $7 to 131Round Hcg, 14 to 15 
'< .-. i; d J 1.30 to 0 ooideur Salt Pork, $35 to37.i»0 
Rye 'K.d 2.0" to 0.00! Mutton per Il>, 0 to 00 
1.75 to O.0O.Lamb per lb, 12 to 14 
1.2" to 1 25 ! I’urkoys, per lb, 00 to 00 
1.25 to 1.35!Chickens, per lb, 00 to 00 
2.75 to 3 .5 Ducks, per lb, 00 to 00 
>5 to 0)1 lay per ton, $12 to 15 
S> w t'orators, 50to Lime, $1.50 to 0.00 
1‘tied Apples, 13 to 15. \V it lied Wool, 28 to 40 
Cooking, do. 00 to 00 limvashed Wool, 28 to 30 
Butter. 33ro 37 Culled Wool, 45 to 00 
Cheese, Is to 20:11 ides, 0 to Ou 
Lggs, 35 to <10;Calf Skins, 20 to 00 
Lad, 22 to 2! sheep Skins, 75 to 1.20 
I. 1 12 to ].v Wood, hard, 0.00 t.o.8.0<> 
>r,jv. ••. Baldwin, 0.0" to 000; Wood, soil, 4.00 to5.00 
\3 i! s to 10 j Dry Pollock 5 to 0 
Dry Cod s to 10 | 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Wharfage and Storage, 
)n t!u principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable 
or ms. I:: mire ot 
i.ttf w. iK. snip»«s. 
Democratic County Convention. 
TliK 1 >em< -or ats nI the County or Il.inr.ek are re- 
juesfeil to assemble by delegates iConven* ion, at Mu- 
Court Mouse, in KlKworth, on Friday, the a th davof 
August, 1st'..), at 10 o'clock, A. M., to put in -mutation 
;umiidat\s lor t he following ott'nes— 
hvo Senators, Sheri if, County Conimisrdom r, County 
ITeasnrer; and t«» transact, such other business as may 
toms before the Convention. 
I bis is ot represent atio-.i : Kuch town a ml organized 
plantation, is entitled to one delegate, and an additional 
delegate lor every lofty votes cast for the Democrat ie 
Candidate for Governor lor ISOS, and for n lra- iioa *•! 
twenty vot .-s. 
KitAltl'CS UKl)MAN, » Democratic 
Jim:-: HoFKlNS, County 
W V U it K N KING, > Commit tee, 
Knox County Democratic Con- 
vention. 
i 11 i", Democrats of Knox County, are requested to 
send delegates tt> a County Convention, to be held at the 
15 ;yview ll » <se, Camden, Saturday, Aug, gist, 18dU at 10 
o'clock A. M., tor the purpose of nomiu.ting candidates 
lor tile following ohlres two Senators, County Commis- 
sioner, and County Treasurer. 
Hu- be is of representation wili b’as follows: F.uch 
ei;y, town and plantation will b'? entitled toonedelegate, 
and forever;, venty-live votes or majority traction there 
ot, cast fur the Democratic candidate for Governor, in 
lrtC.i3, an additional delwgite. 
i K. o’Mill KX, } 
KhWIX SMITH, .III., ! Dcmocrat!c 
.!. FiCKD M Kit If LCD, j 
GAl.F.N KKKNK, )■ County 
K. F. WAUvKIl. | 
K. C FI.KTCIlKit, j Committee* | 
s. !!. JACKSON, j 
Belfast. 
THK Democrat- of 15cl fast :;ro requested to meet in 
caucus at tin- Court H uuo, on 1 hursd.iy, August I9th, at 
b 1-2 o’Cock, t'. AI., t«> c'i )»-o twenty d-legites to tile 
Dcmoci.d! < otimy Convention. i'KIt OKDKil, 
Notice. 
Till'. Demounts of t!i} towns of Mf D i.sert, lvlon, 
Trcmout and Cranberry 1*1. are requested to assemble 
at Lyman Somesd Hull, in Som\svrile, on Saturday, A11 z 
'.S, a! J o’clock. I*. AI to .select i. candidate for liepn- 
s< ui.atlve to the Legislature. 
AU Will) .13*23 SlFiini.YO 
from nervous debility and prostration of the physica* 
powers,c u-. d br* to.* er or* ol youth, alla.ild iutncdl 
ateiy procure a copy of the m w inodio.il work ot l)r. A- 
11. il.ivos, Uoas.iltuur Physician *o the Peabody Medi- 
cal lust tint Ib.aton. entitled THE SCIKXCK Of 
l.ll’K o SKLF PitKSfc KVrATIDX,»» an invaluable 
work, and the result of the widest research and deepest 
thought upon the subj •f‘ts of which it treats. The Insil- 
tute tins also p tblishe.i l’il .1 SKXU AL Ptl \ SIOLOG V 
-.IF WOMAN, A VO H K It DlSKA’sKs,’* from tlie ueu 
of th im aurhor. Full *r particulars may be found Ju 
the advertisement of the lastiLule iu our commits. 
^ 
AS FJ3 DitME'5 SUSRilY WIXB BITTERS, 
And t ike n > other. See th it the p >rtrdt of Dr. Clarke 
is upon the label of each bottle No other Is genuine. 
They are purely veget iblc and will not Intoxicate, tlsp 
m. OYTjCjXj IS3 .A.jN3\ 
House & Ship Painter, 
PA PEIMI A N GIN G, GRAINING, GI. AZ fXG, WIIITE 
WASHING, EVAUELING AND VAltNlSlIING. 
Paintin'.' an 1 PuperlnA Trout Entries, Parlors and Sit- 
ting Rooms made u specialty. 
GRAINING Wli’H “MACHINE,” IN OIL. 
eg* All work done in the best manner. Orders left on 
Slate promptly attended to. 
S op in ii holding north of New England House 
iLmpG HIGH ST., BELFAST, J1K 
BE YS lirA9.E!» of w lmts^ever I>I«ea»ie ye liure by 
the Gists vr Spimtuai. Remedy, ItlRi. SPENTCE’lft 
POSITIVE AXU 5EGATIV* POU- 
a>£Si**. If your druggist hasn’t the Powders, send a 
brief description tf your disease to Prof. Payton 
Spence, M. 1)., Ho* 58i7, New York City, and those 
nirttiTi >a4, iveailtT-worhlnir Ponders wi 
be mailed to you, post paid. 1 b<»\ $1- ft bores 
tM3sp 
MANHOOD. —IN THE YOUNG AND RISING ! 
generation, the vegetative powe s of life are strong, hut 
in a few years how often the pallid liu \ the hic«.-lu<fre 
eye and emaciated form, and tue impo-^ibiiify 11 appli- 
cation to m.?uta! offer- how it- h .n.-tiil influence. It 
soon becomes evident tie observer l!i t some d* pres-- 
ing inlinen< is eh1'-. _ the d**vrlop!nei t of Hie body. 
Consumption is tuliui ot.r.nd perl; !pi 11«• youth i* m- 
ni v i front school ‘he enuutr,. Thh* is ; 
on •; the worst r no h i*> red trom ordinary 
livtrsi'.ns of th< n-Jug ae». ■ *t t e c tv, tee: 
» iwers of 1,1: b <i * intvli n. -bleu g!ve z st to 
iieai*liful and rural < ••••:-. !ir; s nr d in.*;.rds 1 
.:j on them <■!*• 
1: tii | 'tie: * h.- fe-e. i- h :\y ) »h id i1 .. mhos 
•• looked i'-ir wi .\h :y. a- tin- th •' :• a 
v : is ?• > her s.rvi* p r in *»*?us*i•. h- 
vi *tUR fill hi: k W» 1 he bio .... ;i- iltil. 
I '. 
0 : i -idi sr.o -1 io a tV- 
•V k if.'.'ri•' ... -'•* ■. ». H. 
,iiiM It'll II >rr .*»>:. ■ ) Ike’ 
/ ikefulnes', l*1. ,.j v ? in: i. :■ .,r, 
L 4>>iiude of the Muscular S>stein, >lten Enormous. Ap- 
petite with Dyspeptic Symptoms, Hot Hands, Fiu-hiug 
ot the body, Dryness oi the Skin, l’alhd Count*, nance 
and Eruptions on the Face, Pain in the Pack He.ivines- 
ot the Eyelids. Frequently Black Spots Flying before the 
Eyes, with Temporary Suffusion and I.o-s of Sight, Want 
of AU< ulion, (ireat Mobility, Restlessness, w;ih hor-r 
ot Society, Nothing is more desirable to sue t p-'ti.iiis 
than Solitude, aud nothing tin y more drea 1. tor Fe r oi 
Themselves; no Uepose ot .Mauiu-i, no Earnestn' -*s, no 
Speculation, but a hurried rr.insitioii from one question 
to another. 
Hn se symptoms, ii' allowed to go on—which this Med- 
icine invariably rcnniv s—>o r.i follow Loss ot 1‘uw-r, 
Futility, and Epileptic Fits, in one ot wh*eh the pi* nr 
may expire. 
During the Supriintend-mce ol Dr. Wilson at the 
Bloomiu.ouie A y; im, this so l result occurred to two 
patients ; rea-on nnd for a time left them, and both died 
of « pii* ;-sy. i a *y were ot both aexes, and about twenty 
years ot age. 
W!j can soy that these excesses arc not frequently fol- 
lowed bv those dire ml diseases I us miry anti Con.-iimp- 
i > « l la: records ot the In-me .\sylutns, and the neb 
ueholy deaths by Con.-mu tion be-r ample witness m 
the tr.,th ot those assertions. In Lunatic Asylums ih 
uo-t m lancholy exhibition appears. The* couut*m nice 
is actually sodden and q lite destitute—neither Mirth ««r 
Grid pvt visits it. Should a sound of the voice occur, 
it is rarely articulate. 
7vith wociui measures wan Despair 
Low sm'ieii sounds tin Ir gri i beguiled.” 
Whilst we r arret the existence of the above diseases 
And symptoms, wo are prepared to o;Ft*r an luv .luible 
/ill ot ch.milstrvfor the removal of o m-equeneei. IIKI.M- 
inn.it’s iiiaiiLY Conckx katki> Fi.L'iK KxTRACT of 
.iL’OilL’. Tii re !s m tonic Use it. It Is uu auc tor ot 
aope to the surgeon uu 1 p ti mt, and this is the testimony 
ol all who hive n- l or prescribed it. 
Sold by it! Druggstsaul dealers every where. Prick 
—$1.21 p?r bottle, or 0 b ittles tor $1 3 >. Delivered to 
any ad-ire**. Deserve symptoms in ill conr muuieations. 
Adircsg >1. T. II ELM BOLD, 
Drug and Ciiemic d Warehouse. 
5JI Broa I way, N. V. 
VrOXK AUK GENUINE UNLESS DJNE UP IN 
steel-engraved wrapper, with Inc-siruile oi my 
Uncmic il warehouse, and signe l 
II. T. IIELMBOLD. 
tclient'k'i C*iilmauic Syrup, 
*ea wc-eo Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump-j 
[ion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according ! 
ro directions, i'.n y are all three to be taken at the same J 
dine. They cleanse the atom ich, relax the liver Mid put 
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food j 
iige.sts au-1 hi ik-'S good blood; the patient -gins to j 
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
arid th patient outgrows the disease an i gets well. Tin- 
1 
is tae only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. U. tfchenck; of Phil i- 
aelphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of j 
pulmumry Consumption. The Pulmonic .Syrup ripen.-* 
the morbid outre- in the lungs, nature throws it oil’ by j 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is j 
ripe a slight o *ug!i will throw it oil’, and tile pitieut Iris j 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To do this, the Set weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills 
must be freely us. d to cleanse the stomach aud liver, so } 
that the Pulmonic Syrup aud the food will make good ! 
hlood, 
Schenck’s M mdrake Pills act upon the liver, removing 
all obstructions, relax the ducts ot the gall bladder, the 
bile -t .vis freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools 
will how what the Pills can do; nothing has ever boon 
Invent 'd except, the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very cWngerous to use unless with great care,) that wiil 
unlock rho gall bladder and start the secretions ol the 
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills. 
Liver Complaint is one ot the mod prominent causes 
of Consumption. 
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out 
•die gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic 
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ot the stomach. 
The great reason why physicians do not cure Con* j 
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give modi- 
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chilis, to stop night ! 
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the 
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and [ 
eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not iry to stop aj 
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Kemovc the cause, J 
and they will all stop ot their own accord. Xo one can' 
be cun <1 of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, j 
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the iiver ami ; 
stomach are made healthy. 
It a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, cither tubercles, absesses, bron- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass 
of inllammatiou and last decaying. In such cases what 
must be done i It is not only the lungs that are wasting, 
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have 
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the 
only chance is to take Dr. Sohnick’s three medicine*', 
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient 
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make 
good blood ; tit* n the patient begin- to gain in tlesli, and 
as soon as the body begins to grow, i’:»• lungs commence 
to heal up, and the patient gets Husky and.well. 1 his is 
the only way toeu:e t'on.mmpi Ion. 
NY lieu Ih'Te is no lang disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenek’s ."I aweed Tonic and Man- 
drake rills arw sutlieieut, without the rulmonic Syrup.— 
Take the .Mandrake I’ills freely «n all bilious complaints, 
as they are perfectly harmless. 
Dr. bvhon. k, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many ye1 rs past, and now weighs ‘dhu ponnds, was wast- 
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the v*wy last stage ot I’ui- 
mon iry Consumption, his physicians having pronounced 
his cise hopele-s and abandoned him to his fate. 1 i 
was on jv.l bv tic' utoivsnid medicines, and since his re- 
covery many th men ds similarly alllieted have used I>r. 
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely uoeesHuiv > see Dr. Sehenek, unless patient.-: 
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose lie is 
prop ssioually at IBs Principal Oifice, riiiladclpbi e-erv 
Sat ui(lav, where all letters tor advice must be addressed. 
He is also professionally at No. '-il Bond street, New 
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. H5 Hanover street, 
Boston, every other Wednesday. Ho gives ad\ ice free, 
but tor a thorough examination witii his Kespirometrr 
the price is $5. Office hours at each city troia 0 A. M to 
:> 1*. M. 
l'rice of the l*uhnonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each 
$1.50 p r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. M mdrake Fills 
-5 cents a box. <i. C. GOODWIN Sc CD., Ifaiiovei 
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by ail drag- 
gists, ly^O 
M AltUlKI). 
In this city, Aug. lrtcli, hv It v. L. I*. French. Ur 
LU-Wi ilyii Carter and M\a I i.i llruAhi, b >t!i <*f this Cltv. 
In Cine tgo, II ., July doth, by lieir. Charles C. Che mey. 
Irving s, (i rnmin ot Chicago, end ML* (icorgi anna j ISeattie o. 1.1 »rf, Miine. 
T>lei >; 
•' )h it tin ‘h nol ian, beyond the date, name and aye, m>r4 
•*>j nuifi foe.! 
In tills r’-ty, Aug. lath, Charles ft! \ck, age I 17 yew*. 
l.i tliis city, \ug. id; i, .Mrs, .Lumet Locke, wido.v of 
the late .uitnu 1 Locke, 10-q., aged 70 years, d m mth and i 
id da- s. (13 eg. r and Kcmiebeo nipers please Co v ) 
Li It )ckport. Aig. in h, lleuj V. Surnm *r, aged 05 yr*. 
I Line nnvill \ Aug. si.h, M.i. Cl irij.i Mjr.se aged si 
ye ts and d mo. tb 
In Srarsni > it, Aug. Ilth, J. Parker, son of Ferlhnn i 
and Louisa akiun r, aged .4 years, mouth an l d days. 
SI IIP NEWS. 
i*oar or bslfakt. 
A K HIVED. 
Ait'. lith. Brig Abb}' Ellen, Gilmore, Phil ideiphi\ 
Schs I.eila, Fo-1-, do; Esperunzi, \dims, FMilu*. 
15th. Kobe .M. ss .cbusett9, Ivenistou, New York; i 
G ms .Meade, Cunningham, Boston. 
17th. Atlantic, Coombs, Fi-liiug. 
Aug 7th. At Btr if irb >r, \ir Desert, yacht “Ili Blis3,” 
Capt Sproul, from W aldoboro, (3h) cruising. 
SAILED. 
Aug. 15 h. Sobs Oriou, Osborn, EilswDrth; Win. E 
Barnes, Buber, Bangor. 
l»U!t. Sdis Espcr.mzi, Adams, Fishing; Cameo, Mc- 
Carty, Boston, 
The brig .l imes Miller, 23» tons, built at Belfast, Me, 
in lStlft, ttnd now owned in tint place, occupies tho Peo- 
ple’s dry duk ton ol Go/erneur afreet, :m.I has been 
stripped" of her old and furnished with a suit of new yel- 
low metal sheathing. [X. Y. llcruld, 15th. 
GRAND POPULAR CONCERT 
A Concert of Popular Music will be given at 
HAYFORD’S HALL, Belfast, 
—ON— 
Friday Evening, Aug. 20tli, 
By the following artists— 
MISS GRAZIELLA RIDGEWAY, 
Soprano, from Music Hall, Boston. 
MR. J. F. RUDOLPHSEN, 
I Basso, ot Music Hall, and Academy of Music, Boston. 
Mil. M. WALLACE, of Boston. 
The wonderful performer on the Harmonica. 
MR. F. S. DAVENPORT, 
Pianist, Director of Musical Festivals, &c. 
Tickets .T* cents. Concert to commence at 8 o’clock. 
49~The elegant square grand piano, furnished express- 
j ly tor these Concerts, is Irom the celebrated manufactory 
of llallett Davis & Co., Boston, and is for sale. 
| jfc*y*Thc above artists will also give a Concert at 
UNION HALL, Searsport, 1 o» n m mm EVExise, August aist 
PROBATE 1T07ICES- 
At a Probate (Vuit held at ILifn't. within and for the 
County »*: V» .1 ; >, o:1. the s Apf-ii.iv f August in 
t’"* ear yi ■■ «r ! i1 ig ■■ n ■ ire.j n ! *ixty-nine. 
JOHN v. r.Mt,. 1M a certain i istruir.en; purn »?-: i.-- to 1» the ’hm w il and testa- 
ment o{ Amo-? >|-i!,1. >• > l U i Ii rjiorr, in said Coun- 
ty <»f »Va! !:.i, hivl-i pav.Mt ;d sail will for 
!'p h be. 
Ordered, T> t the bd dm W. ■ ivu n«ti*e to all 
nor-ons iiip'd'i! I. n r; <;op\ of tlbs nr Vr to 
! piiMivii-l iIip :• ":ve!_v in tbe IN p:,i»!ic;.n 
f— -l i* .i ’*r ’rit th* ]ipe r at a 
Probate (.'our* 5 a’ t 11: --1. nifhbi lit lor Said 
f’ouu' •, •» «<:,•! a ot S j»n mo- r next, at ten 
till r\i !•, mi I*, a.; ii any they have, 
.1 >11,■ i:ii s'. ..j ii'jt I'-- .1 a; p/'.v. d ;*"dallowed. 
\ ! ;; t P l.‘»' ! I, Judge. 
V tru^ copy. Alt.-I -"• P i t.r», lind.-ti r. 0 j 
•f nie <'•■■■■■. y ; .'! within and for the 
t ••{ ft* i '. > •! I'li* ’•*v ib August in 
f «>1 !.• -1 es„.ii o bib- -1 .am] sixty-nine. 
W. !»!.< n ».», -n -.’I s ;« an:.a P ood, late of * K.Oin lid lb, ■ f \\ 1 a., me. i.-ed, having 
:• 'a : I .1 1 ii Hilh r. of said Knox, 
] .:• ?••«;! A* a., ini-1 rat or on said deceased’s es* 
t .'*•. 
i b. :b i •!,•-• p!i give notice to ail persons 
b.ti .■ 1 •_•• ••-•big a copy ot this order to be published 
thr. e n e.-'x- < -'i ! in the Republican Journal, print- 
e ! bed...-;, :!,.b. Pe y may appear at a Probate Court, to 
be in Id at P; ;:, ii hi:i and fur s iid County, ou the sec- 
ond T.i- >•! y jgeinher nexr, at ten of the clock befoie 
noon, an » -i.< vv e e, if any they have, why the prayer 
of said p. tiiii» ••!••.a..1 not be granted. 
ASA 1 HliRLOUGH, Judge. 
A true cop-. >1—B. P. UlMLI), Register. G 
rpiIL ? ib>. a b> gives public notice to all coll- 
ie ci rn d. t' n a as been duly appointed and taken 
upon her ll ; •it of Administratrix of the es- 
tate of J. u: Marden, late ot .Stockton, in the 
’ou’Py of \\ .-id >'; »se«l,by giving bond as the law di* 1 
reel.' ; she tlier. a ■ raipn sts all persons wlio are indebted 
to said d. iv isi lib- !•'!*• t" m ike immediate i ayinent, and 
• ho*' who h do \uds ♦hereo.i, to exhibit the 
me tor sett A nn. f !, r. 
•i MAP MARDLN. 
r[bl!v'ii!i o b .* i. >; ... notice to all con- A. cerued, lint he h e-,. • Iml; ppuinted and taken 
upon hiiu*ell 'In- tru-t ■;! x> •. r id the last will of 
Jonathan Treat, late of l mk: u t, in the County of 
\Sb Ido, d ceased, by giving boud s the law directs; he 
Hu-ref ore request* ad persons l. are indebted to said 
decease l’s e.-t te t-.j make ib-.ritebi.d teiyment, and those 
who have cuy d v-. tud> ih eon. to • xhibit the same for 
settlement'.o itli •' Wii.FjlAM TREAT. 
MeSICAU 
c o :m \-r tc jnt tioist, 
i s :i)t 
ru>: w \u>-> cnm. r-i u, association 
r!.I hrmi its SJXl’l’ \ CcjvTiitiou at I'NION 
HALL, S-'."r>T> ,r’, c .....i .j: 
,'Uilst 
At 0 o'clock, A. M„ 
•iml c«oJtii..' rii’iiAV KVF.viNVr, \ :-,t k!7tl», under the direetlo 1 of 
Prof E H. WYMAN, of KosrvO, N. II. 
■M.-dsMd by 
ills a lit. E. Clark, of Boston. 
A :: SOLO 16 1 un i 
Mrs. C. IV BLANCHARD, of Port laud, 
: Mi 16 i. 
T ii* Honk-; u A OiinriiJ It.i-.v v.»d the ‘Chor- 
al Tribute’u n ,v < “< ; Church Music just Irom 
the press. (■. a.’! of whicii will be fur- 
nished fur the us c lPiou 
Ct>NCKKT< i'• 1 oikvrls Thursday aud 
TTill ay I .'. 1 inf 
TICK K ! -• A <, udeiip in" ;n aII Rehears- 
als and r n.vrts am; < u.- l'i-':. is, ••;> cents; Re- 
heat«.1 Ticket -, i.i 
All singers au.i »s a. M\ ic urc cordially incited to 
attend, cspeeinlA » i. ‘:-T• •*- ..u.l 1 > ae.heis ot Music, us 
it is in tended to : k •1, ■ 'mi vent ion ot praet i‘d bene- 
iit to ail. 
Offipkrs of:"', A.: A'HO.v,— R; v. ,J. 1 Ydams, 
President, SearspA .s. Si Is5,/. Y':le President, 
W interport. 
Trust kiss.—Capt. J. (J. Pendleton, Seursport; Capt. 
F. Hichborn, Siocklou : Or. 1’. simonton, Seursport; .J. 
\Yr. Frederick, of lieiftst. 
K. HOPKINS, .IR., Secretary. 
Ait". 10. IwO 
CANCER, SCROFULA, CATARRH, 
Dyspepsia, l.ivor Complaint, Ulieumat ism, Neuralgia, 
Female Com; Dints, Soil-Abuse, ami .ill difficult diseases 
eured by the HI 1st fro ^nlieutiMl IB.ttli* uml 
Vegefaldi* lieuiecliei at the 
ATtlLSTV mSl’KXSAitY. Ai lil'STA. MAINE, 
L. A. SHATTUCK, M. D., 
.Super iulemliiig Fity.-iciuu a .! Operating Surgeon. 
l>r. Shitti.k’s s in Hiring (’ nicer without the 
knit.-, and tin woi-: Forms of dis- a.-o without minerals, 
is too well kn > r> nei d eon; ue-ut. All communica- 
tions coiiiidmi i «' >!|-ge-i moderate. 
I*. *■ Wr. kCs.a JI'»■;•!*'a TfCiU:*!!* oil Cauver. 
Ai ." int'iit frre. 
Important Testimonial 
*’!ii!:id' :;■’(! i, dulv .10, 1 s»»*J. 
H the IhoiT d ■ Il i. t-ri. M; die ii Collegeol l*hi!- 
adelplu i, take gm; p.v.i-mre in calling Die attention of 
tin- comma ih v ! * e- m- ;-e..mi nt ot Can. as, by 
!.. A. Sii ATTi VIv, IF, A ., A! line. His treat- 
meal is the host ami si; alia, in the l aired States, 
never tailing il .•«;.,■.i. ,! i,i luae. NVe alio highly endorse 
his treatment of ('..nsuniptioa, and Chronic I>is« a.sos 
generally. In these imp riant speculitii Dr. Sh ittuck 
has in* superbn -hr h is t he unanimous ea lot-semenc ot 
our F.wu!: v. Witm-rs ear ii :nd and .- al this .11*Iv Dth, 
lSli'.i. .!OII > HI CD AN AN, M. D 
ift* (h-rkot the Faculty. 
Freedom Notice. 
’\yOriCl-i i hereby given Dial I have la-liinpusln d to 
x ^ my son, U‘ >DUli 1CK M. DVI.U, his time during 
tin-remainder o! his minority. I shall pay none <»l his 
debts, or ei.iiiii an ■/ o!' his earn in.-~ alter t Id* date, 
CilOtiD'l DV MU. 
AD Ur:,>1.1 1 <1. Dvi.u. 
North !l " Align*! If*. !•> D. Uvf* 
Caution. 
\l.C -om- .'?••• r... iioned against purchasing a note o! !r:ri f :* *. '• •• mu ot *Yo, payable to .1. F. Will r- 
K.i.::j or o~h.. -i v •! at Knox, Dctoher, l.SliS. I never 
hav r. g iveci ••i: v lue of said note, therefore I shall not 
pn the s .r:: DAVID IvKXNKY. 
Knox, A:t ; 1 •. : •*&. iwrt 
C-;n ; Meeting Notice. 
TX or > r : A annual exp- uses of oar Camp 
X Meeting, <"■. t:n*d 'hi ot the association, now 
amount iug l > h ’su.mire i dollars, it ims been desired 
to De a r v. *• < 1 lows— 
All p> r>on in.;? n-. the ground by waC-r, will In re- 
quir'd to pty ten ■• s mil, an.I those eomiutf by land 
twenty .v > ••• drive on la ?, mud. 
TieJMs will !> .r ii •.* n ( v •> els ou appli- 
eifioa to \. ; >.*> i. I \ \ iv, Bangor; 
li. •». 'V■> >D •• : \ .JA \ i) »D, Belfast; 
KKV OKU. I*.;A i i, p. Committee, 
h 1 > \ 11» ; V N, Chairman. 
OX .fir.' <•! 7th, from my wharf 
in •< tuny,!' ; h;iig, cellar plank- 
ed i md. i cr. am e .dor. Had in her at 
t.: ■■ t m. a ■ t. oars and a ton gallon 
k'-f' * ’• ’i? 1 a ’• ii ua.ra >.’!r«-»rol li.snL- «';u ;j! 
fuelled. Any r-: n r ti inf* ... t. or giving infor- 
mation where it i:> v ! I u. t. v iii ‘m* well rewarded. 
•ton .\ C. CONDON. 
P.e’fisf, Aug. is, 1 : ■ 3w»>* 
i’ov Sale- 
ON P.rigmii: rV I-l..!.!, ->rt, some improved young -uorl-hoApnlv to 
'll.' A. GliOSS. 
Searsport, Aug, 'i,iOw<i* 
"gSahtts STATE~ 
MILITARY hE COLLSCnATS INSTITUTE, 
liIJKl>’.-> rHii’iV. N. II., on. .Vo'iui & Concord ii. II. i 
UtlY. 3 :•?. llAvVCi.L, A. PKINOLl’AI.. 
Aiivunf ige- --if :rc i i. cition, yet easy of access; Xo 
saloons, or places t i»I e r« sort; Full corps <»i' teaching; 
Th%iiough. in-‘rue: i \ 
Pupils received ,ui ilia*. Smi l for Circular. -jiuod 
Belfast & Moose head L. E E. Co- 
4 T a meeting of t:. President and Directors of said 
/V. Company, he!.' 1 tin ir otlic**, in the city of Belfast,' 
on the loth iustit w.led— 
Ordered, Th it tin- ! :r, r be instructed to give no- 
tice to all subs Tit" rs ter -umk in the t’oinpany, who : 
have not p.tM Jheir -- meats, mad- ;ml now due on 
their stoma. ihat in the .eut of their neglecting to pay the same, on or be'ore September Mb, lSiii), the legal 
measures to enlor.- j-o tne a will l>.* taken immediately thereafter. W. I <'0!.Bl*Itx, Treasurer. 
Belfast, August 11, lShD, ;jW5 
For Salo, 
Tin: holm-: and land on waldo 
Avenue, lornierly owned and occupied by Capt. 
James A. liuss. deceased. For terms apply to 
W, O. CltOSHY. 
Keltast, Aug. 0, Ls.'Vj. 3w5 
Fishing Vessel for Sale. 
TICK schooner SKNATOU, 31 tons O. M. 
Is iii ^ood order and well ton ml in sails, 
ri^ginsr, cable, &c. Will ho sold very low. 
K, li. (JAKDNKK, 
ti5 liuckapoit. 
BUY 
C3r 3La IlJvES 33 
It is a Most Wonderful Thing ! 
:iwl 
Now Vest Shop. 
Vo?t maker* wanted at tlio new firm ol 
rU su:i:ri:u & ul iviiinson, over s. Sleep- 
er & Soled store, No. iii >lasa street. !u r> | 





54 Main Street, 
have just received another I"t of thos Colehrateil 
nacliiiie'i equally good lor tine or hi a\ y work. 
Sewing Machines are too well known t.» require any 
detailed essay on the great advantages they are capable ol 
rendering to all classes ol people. 
There are at present many styles ol Machines, at va 
rious prices in the market, making it important that buy- 
ers should understand the qualities of each, thus becom- 
ing intelligently prepared to secure the one best adapted 
to their wants. The merits attached to the WKKD are 
simplicity ol construction, convenience ol using, neat- 
ness of arrangement, &c. 
Full instructions given and satisfaction guaranteed. 
11 HUSKY & WOODWARD. 
4&*Remember that at f»4 yfiain street, >ou can buy 
ii Weeil Family Favorire Mewing n«uliine. 
for cash, on its installments or on the work p! m. l ernis 
are easy and the Machine the 11FST. 
Belfast, July 28, 1869. tf: 
~y m i*j . | ~t-« ■ 
MENDS EVERYTHING. 




In the matter of WtLI.IAM 1\ (YU.KM A X. Bankrupt 
rPIIIS IS TO GIVK NOTICL that a Petition has been 
presented to the Court this t-.w uiy-.'. c»»iui day of 
July, A. 1>. 18»50, by William P. Coleman,ol' I.iucolnville, 
in said District, praying that he may be decreed to have 
a full discharge lrom all his debts, provable under the 
Bankrupt Act, individually and as a member ot the firm 
of William P. Coleman & Company, consist ing of sa d 
Petitioner and Jacob 1>. Tucker, and upon reading said 
Petition 
It is Okdhkkd by tin* Court that a hearing be had up- 
on the same on the first Monday ot November, A. D. 
lsd'J, before the Court in Pori land, in s lid District, at 10 
o’clock, A. M.,and that notice thcmol be published in 
Republican Journal and tin Rockland Free Press, news 
papers printed in said District, once a week lor three 
weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their debts 
and other persons in interest, may appear at said time 
and place, and show cause, if any* they have, why the 
prayer of said Petition should m»t'b» granted. 
WILLIAM P. PRFBLK, 
3w4 Clerk of District Court lor said District. 
Disnurr Corur or 1111 Unui.i- 
States. District ot Maine. j IMiAMvi.ii in. 
Iii the mutter of SAMUEL O. THURLOW, Bankrupt, 
mills IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition has 
JL been presented to the Court this twenty-second day 
of July, A. 1). ISti'J, by Samuel <i. Thurlow, of Bella-t, in 
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may b< de- 
creed to have a full discharge from u 11 lusdeht>, provable 
under the Bankrupt Act, individually anil as a member 
of the firm of S. O. Thurlow & Company, composed of 
said Thurlow and .James White, and upon reading said 
petition 
Ir is OnoK.iiKi' bv the Court that a heading he had up- 
on the same, on t he tir-J Mnud iv m N-.e A. I». Inuo, belore 
the Court in Portland, in saal District, at lo o’clock, A. 
M., and that notice thereof he published in the Be. bland 
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers 
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and 
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other 
persoiis’iu interest, may appear at -aid time and place, 
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said 
Petition should not he granted. W.M. P. PREBLE, 
Jvvt Clerk of District Court for said District. 
TXT"ANTED Agents, especially I/idies, for n vv 
fV work by Catherine L. Beeener and IlirrT t Beech 
•t Stowe, called ’‘The American Woman’s Home.' which 
every girl, woman ai d vviic who has, or desires to have, 
an economical, healtutul, beautiful and Christian Home 
should possess, a book which h:.~ no e aial among Lady 
Agents. Applv to 11. A. BROWN \ Co. Publishers 
ot Illustrated Books, foi circulars, j. rin>, and exclusive 
territory in New England. School stre t, B< si.-n. swg 
THE PATENT 
Feather Cleanser! 
Which was in Belfast last spring, w ill return here lor 
one week. Orders left at 
A. D. BEAN’S Store, 
Or at the .shop opposite 9109 m:, will 
receive iirouipf attention. Wi»rk called for ami 
returned without extra expense. As we have 
more work than we can do, vve will sell four 
Counties. A good chance lor the right 
man to make money. Kernemb wT 
ask no pay unless we give sit i 
faction. 
BEAN .b CO. 
Belfast, Aug.’JS, bsti'.b U : 
AUCTION! 
a it iRta: <HA\(t: ?? 
FILL be sold at the Barn of the subscribe**, in W \ 1. 
DO, (if not previously disposed ol, on SAIT K 
DAY, AUGUST Hst, at-J oVlok A M .. the following:n- 
ticles: —f*0 Acres of Meadow and Wood Land in .» or lo 
acre lots; do Tons Day, together or in lots: Barn. >\ 
db; 1 do, ddxbo; \ Oxen; r. Cows Yoke Steers, ars 
old; 1 bull. Z years old; I Steers, : year old, : Heifers, 
year old; Z Calves, and It* or’Jo Sheep ; t Hors.-. •» years 
old; Z Colts, d years old; 1 Colt, .’years old; Capper 
Mowing Machine; 1 Whttmor. llors. Bake, I Dm!*la- 
seated Wagon; Ox Wagon; 1 Truck Wagon is,* 
(’art Wheels; 1 Set Ox Sleds. Set Horse SI. d> \ -deign 
Ploughs, Harrows, and v»tL artieles too nun*.Tons to 
mention. L, A. PAI.DKHWOOD. 
Waldo, July ;i, lsbi). dw 
Belfast & Moosehead Lake Rail- 
road Company. 
VT a meeting of the President and Pin-i fo-s said Company, heldat their Oillee in the City of Belfast 
on the 2d inst., it was voted, that an assessment be made 
of seventy per centum on each and allot the shares in 
said Corporation, and that the same be paid to its I'reas 
urer, at his ollice in said city, on «»r bet >re the tilth day <>t 
September next. \V. T. COUtCBN, l'r< usurer. 
Bellast, August 2, lsd'.f ..wi 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
OK 
HUMAN MISERY. 
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Prirr si rents. 
A Lecture on the Muture, Trent in out and 
Radical (Jure ot Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea, 
induced by Sell-Abuse; Involuntary Emi>sion-*, Impo 
tency, Nervous Debility, ami Impediments to Marriage 
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Kits: Mental 
and Physical Incapacity, &e.—By Roll. .1. Cbl-VKK 
WEEP, M. 1)., Author ot the Green Book," \e. 
The world renowned author, in this admirable Lecture, 
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful 
cousequenc- s ot Self-Abuse may be effectually removed 
without medicine, und without dangerous surgical opera- 
tions, bougies, instruments, rings or cordials, pointing 
out a mode ot cure at once certain and etloctual, by which 
every stillerer, no matter what his condition may be,ma\ 
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically. This lee 
lure will prove a boon to thousands and thousands. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, 
on receipt ot six cents, or two postage stamps, by ad- 
dressing the publishers. 
Also, DR. CULVERWELLS “Marriage Guide,” price 
•,'o cents. 
Address the publishers, 
CHAM. J. C. k LIXK «% CO.. 
1*7 Bowery, Mew York, Post Cilice Box 4..~»«<l. 
Iyr30 
Notice to Lumbermen 
rill IE copartnership existing under the style of X “MALLS Sc COOl’EU” expiring by limitation next month—they offer tor sale their property situated in 
East Sullivan, consisting of about one thousand acres oi 
timber land, three stave mills, a circular saw mill, and 
some other machinery, a wharf, sluices, ami all the 
ncedthl appurtenances belonging thereto. All the above 
is in good running order, and will be sold at a bargain 
and on the most liberal terms—In order to close up tin- 
concern the coming tall. Enquire at the store of Halls Sc 
Cooper, Belfast, or ot the proprietors on the premises. 
tfO HALLS Sc COOl’EU. 
Co-Partnership Notico. 
rpiIK undersigned having this day formed a co-partncr- X ship, under the name and style of SLKKt’KU Sc 
HUTCHINSON, lor the purpose of manufacturing Vests, 
over S. ISlcepor Sc Son’s store, take this method ot in- 
forming the Vest makers of Belfast, and surrounding 
towns, that they are now ready to furnish all who will 
favor them with a call. Blouse call and see us, as we 
shall alwavs try to please, d. L. SLKEBEU, 
!w5 U. B. Ill'TCIIINSON. 
GROWING OLD. 
" "ue they :.iv passing away — 
i'itc old of onr low ii—to iheir fund rest. 
\'» ith r. vermin- fashion the pillow of clay. 
'ml pile up tin* day on the quiet breast, 
ghat | ill; w i> soft to the time-worn head. 
ha; head is light to the aged. dead. 
I'm irr c borne |heir burden- of joys and pains : 
T!u \ have had their portions of hopes and fears; 
1 \ haw wrought out their work, they have 
gaiu- d He ir gains— 
h: .• smiled their smiles—they have wept 
tJi• it■ t": V'. 
! o\ r now 1 the r* n.rd close. 
And ■ them there, to their long repose. 
ik if th'im gently ! remembering w,’ell. 
Tin \ were hiIdren of * arth. as we are now : 
’"■ v strove with temptation—they yielded and fell. 
\nd. an »‘.i. they conquer, as we* siill do. 
Vhdr history is w hat ours shall be. 
'P'-ak of them, think oftliem tenderly. 
!•.;■ few remain: and when they are gone, 
W e -hall lill places which they now hold: 
< r h« ad- will be frosted—our bosoms be lone. 
ih« u our hearts w ill 1m- tame and cold; 
\nd ihe fullering step, and the failing breath. 
W i 11 r*•min< i it*. loo. of approaching death. 
1:1-. ‘-•.i.niess, worldlim-ss. pride— 
U’h\ -!i mid w<- \ it-id to their baleful thrallV 
I -1 : isp iiands « lo-er, as downward we glid 
j thi -Iiadow Hiat wait for us all; 
I ..ii v>. h-'l! he among the old. 
\ -i : » h : v of Miir y.-ai*' \\ i’ll <oon he told. 
THE BRAVE_AT HOME. 
HY illOAIAS m 11AXAX HKAD. 
iim maid w ill) binds her warrior*' >U'li 
\\ it!i -mil" that well her pain dissemble**, 
t'hi v beneath her drooping lash 
< Uv tv tear-drop hangs and trembles. 
T !i tig'li li -awn alone records the tear. 
\nd Fame shall never know her story, 
i in* le an has shed a drop as deal* 
\s (•*( ■ r •<-dewed the li;*ld of glory! 
T ie’ u if" win- girds her husband's 'Word. 
"'I'il 1 i11 b* ones who weep or wonder. 
\ ini l>ra\»Ty speaks the cheering word. 
W iiaf !hough In i- heart he rent asunder. 
I vlined nightly in her dreams to hear 
1 11. holt' of death around him rattle. 
II i:h shed a- -:;ei ed Idood as e'er 
\\ a< | oiiretl upon the field of battle! 
! he m Th"! who emu eals her grief 
While to iier breast her son she presses. 
I’hen livalin a few brave words and brief. 
hi sing ee patriot brow she blesses. 
Willi A one but li *r secret (tod 
i n know the pain that weighs upon iter. 
*--!11o! holy blood as e'er the sod 
It •• i\ed on Freedom's field of honor! 
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD. 
MV have 1 icv-'idfori* made some allusion to 
■: :! enterprise of the Xortliern I’aeilie 
!1 1 'h igned to cross the continent from 
.Msh;" tl: mouth ot the Columbia lliver, 
1 trough th Canadas. Michigan. Wisconsin, 
Miiiiic.-nta, and the vast region beyond. 
( -I- has already granted an immense 
Hurt ei fertile land, a principality in fact, in 
hi in tin' enterprise. A party of gentlemen 
h.t. iv-t-'d in this grand scheme is now in that 
region !'" purpose-' of observation. Among 
tli,an are linn. 11. 1>. Rice and lion. Philan- 
der ('iilnini. of Maine. A correspondent of 
tio li.iston .Journal, who accompanies the c\- 
P dilion. Ini' written the following description 
"i tli" region that it traverses— 
til ts Rn t:t: or Tin: Xoirm, July, 1809. 
1 want to bold a familiar talk this morning 
with the great multitude ot people in the East 
.in t hi country of the Northwest. 
witi.ui: wr. ai;i.. 
spa I out 1m tore you, my friends, the map 
t \ rth America.—not of the United States 
.I* h". but a mttji which will show you the 
lb h of the Northwest. Let it 
" sehool atlas if you have nothing better, 
ay a nth r it) on it and draw a line north- 
's from Chicago, running through St. Paul, 
■,: Minnesota. At the western boundary, on 
e bank ot the Red River of the North, you 
v. ill lind our camp. 
1 1'Mik out from my lent and see the water 
liding past, to pour it- ever-increasing Hood 
iit(> til.- frozen ocean of the North through 
iludsou-- llay. 
I (ere the r ., r is perhaps one hundred and 
iiliy feci wide and six In tell feet deep, wind- 
ing through tli'' level prairies. Rank grass 
iws upon its hanks; wild fowl build their 
.lists- along it- reedy shores; bobolinks are 
o airing forth their rollicking songs ; the spar- 
row sends up his cheerful chirp : Hie swallows 
are twittering merrily: insects are humming 
in the air: the sun shines through a mellow 
e-i/.e. while all around as far as the eye can 
oc tli"iv i- -neh richness of verdure, such 
wealth of ... and display of Howers, 
that the language descriptive ol the Elysian 
ti■ ■ 1 ■!■-. a:id the choicest and best of poesy, is 
too |br -.do— and feeble to convey an idea of 
tip- richness and be.tutv of this lair region of 
the world. 
i:\tf.nt <>i mi: domain. 
1' illnv in imagination the line which you 
have drawn from Chicago. Here you are 
i• * in 1 distant from that city. Follow on 
die tr. in. u liii'li some of our party are to take 
oid you will find just such verdure, such soil, 
d climate, such flowers in bloom, even 
ihough you traw l one thousand miles from 
■hi- pnint to the northwest. Fifteen hundred 
.nil'■ from Cha nge, in the far northwest, you 
•vill hoar the bobolink pouring out his love 
mg: you wiil find the soil as fertile there, 
d: ■ eliin.de as mild, summer and winter, as 
hi the prairies around Lake Michigan. 
Tie- holds of wheat on these plains of llie 
lorlhwe-; are a< luxuriant—further advanced 
day than in New Fngland. Fifteen days 
:a nee the reaper-: will be cutting the wheat, 
and the harvest avid goon here just as it does 
u New Fngland. 
(:!.TM ATOLOO V. 
One ol the must wonderful ibalures of this 
region i> its climate. Here we are in latitude 
>; several degrees further north than Bos- 
ton, Inn the summers are longer than in Mas- 
-e.elmseits. and the winters, thougli colder, 
::e less yere than in that State. The air is 
dry. llie days ralm, and the hundreds of men 
that I meet, who have come hither from 
Maine and New Hampshire, select this as 
'..heir future home, say that this climate is far 
preferable to that of New England. 
Yesterday i -aw a Scotchman, who lives 
:ive hundred miles north of this point in a 
straight line, on flic shore of Lake Winnipeg. 
The winter there, he says, is not so severe as 
at Chicago. Scientific men have speculated 
<m this phenomena, but we have seen no sat* 
i-la* lory explanation. Doubtless it is due to 
a combination of causes—the inllucncc of the 
great lake.- on the one side, ami the Rocky 
.Mountains on the other—to the Missouri and 
Mississippi and Red Rivers, to the currents of 
air sweeping up the Missouri valley from the 
<lrv piaii s of Nebraska. Be the cause what 
it may, the fact remains that here—reaching 
from Chicago northwest over a territory em- 
bracing Wisconsin, Minnesota, Daeotah, 
Northern Montana, and a vast region in the 
British Possessions—lie the wheat lands ol 
North America. 
COMPARISON- WITH OTHER LANDS. 
No other country has such a domain. The 
plains of Bavaria and Hungary, upon which 
Central Europe relies for its grain, united, 
would not exceed in area a single county in 
Minnesota. The fine lands of Prussia have 
a thin soil, while the wheat fields of Franco 
have been cultivated for centuries, and arc on- 
ly kept in heart by constant application of 
fertilizers, but here the soil is in its virgin 
tale, yielding such returns as are not obtain- 
ed in any other land, unless it he in the San 
,! ■.111uin and Santa Clara"valleys of California. 
The most lertile acre of the (tangoes Val- 
ley ill India will not yield a greater return 
than these of the Northwest. The Nile and 
the Vangtz—their fertility renewed by each 
annual ilood—may vie with the uplands of 
Minnesota, hut there arc* sections along the 
Red River of the North—along the Cheyenne 
and Mouse rivers of Daeotah, which are not 
supassed by the richest in ilie heart of China 
or on the Delta of the Nile ! 
Ol lt INHERITANCE. 
I know that many of those who will read 
this letter are accustomed to look into the fu- 
tun:, and to take enlarged views of wlml our 
country is to lie in coming years; Imt I am 
confident that there, is no man—even him ot 
the most compreheiisiv e mind—that lias taken 
a just measure of the future greatness of this 
region. 
Many of those who, perchance, may read 
these lines have visited Illinois and seen the 
wheat and corn fields and cultiv ated lands of 
that State, reaching on and on in boundless 
expanse—have heard the music of the reap- 
ers gathering the ripened grain—have beheld- 
ed the harvest fields in all their glory. Think 
now of those fields extended as tar as it is 
from Iloston to Omaha, over a tract as wide 
as from Montreal to I'luladelphia, and you 
have the area of the wheat Helds lying north- 
west of Chicago. 
ll is a region presenting features different 
from the country along the highway opened 
to San Francisco by the Union Facilie road. 
The plains of Nebraska and Kansas—mag- 
nificent in extent—are traversed by no great 
water courses. The streams are few—and 
when the summer heats prevail, they dwindle 
to rivulets, and become wholly dry; Imt here 
there are ever-flowing streams and lakes of 
pure fresh water, fed by never-failing springs. 
Hide where you will over this va-t territory, 
and you are alvvavs in sight of a river, a 
creek, or a lake of purest water, where the 
waves break on pebbly beaches, and where 
thousands of water-fowl rear their young be- 
neath the oaks and maples dial fringe the rip- 
pling streams. 
beautiful as are the prairies ot Illinois and 
Iowa, nature has been even more generous in 
her adornment of the Northwest. The larger 
lakes are bordered by parks and groves, pre- 
senting landscapes of indescribable beauty. 
Many a pioneer on this Northwestern verge 
of civilization, may look out from the door of 
his log cabin on -eeni rv as enchanting as any 
in Old England True, there is no back- 
ground of mountains, no rocky crag, or deep 
and tortuous dollies, but there arc undulations, 
sunny slopes, gentle swells, rounded wood- 
crowned summits, looking down upon lakes 
and ponds dotted with emerald islands, or 
clear waters dancing in the sunlight, or re- 
flecting from the glassy surface the transcend- 
ant beauty of the landscape. 
This region i< attractive not only because 
it has a productive soil and genial clime—not 
because there is great prospect of material 
wealth—but here nature lias done much to 
promote that esthetic culture, without which 
a community never can reach the highest 
plane of civilization. Here, in coming years, 
on the borders of these lakes, costly manse ms 
will lie reared. Where now the pioneer feeds 
his pigs will be seen parks and lawns ; where 
now the ground is encumbered with wreck- 
of carts and sleds, or is heaped with manure 
from the stable, will stand by and by works 
of art chiseled from finest marble. 
wiiiTi: lii'.Ai: i.aki:. 
AA’ould that you could look down upon 
AA'hile Itoar lake, and see it as 1 saw it day 
before yesterday, from our camping ground 
on a hill overlooking ils northern shore. Il 
.stretches southward a distance of twelve 
miles, indented here and there by a wooded 
promontory—with sandy beaches swooping 
in magnificent curves; with a wide patch of 
woodland on the eastern shore civet spreading 
the slope: with a green fringe of stately oaks 
and elms and limitless fields, whose verdure 
changes in varying hues with every passing 
cloud—wanting only a background of high- 
lands to make it as lovely a- \\ indemere—the 
most enchanting of all the lakes oi Old Eng- 
land. You see1 at your leel ihc little village 
of (111 si wood. which hi entiling years will be 
the resort of tourists, artists ami seekers af- 
ter pleasure. 
]f you are fond of fishing go out upon this 
sheet of water, with the same strong-armed 
Norwegian who pulled the boat for me yc-- 
terday morning. There are pickerel in these 
ponds of Minnesota such as we are not ac- 
customed to catch in New England. A lottr- 
| pounder is a large tisli to pull from the waters 
of AVinnipesaukee, but 1 hauled up a litleen- 
pounder yesterday, and the people here say 
that they catch them weighing twenty-live 
pounds! 1 dare say diet the ccry thought nl 
catching such fresh \\ “!■ r 'hark-, u il! c|inckcu 
the heart >>!' many a boy. and perhaps -.onie 
of the old folks would like to drop a line in 
these waters. 
But to return to the’ subject from whic h we 
have strayed—and it is licit the lir.-l time we 
have played truant by going a lisliing. AA'e 
have said that this inheritance of the American 
people roaches 1 too miles northwest of Chica- 
go—it is that far to the l’oeky Mountains—in 
British America, and that earrie.-: us only to the 
isothermal line* of lib degrees mean summer 
temperature. You may go on boo miles fur- 
ther to the north branch of the Saskatehawon 
before reaching the northwestern boundary of 
the wheat Held. 
THE -WHl NT AIN s 
All of this territory lies north and east of 
the Missouri, and this side of the Rocky 
Mountains. \Ve have spoken of it as a wheat 
field, and have said nothing of iis other re- 
sources, hut hero are the supplies of timber 
from which the people of more southern sec- 
tion.- are to receive their future building ma- 
terials. Looking out from my tent, toward 
tliu northeast 1 can see, on the horizon, die 
dim blue outline of the timbered region 
around the streams forming the head waters 
of the Mississippi. If we travel west we 
shall find exhaustless supplies of coal. Re- 
tween the Red River of the North and the 
Rocky Mountains lies the great eoal fields of 
this granary of the (hmtiuent. ()n the streams 
that find their way into Lake Superior and on 
the Mississippi arc sites for manufactories, 
where, in coming years, tlit' hum of ma- 
chinery, the clatter of the shuttle and buzzing 
of mill wheels will break the stillness of the 
primeval solitude. 
Go on to the dividing ridge of the conti- 
nent—to Montana—with its gold, it- silver, 
its iron and coal, fertile valleys and timbered 
hills: take a look at what ties beyond in Ore- 
gon, Washington and Vancouver—at the 
water power of the ('olumhia and its tribu- 
taries—the forests of pine, so dense that the 
brightest sunlight of mid-day does not dispel 
its darkness and gloom—to the water tails, 
the pasture land—to the arable lands and to 
the mines of Idaho, the eoal of Puget sound, 
the harbors, unequaled in the world, fronting 
China and Japan ; and over the shortest line 
between the Orient and Occident : with a cli- 
mate as mild as that of Virginia: to a half 
dozen mountain passes where the altitude 
does not exceed five thousand feet : to a re- 
gion whore less snow falls than last winter 
fell upon the hills of Rorkshire; to a region 
which is yet to lie the New Kngland of the 
Pacific Coast; take in the boundaries of this 
inheritance—not all as yet beneath our 
country’s ting, but ere long to lie; think of 
the immediate future, if you would obtain an 
idea ot the material wealth of the Northwest, 
waiting only the appearance of the husband- 
man. He will soon bo here. 
THE SAP,HATH. 
Our company is resting to-day on tlm banks 
of this peaceful river. The farmer who lives 
up the stream and tends the ferry where we 
crossed yesterday has one neighbor within 
twelve miles, but a twelvemonth hence these 
acres will be dotted by farm houses. To-day 
we have listened to a sermon from Dr. Lord, 
who preached beneath a canvas roof. We 
were called together by the blowing of a tin 
trumpet, but a year lienee the sweet and 
solemn tones of church bells will echo over 
these verdant meadows. 
The locomotive—that great civilizer of this 
century, Avill be here before the flowers 
bloom'another spring. It will bring towns, 
villages, churches, school houses, printing 
presses—and millions of free people in its 
train, I sit as in a dream. 1 can hear, in 
imagination, the voices of advancing multi- 
tudes—of light-hearted maidens and sober 
matrons, of bright-eyed boys and strong 
armed men. The wild roses arc blooming 
here to-day; the sod as yet is unturned, and 
the lilies of the field hold lip their cups to 
catch the falling dew, Imt another year will 
bring the beginning of the change. Civiliza- 
tion, which lias crossed the Mississippi, will 
soon How down Ibis stream, pouring its 
waters into the distant ocean of the North; 
il w ill sweep'on to the valley of the upper 
Missouri. 
Think of it, young men of the East, you 
who are measuring off tape for young ladies, 
shut up in a store through the long and weari- 
some. hours, barely earning your living. 
Throw down the yardstick and come out hero 
if you would he men. Let the fresh breeze 
fan your brow, take hold of the plow, bend 
down for a few years to hard work with 
determination to win, and success will attend 
your effort. 
Is this letter too enthusiastic? M'ill those 
who read it say “he has lost his head and 
gone daft out there on the prairies?” Not 
quite. I am an observer here, as i have- been 
in other lands. I have ridden many times 
over tiic great States of the Northwest : have 
seen the riches of Santa ('lara and Napa west 
of the Sierra Nevadas; have looked out over 
the meadows of Yang-tc-ze and the Nile, and 
can say with honest conviction, that for one 
who lias had a home in New England, 1 
have seen nowhere so inviting a hold as that 
of Minnesota—none with greater undevel- 
oped wealth, none with suelt prospect of 
quick development. C.Utl.r.TwX. 
A WORLD ON FIRE. 
Oil the 12th of May, 1SGG, a great confla- 
gration, infinitely larger than that of London 
or Moscow, was announced. To use the ex- 
pression of a distinguish astronomer, a world 
was found to be on lire. A star, which til! 
then had shone meekly and unobtrusively in 
the Corona Borealis, suddenly blazed up in- 
to a luminary of the second magnitude. In 
the course of three days from its discovery 
in this new character by Mr. Birmingham, at 
Tuan, it had declined to the third or even 
fourth order of brilliancy. In twelve days, 
dating from its apparition in the Irish heavens, 
it had sunk to the eighth rank, and it went mi 
waning until IhedGthof June, when it ecu-, d 
to be discernable except through the medium 
of the telescope. This was a remarkable, 
though certainly not an unprecedented pro- 
ceeding on the part of a star: but one singu- 
lar circumstance in its behavior was that, 
after the lapse of nearly two months, il be- 
gan to blaze up again, though not with equal 
ardor, and, after maintaining its glow for a 
few weeks and passing through sundry 
phases of color it: gradually paled its tires 
and returned to its former insignificance. 
How many years had elapsed since this 
awful contlagration actually took place it 
would be presumptuous to guess; but it must 
lie remembered that dews from the heavens, 
though carried by the ileetest of messengers, 
light; reach us long after the event has tran- 
spired, and that the same celestial courier is 
-till dropping the tidings at each station it 
reaches in paces, until it sinks exhausted by 
: l lie length of its flight. Now when this object 
| was examined as it was promptly and eagerly 
i Professor Miller, and Mr. Huggins, they 
found to their great wonder that it yielded t wo 
spectra—the one imposed upon the other, 
though obviously independent. There was 
the prismatic ribbon crossed by dark lines, 
which belongs to the sun and stars generally, 
but there was another in which four bright 
lilies figured; and there, according to the 
eanona of interpretation, previously mention- 
ed,indicated that some luminous gas (or gases) 
was also pouring out its light from the sur- 
face of the orb. 
Two of the lines spelled out hydrogen in 
the spectral language. 'What the other two 
signified did not then appear, but, in as much 
as those four streaks were brighter than the 
rest of the spectrum, the source from which 
they came must obviously have been more 
intensely heated than the tmderly parts, or 
pholasphcro, from which the normal stellar 
light proceeded. And as tho star had sud- 
denly flamed up, was it not a natural supposi- 
tion that it had become enwrapped in burning 
hydrogen, which, in consequence of some 
great convulsion^ had been liberated in pro- 
digous quantities, and then, combining with 
oilier (dement-, had set this hapless world on 
lire? In such a fierce contlagration the com- 
bustible gas would, therefore, begin to de- 
cline. subject as in this ease, to a second erup- 
tion, which occasioned the renewed outhursl 
if light "ii the -doth nf Augu-t. 
By such a catastrophe it i- not wholly im- 
I possible that our own globe may some time 
be ravaged, for if a word from the Almighty 
were to unloose for a few moments (lie bonds 
of affinity which unite the elements of water 
—ot the ocean on the land and the moisture 
in the air—a single spark would bring them 
together with a fury which would kindle the 
funeral pyre of the human race, and be fatal 
to tin' planet and all the works that are there- 
in. It cannot lmt be a startling fact for u- 
tliat in yonder doomed and distant world we 
have, probably, seen ip our own day a reali- 
zation of the fearful picture sketched by Re- 
fer, “when the heavens (or atmosphere) lie 
ing on tire shall be dissolved, and the ele- 
ments -hall all melt with fervent heat." And 
if wo regard it as the centre of a system, it is 
impossible hi think without horror of the fate 
of the numerous globes around it when over- 
whelmed by this sudden deluge of light and 
calorie. [British Quarterly Review. 
A SWEDISH TEMPERANCE REFORM. 
Some years ago Sweden was (he most de- 
j proved and drunken nation in all Europe, and 
(lot lion burg was tin: mostdeprav ed and drunk- 
en city in Sweden. A number of its citizens, 
with a view of inaugurating a reformation, 
formed themselves into a society,and ottered to 
take over the entire liquor trade of the place, 
and, after paying the hare working expenses 
of tlie traffic, to hand over the whole profits 
to the corporation for the benefit of tlie poor. 
The oiler was accepted. As the licenses of 
the dealers expired they were transferred to 
the society, and finally the whole trade came 
into its hands. The society then selected forty 
public houses l'or the sale of liquors, and, as 
Gothenburg has only about 40.000 inhabitants, 
this was a liberal number. The society fur- 
nished to the keepers of these houses all the 
liquors they wanted, but obliged them to re- 
tail them at the prices leaving a profit of mly 
1 1-ff per cent, the rest of the profits going 
into the funds of the society. The publicans 
at the same time were compelled to supply 
all comers with tea, coffee, and proviso 11s, 
and were authorized to sell as much beer, 
light wines, lemonade, and other harmless 
i drinks as they pleased, and at whatever 
I profits they could realize. They were not 
! allowed to sell ardent spirits to children or to 
1 intoxicated persons. The new arrangement 
! seemed to work well from the start. The 
publican was not anxious to sell whiskey, 
since lie made scarcely anything by its sale; 
but he was anxious to sell beer, eofl'ee, wine, 
&e., on which lie made a fair profit. The 
public houses became in a fact restaurants, 
and a recent visitor to Gothenburg reports 
that the experiment has resulted in making a 
drunken population sober, and at the same 
time realizing a profit of several thousands 
sterling per year by the sale of strong drink, 
which goes to the support of the poor. It is 
always much easier to coax men than to coerce 
them. [N. Y. World. 
Love of the Beaftifl'l. Place a young 
girl under the care of a kind-hearted, grace- 
ful woman, and she unconsciously to herself 
grows into a graceful lady. Place a hoy in 
the establishment of a thorough-going,straight 
forward business man, and the boy becomes 
a self-reliant, practical business man. Chil- 
dren are susceptible creatures, and circum- 
stances, and scenes, and actions always im- 
press, As you influence them, not by arbi- 
trary rules nor by stern example alone, but in 
a thousand other ways that speak through 
beautiful forms, pretty pictures, etc., so they 
1 will grow. Teach your children, then, to 
love the beautiful, (live them a corner in 
the garden for flowers; encourage them to 
put it in the shape of hanging baskets; allow 
them to have their favorite trees, learn them 
I to wander in the woodlets; show them where 
they can host, view the sunset; rouse them in 
the morning, not with the stern “time 
j to work,” but with the enthusiastic “see 
the beautiful sunrise!” Buy for them 
pretty pictures, and encourage them to deeo- 
] rate their rooms in his or her childish way 
jdive them an inch and they will go a mile, 
j Allow them the privilege and they will make 'your home beautiful. 
A BOY S LETTER. 
(From the Brooklyn Union.) 
Philosophers tell us that it is impossible to 
obtain a true idea of any object unless we 
can see it in all ils phases, and from every 
side. Even the rural felicity of the Adiron- 
daeks cannot lie fully understood or appreci- 
ated unless seen from the position of more 
than one observer; and the only way to get 
at a genuine expression of opinion is to read 
a couple of letters now lying' waiting for the 
mail. First comes a largo and rather dirty 
looking envelope, directed in a sprawling 
boyish hand, and furthermore adorned by two 
blots and a big smear, the latter evidence ef- 
fected by the impatient little linger of the writ- 
er. It reads thus; 
Dea.u Jimmy ; —Ask your mother to living 
you up here, right oti'. It’s gay. There’s 
lishing here, and plenty of worms to catch’em 
with. You stick tile hook in ’em, and they 
wriggle bully. Fishing’s funnier when you 
don’t catch the hook in the -eat of your panta- 
loons, so’to you can't sit down and can't li<li 
all the way home. 1 did that the oilier dav, 
and Mr. Jenkyiw, cousin i.aura's beau, asked 
me if 1 was a sole or a heel. Suppose lie 
thought lie was going to lie funny, hut 1 
didn't see it. Binie-by. I see him cut a little 
piece out of cousin Laura's hair, where lur 
hook caught, and kiss it, like a great gabev, 
and put it in ids pocket. So I told on 'em at 
tea, and everybody else laft. They have 
cows here, and i go to see them milked. 
They don't pump it out with their tails, like 
you and I thought they did, but they squeeze 
it out of a hag that wines on purpose, I sup- 
pose. I milked the other night. It was very 
lull'd to squeeze, and ii would not go into the 
pail. Some of it wi nl into my eves, and (lie 
rest of it up my sleeve. I don't like milking, 
i don't like turkeyeock~ neither. They rutile 
themselves up big and run at you. Tinware 
a very pheroeious bird, and ili-agi.aide to 
live with. Chickens are nicer. We at ’em. 
They put them under a bririt at night, and 
Hill and I kill them in the morning. We have 
bully fun wringing their neck-. You'd bai- 
lor come here rigid off, and living a -hot-gun. 
for there are bears here, any way we -aw a 
fox. and some candy, beeos we can't get any 
here, and a pop-gun and -ome bows and ar- 
row- and tilings. Perhaps we can shoot a 
deer. 1 think Mr. Jenkyns is a blame fool, 
lie made believe li ml a deer's tract the other 
day, and when i looked at it.il was nothing 
hut the marks of cousin Laura's boot, i do 
not see what makes men so sappy about girls. 
ITi won’t, will we? I’d be ashamed. I'm 
going to ride old Sam to-morrow. He's a 
horse. You ride him bareback and it’s very 
hard to stick on, lie feels so squirmy, (live 
my love to all the boys, and tell them I'm 
baying a bully time, only 1 bate old Jenky ns. 
No more at present from Yours truly. 
1 (tinny. 
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■ dross W. FOX. F. O. Drawer No. S. Fultonville, New 
York. 
mu !■ m ii nr iiinr-Tri-ir wiini i' *4 «nr fw iih ^”"^»''iTriTr’itmrfl 
CO.YFIDEXTS .4 fc.—Young men who have injur- ed themselves by certain secret habits, which unlit 
them for business, pleasure, or the duties ol married life; 
also middle aged and old men, who. from the follies of 
youth, or other causes, feel a debility in advance of their 
years, before placing themselves under the treatment ol 
any one, should lirst read i'iie Secret Friend.” Married 
ladies will learn something of importance by perusing 
The Secret Friend.’- Sent to any address, in a sealed 
envelope, on receipt of g. cents. Address DK. (Ml AltLF.S 
A. STUART & CO., Boston, Mass. Iyrl3 
NOTICE. 
1IFILLI AM 15. SWAN & CO., having purchased tin 
\V Stores, Storehouses, and Wharl of II..I. AN- 
DERSON, Ji:., are now opening an entire new stock, 
consisting in part of the following articles. 
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA (OFFER, 
FLOUR, COFFEE RIO 
PORK, HAVANA JAPAN TEA 
BEEF, ST. JAGO OOLONG 
LARD, MUSCOVADO RAISINS 
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OA I S, FISH, Su'. 
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we 
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will 
make prices satlslactorv. 
\VM. H. SWAN, 
A. CU1TER SILJLEV. 
Belfast, May 1,1800. tlFJ 
Bowdom College. 
(COMMENCEMENT day is WEDNESDAY, July ltth 7 Candidates for admission to college will he ex- 
amined in ADAMS HALL, on Friday, July loth, at s 
o’clock. A. M.; also on the opening of the college tern) 
on THURSDAY, Sept,2d. 
SAMUEL Harris, President. 
Brunswick, .Tunc 11, 180U. 11 vv 10 
F. S. NICKERSON, 
Attorney & Counsellor at Law, 
BELFAST,....Maine. 
(Office in IlAYFOltD’S BLOCK.) nmcisiil 
Challenge Accepted. 
DAVID L, Cl JOSS, of Inncolnvillo, has I 
put out a hau l-bill rolativo to his stallion 
Young Huchauan, in whioh ho niakos the iol- 
lowing chaMango: 
1 he owner of this horse will be r< :d\. :u fifteen days : 
after the marc season is over, to match him against any 
stallion six years old, raised and owned in Waldo or 
Knox Counties,” 
I accept the above challenge, and name as the stallion ; 
to trot against Young Buchanan, the Bay Stallion Harry 
llayford, owned by Harrison llayford, of Belfast, I 
will match him, us above, lor $100 a side. The trot to J 
ake .place on tin* Belfast, track, on the gl ( .lay of An 
gust next, mile heats, best three in live, to harness. 
DAVID FLAVII.L. 
Belfast, July 27, lgf'O. 4w3 
DUNKLEE’S 
Golden Eagle Furnace 
| Is the result of thirty years' practical experience in 
<ne I- urna* business, ami not only combines in one Fur* I nace all valuable and well tried principles, but steps in 
| advance with new plans, following strictly by natural laws, however simple they may be. Viz : J*y exposing a very large surface directly t> a small 
amount, of fuel. 
By making a large amount ot atmospheric air impinge directly upon this large surface, so as at once to take tin- 
heat to the rooms to be warmed. 
By taking advantage of comparative expansion and construction ot metals in the combination ot its parts, so as to prevent the escape of gas. 
By preserving lire day and night, by the modern mode of mounting doors and regulators. 
By rejecting all lire-brick, and non-conductors, substi- tutiuga very heavy lire pot,1..' 1-- inches thick at the 
points ot combustion, thus saving the heat hithero ab- 
sorbed by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to 
iron, it can never clinker nor requite new lining. Bv easy manner and convenience in tending Furnace. By additiedof eight radiators upright around the blaze, 
giving 
Twenty-five Square Feet 
more heating surface than any furnace of the same size 1 can give without thorn. 
By placing the vapor pan where it Mliouhl In», 
:ftl»ov4‘ t!e«* heating a|»i»ara9ii*, to r» store humid- 
ity. 1’ailslul of wati-r should be evaporated, whin- only pints are now. 
j It is a law ol nature that the higher the temperature, 
| the more water air will and must contain. It Furnace 
air lie not supplied by proper apparatus, the supply will be drawn from any ami all sources. Even iron tin-‘lungs of tho-a- respiring it. It they happen to be weak so much 
the worse lor the lungs. 
It is a well known tact, that the Sirocco winds of the 
Sahara and Arabian deserts, become the balmy air of It- 
aiy, by passing jver the Med iter.-moan sea, afin- !»«■*- 
lseattul, and taking up a oroper and healthful per cent, of humidity. 
Hence we claim this Furnace to be the most powerful, ! 
as well as the most economical heater at present in ex- 
istence, and will warrant our X ). seven to do the work of 
any No. eight of any older pattern ever offered to the public. 
As to durability, we will coi in under bonds that they shall last as long as any reasonable man expects ativ Furnace to last. 
Ami will warrant every one to give pi rfect satisfaction. 
fc^-Stove and Furnace work of all kinds promptly and 
faithfully < xccuted. *. fc. El F. IS* SCI & gOif. 
amosls I¥«. ?* ▼Sain Stun t. 
wooLj i wool :i 
C1A.SH AN1) TDK IIIUHFST PRICK 1’AID FOR / WOOI., 
S. 3. MERSEY & SON, 78 Main St. 
UrncstS 
Cray's Lines!, Collars ami 
CUFFS AT 
H. L. LORD’S. 
Can at No. 10 High St 
Phthisic! Phthisic!! 
LKWIS' IMIAI.AN 1, for tlic l’lilliislc, 
ways r-teiic'vca 
tie most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes, 
f1111:i]«-«1 witii the breath, it goes directly to the Rungs ami air ceils, and reliefs immediate and certain. 
PATKNTKD, May Is, ISO. 
Price *3 c s. l>y Mail $1.00. 
•f. i' Proprietor, 
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Miihit on receipt of Frier, /uldirs?, 
KATOS (V ( O,, 
For .Sale, Whole: ale and Retail, by 
fe. A. 3HOWE« A < O. 
tCJ7 Belfast, Maine. 
rp> THE LADIES. — The celebrated DR. L. DIX 
i particularly invit«all Ludie.-. who need a Medical or 
Sur'jieal advisor, 1 o cull at bis Rooms, 21 Endicott St., 
Ho.-gon, Mass., which they will tiuil arranged lor their 
sp.-cial accommodation. 
DR. D1 \ having devoted over twenty years to this 
particular branch <. ( the treatment ot ali diseases peculiar 
to Ionian s, it is now conceded by all, (both iu this coun- 
try and Europe,j that he excels all other known praetie- 
ioners in the sale, speedy and effectual treatment of all 
tamale complaints. 
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose 
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un- 
natural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all 
discharges which How from a morbid state ot tin blood. 
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar 
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the 
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at 
X«. £1 KmiU-ou fdiTCt. SSoMiou 
All letters requiring advice .must contain one doll; r to 
insure an answer. 
Huston, dan. 1, ls-t'.'J—lyr 
CUT AT— 
II, L. LOUD'S 
Xo. lO ES igTi St. 
Clothing! Clothing! 
D. L. PEAVY, 
Ko. ^ non, 
Has the pleasure to inform the public that he has .JUST 
ItUCUiVllD a splendid new stock ol 
READY MADE CLOTHING, 
consisting ot 
ansi HAnon anti 
5 xitlfr uariiKMitN. 
Also a line assortment of 
IIATS, CAPS AND CLOTHS. 
All ol which will be sold at the (.nil ju ice**, 
He returns tliankiJor the liberal patronage heretofore 
received, and invites the public to call and exam- 
ine his Stock, satisfied that lie can sell them 
SUITS UIIUAI’UK than they can be 
bought elsewhere. 
Komombor tho Plaoo— 
2mosfjl An. ? I®l«enix 2fton 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 
No. 1 EULFINCH STREET, 
(Opposite Revere House,) ROSTOA'. i 
rpHE Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in au- X nouncing that they have secured the services ot the j 
eminent and well known Du. A. 11. II AYES, late sur- 
geon LI. S. Army, Vice President ot Columbia College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, &o. 
This Institution now publishes the popular medical 
book entitled‘'Tiie S« tenvk of Life on Skli- Pkeseu- ! 
v at ion ,” written by Dr. Hayes. It treats upon the! 
Errors of Youth, Premature Decline of Manhood, Sem- 
inal Weakness, and all Diseases and Abuses oi the (Sen- ! 
erative Organs. Thirty thousand copies sold the last 
y*> It is indeed a book for every man—young men in 
particular. Price only $1.00. 
This Institute has just published i!;e most pert, ot trea- j 
t|se of the kind ever olfered to the public, entitled 
“Sexual Physiology of Woman and Hku Dis- 
eases,” profusely illustrated with the very best engrav- 
ings. This book is also iroin the pen ol Dr. Mayes. 
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The 
Mystery ol Life,— Rcautitul Oilspring, -Reauty. its value 
to Woman,—Marriage,—General Ilygcinc ot Woman,— ; 
Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses of the Married,— ! 
Prevention to Conception, &c. In beautiful French cloth, 
$“.oo; Tuikey Morocco,full gilt, $:J.gO. Either ol these , 
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage j aid, on 
receipt of price. Thoughtful clergymen recommend these books for their 
high moral tone, and all emiuent. and skilful physicians 
earnestly recommend them to the public as the only 
scientific and reliable treatise ol the kind published in 
America. 
“Avoid allocate ok Advertising Doctors and 
Get Thesis Popular Rooks.”—\Amer. Journal of 
Medical Science.] 
The“Pe\kody Jofknalof Hkalth,” Dr. Ha yes, 
Editor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address 
as above. 
Albert H. Hayes. M. D., Resident and Con-! 
suiting Physician. 
N. It.—Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest, confidence j < 
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.! 
1 
Inviolable Seckesy and certain Relief, lyri 
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, 
For all tho purposes of a Laxative 
Medicine. 
Perhaps no one medi- 
cine is so universally re- j 
quired by everybody as 
a cathartic, nor was ever 
any before so universal- I 
iy "adopted into use, in 
e very country and among 
all classes, as tins mild 
but elliiient purgative 
The obvious rea- 
son is, that it is a more re- 
k liable and far more effec- 
tual remedy than any 
otiier. Those wlm have ; 
tried it, Know that it cured them; those who have 
not, know that it cures their neighbors and friends, 
and all know that what it does once it does always 
— that it never fails through any fault or neglect.'>f 
it- composition.. Wo have thousands upon thou- 
sand of certificates of their remarkable cures oft he 
following complaints, but such cures are known in 
every neighborhood, and we need not publish them. 
Adapted to all ages and conditions in all climates; 
containing neither caiomol or any deleterious drug, j 
thev mac he taken with safety by anybody. Their 
sugar cmiting preserves them ever fresh and make- 
them pleasant to take, while being purely vegetable 
no harm can arise from their use in any quantity 
They operate by their powerful influence on’the 
internal viscera to purify the blood and stimulate it 
info healthy action — remove the obstructions of the 
.-f'unach, bowels, liver, and other organs of the 
body, restoring their irregular action to health, and 
bv correcting, wherevr they exist, such derange- ! 
ments a- are the first origin of disease. 
.Minute directions are given in the wrapper on 
the box, tor the following complaints, which these 
l’ills rapidly cure : — 
l" or U«flc»*«- 
nev“, ir<mguor and Lo«<« of Appetite, thev 
•‘di'cild In. taken moderately to stimulate the stom- 
ach and restore its healthy tone and action. 
F'»r Idver Complaint and its v arious symp- tom ISiliouM llcathuhe, Mick Headac he, 
<9 .a u a dice or Wreesi Mirknen, Bilioii* 
< «lif and Kilioam ITev€»r*, they should he ju- j dieiously. taken for each case, to correct the diseased 
action or remove the obstructions which cause it. 
l o Dysentery or Diui lioea, but one mild 
do-c i- generally required. 
F m lShiMiiiiaiiimi, kout, Gravel. I»alpi- taition of the Heart, l*ain in the Midi*, 
Bac k and Jhuius, they should he continuously 
taken, as required, t<« change the diseased a t:,»iu>Y 
the system. With such change those comp]aims disappear. 
For S»rop«y and l>r»p»lcal Swelling* th. should be taken in urge and frequent doses t<» pro- duce the efleet of a drastic purge. 
For Sispnrcscion a large .lose should be taken 
as it produces the desired effect by sympathy. 
As a Dinner Pill, take one or two Pills "to pro- 
mote digestion and relieve the stomach. 
An occasional dose stimulates the stomach and 
bowels into healthy action, restores the appetite, 
and invigorates the system. Hence it is often ad- 
vantageous where no serious derangement exists. • 
One who l'eels tolerably well, often finds thatadu-e i of these Pills makes him feel decidedly hotter, from their cleansing and renovating effect on the diges- tive apparatus. 
DP. ,JT. AYIJP if CO., Practical Chemists, 
LOW DLL. MASS., IT. S. A. 
For sale by all Druggistsln Belfast. 
Q Pr / W \ WILL BE FOR FKI’l ED BY Du. L. Dl X | j>v/\ f if failing to cure in less time than any ! other physician, more effectually and permanently, with 
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe and plea.-ant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies* 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions ami all diseases of the 
Nkin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimple-on 
the Face; Swelling of the. Joints ; Nervousness; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad- 
vanced, at all ages, of 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
im. Sj. bias 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
21 Knilicott Street. Uo»ton. 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear nch other 
Recollect, the only entrance to his oflioe i- Ao. *2:1. hav 
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no 
family interruption, so that on no account can any poison 
hesitate applying at. hi? otllce. 
DR. DIX 
boldly asserts, (uml it cannot be contradicted, except by 
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them- 
selves, to impose upon patient?,) that ho 
is YiiK ONLY Ulit.lLAU ti U A1) A IK i*! IY' I LA N 
A I>V KUT1S1 N<» IN BOSTON. 
SIXTEEN YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well 
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel 
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par- 
ticularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To a\ old and escape imposition of foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cit as, 
DR. DIX 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians 
many ot whom consult him in critical cases, because of 
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UN FOR 1 UNA IE, 
N* not robbed and add to your suffer! ngs in being deceived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promise, 
and pre u ntions ol 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
whokiU'W little ol the nature Hint character of Special 
Diseases, and less to their cure, borne exhibit torged 
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges* which never existed 
in any part of the world ; others exhibit Diplomas of the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and 
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas, 
but to further their imposition assume name? of other cel- 
ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived 
bv 
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS, 
through false certificates and references, and recommend- 
ations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their im- 
positioi copy from medical books, much that is written 
of the qualities and elf' cts of different herbs and plants 
ami ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics 
&c., most of which, il not all, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything!" but now 
known to kill more than is cured," and those not 
killed, constitutionally injured lor life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM MAKERS. 
Through the L nurauce of $hc Quack Doctor, knowing 
no other rein, dy, he ivli< upon Mi-.iu ri:y and give? il 
to all his patient. in Pills, Diops. \c., so the No-trum 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his o called Extracts, 
Specific, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effects in 
curing a few in a hundred.it is trumpeted in various 
ways throughout the land; but, alas I nothing Is said of 
the balance, sone ol whom die, others grow worse and 
are left to linger ami sutler for months or years, until i\ 
lieved or cured, il po ssible, by competent phy sicians. 
BUT ALU QUACKS AUK NOT KiNORANT. 
Notwithstanding tin* foregoing facts are known to 
sonic quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet. regardless 
| ol the lilt* and health oi others, there are those among 
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it is continued in their 
nostrums, so that the "u-ual :«-eM may he obtained for 
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,'’ 
may be obtained tor tin* nostrum, it is thus that many 
are deci ived, also, and spend large amounts for expert 
I ments with quackery. 
DR. D1 X’S 
| charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly 
contidential, ami all may rely on him with the strictest 
secrecy and confidence, whatever may lie the disease, con 
dition or situation ot any one married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ol the 
United States, 
All letters requiring ndvica must contain one dollar to 
insure an am-v, er. 
Address i»i:. i Dix, No. 21 Kndicott St. Boston, Mass, 
Boston Jan. I In-’.i—i yr 
O XT X? X O 3XT 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
DSS. BBOrV. Physician and Surgeon, No.' Kndi a S .. Bosiox, is consulted daily for all discas 
is incident to the i.m.in* system. Prolapsus Uteri or 
Falling oi ihe Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and 
other menstrual derangements, arc all treated on new 
1 ithological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode 
of treat »u nt, that im>.-t obstinate complaints yield under 
it, and the atllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health. 
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the 
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in 
Boston. 
Boarding accommodations lor patients wlio may wish 
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow, since Is 15, having confined his whole atten- 
tion to an ollice practice for the cure of Private Diseases 
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the 
United States. 
N. B.—All letters niii.d contain one dollar, or they will 
not he answered. 
Uilice hours from s ,\ m. to I*. M. 
Boston, July 25, tSeO. lyt I 
For Sale. 
the bbl. Stewart’s mineral Kooling, e.-peiiallv 
> adapted to Hat roots, 
I also hold myself well prepared to move or raise 1 
buildings to any height desired. 
d. N\ STi’.'W MM 
June 15, 1809. :imos49 
GOLD, SILVER, I 
Coin, Drafts am! Ilmitls, 
nought and mid and highest price paid by 




OFFICE OV'Ell il. II. JOHNSON’S STOKE, 
pikoix no» m invr mm: 
-oo- 
nAVIXC. ItOCO H T Oi l l>K. RCKOKSS, III, will be liaj.py to vv; it on his old customers and the 
public generally. Tec!Ii tilled and restored to their orig- inal shape. Teeth with exposed nerve- treated and tilled. 
Artilicial teeth of tin best quality inserted at reasonable 
rates. Cold and Silver Plate taken in exchange. All 
work warranted. Teeth extiacted without pain it desired. 
<5. r. LOMRAKO. 
REFERENCES. 
JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. 1)., Brunswick; J. II. LOM- 
BARD, Denti-t, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, Mer- 
chant, Brunswick : A. O. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick | 
Telegraph; IL H. < l \ M NO II AM, M. D., Wiseasaet; i 
OWEN Sr. C. O’lmiKN. M. D., Bristol. tf32 
SANFOKD’S 
Independent Line ! 
For BOSTON and LOWELL. 
-00- 
ARRANGEMENT FOR THE SEASON OF 18f>0. 
Two Steamers on the Route! 
Three Trips Per Week! 
FREIGHTS* REDIf ED! 
ON and aU •; .June 7th, the New and Elegant Steamer 
CAM IiJilDGK, 
( AFI.J.I'. JOHNSON, and the Favorite Steamer 
KATA FI ] )IJST, 
( Al'T. HENRY S. Kiel I, will mil is lollows 
Leuyc IIEI.FAST tor HUSTON. MONDAYS WED M.sDA'i Uhl FRIDAYS ..t o'clock I'. M. 
i»*ti ittm. 
l,eave IIUS ION for ISF.I.FAST, MONDAYS WED NESDAYS and FRIDAYS, at 5 o'clock I'. >1.’ 
Ear.- to .. *.T.S«. To Limrll.M.aU 
UerAII freight mast be accompanied by Steamer's r> 
enpta in duplicate. Freight bills must be paid on ,1, 
veryol Goods. 
Orders received at No. 15 IMicnlx Row 
OFFICE ON THE WHARF. 
GEO. U. YVEI.I.S 
ISeltast, June 7, ltstiu. tits Aur.Ni. 
Quietest and Easiest Route to Bostou! 
Through by Steamer & Railroad 
—STKAMKR— 
CITY OF RICHMOND, 
< dipt. W'M. E. IICVMMtA 
rP*JK STHAMKU (IIV UK lilt IIJIuNII |,:ivii,.- 
»*•*«■ •■* complete order the pabt wiuter hi 
commence her regular thrice wcekl) ti ij- liom.cu and and lalldingB on the I'ciiotiM-ut Itiv.r and Hu 
leaving Portland on Monday, April iili, „| luoYI,., k M., or on the arrival ot the Kxpie... Irani ii 
on, I .caving Holiest on Monday, Wedm-dav 1’ inlay mornings at o'clock. 
Passengers will Lie tick, ted through to Boston and a" intermediate stations, arriving the same evening. lieturning will leave Portland every Motel iv Wedie day and Friday evening, at 10 o’clock. 
I he Richmond Is one ot'the strongest and safest bonl- 
l*vnr built, of remarkable .'peed, ch an and conilortub!' I u sengers are assured that ever)- pains will be t ak. n 
insure their coinfort and safety. 
Belfast, April ?, Ini-.i. jj-.;,, 
Boston and Penobscot River 
MK IK 'HANTS' I.IX i.. 
The Steamship ■»» VI. TI IIII IT rs 
Will leave Itmve's \Vhart, Hasten, tur It in 
Igor every Thursdayut 1J M.. toucliim' 
Belfast, Sandy I'oint, Bucksport and Winterport. I. turning will leave \V interport every Monday, at > 1 A 
M., touching at the above ports. Freight taken at r. 
sonahle rates. 
!*. »• IKW IM A C O.. I 
&'■£ <• iit Nilreot 
Belfast, Oct. 20. i*;;| 
FURNITURE! FURNITURE 
FIELD & MATIIEWS 
No. 1 !, i ‘I 1 KN I X IK >\\ 
BELFAST, 
Ii•1 v* a Spl.-udid Apartment of Sup.-re»r 'A \(..\i l*AltI-OK II B.\ 1 I l. UK. cover, d with Hair < !■•»!» 
Bepps, &<*., Inning Boom l arnituie, t oit.ig-. t hand.. 
Furniture, Kxtra Hair Math. -pring Bids 
Bedsteads, <.’hairs of all varieties, iM fact ever>thing if the way ot Furniture. 
We manufacture most of our good*, and employ t» best ot workmen, which enables us t., oiler great indu. inents to all who want r. ally good Furniture at low prie. All goods ot our own iniinufactuie are warranted. A 1 
sold to go Into the country will he paeked with care dispatch, ( all and .see. Ship Cabinet Work and tuniiu. 
(»1 all descriptions done to order. Work Shop ui B, i: Foundry. 
0. 1>. FII I.D. tf::r A. IS MATIIKW.n 
3ES ID Xji ID A. s *£* 
CITY BONDS, 
EXEMPT FROM TAXATION 
1>^ A Dili IM»>\ of tli C».mi li-'i.'ii- in ini y iD venu-', just n et ;v vd, lir-i- bond ireind .1 
to tli" internal revenue tax ot 1'lYl. I'KK t l.\l 
railroaiHiouds. or bond- given by towns or citii in 
a railroad, or by way ot a louu'ol credit U> a i: 
company. 
1 bis consideration gives lielta.-t City I’.omi- A (.hi A 
AUYANTAliK over the bonds ot tow uni citiiu 
are subject to this tax. and makes them bv lar the 
desirabh investment in the mat ket. 
Nearly titty thousand dollar ot the-, bonds wma 
before the decision of tin- Commissioner \va receiv -d 
and investors w ill tind it tor tin ir advantage to send ji 
immediate!//, as no as uram be gA, n|ti.at anv tin: 
more than a limited aim util w ill be di -j -ed of at’lorn 
rates, 1 1M(). 1 11 O KM »I tv I 
nlu City Treasurer. 
SELLUST Gr OUT 1 
Now Goods at 
No. 5 RHENiX ROW. 
Dost Gorman Corsets, 75 ets. 
Spool Cotton, 200 yds. For 2 t s 
Prints, 0, 10,12 and 11 ets per yd 
A large and well selected stock I 
DRA (JO(d)S to lie rinsed out 
before October, at 
Retail on* Wholesale 
Before Purchasing Cali At 
i’ll i:xix i;< >\v. 
< 1«>«..I^ si-11 ina Small 1’i.ilii e < >s tn.I 
I.MSS than ( \k|. 
IN»*iti« <*ly 9 n<I«*r*o1«l l»> ^ ur til 
Billiard Tables. 
IIJGJJST R Y II15IMS, 
106 Sudbury Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Manufacturer of BILbl A KD TAC1.1-.S, with the l*.« 
tent < oiiil>inuti4»ii <itri|i ( n*Sii<»n. -upeie ; 
to any now In use, at reduced priei 
4«~AU orders promptly irt tended to. urn 
Belfast Saviugs Bank. 
r|MIIS 1NST1 M l ION is now prepared to ravin t JL posits in bums ot One Dollar and upward' at tin- 
Banking Boom, No. Is Main bt. 1 urmcrly Bankol Coin 
merce lloum. 
Interest allowed oil ilt posits ot l ive Dollats iindi \. 
Mom-v deposited ..a or bebuv 'In hist da;. ot di.m 
duly, August, September or Ocfotn r, will be placid upon 
intetcr\ at the rale ol six per ta ut., or such other rat* 
the yrowts will allow, the inter* 't payable ontle iii -t 
Monday ot December, lor each lull month the ana h 
hav remained on di posite at that time. 
ASA 1 At NiT. rrcbldent. 
.John II. Quimiiy, Treat*. 
Beltaut, May 10 lsh'J. f«mot» 
BOOTS AMI SliOi s 
S.mi. w lull .nit ol -\\ lc, for :il.‘ 
VRRY L.O W 
by the lot or single pair, at 
W. T. COLBURN ’S, 
1117 !\i>. :i ( ill lftlo«L. BteUu*l 
LOOK! LOOK!! LOOK!!' 
M\ entire -(-« k of 
llu««i(‘s and Vhi“'oiis 
After this date at reduced prio !,>i m t cu-di. I will 
to tin- public that tbi-. i~' tin I»« -1 lot of c ,n i ijm 
that I have ever built ia itoltast. 
My Portland Buggies 
cannot be match' d tor pattern, *tyle anil tini h. 
Business Wagons 
that will suit any one. All warranted Work and 1- >1 
-took, and mail, by MI.N, not BOYS. Thinking 
ot tu iking a change in my hit- In. -s I 
udvi 11 i- -is above. 
NATHAN Wilt I 1 T.N. 
Belfast dune 22, IStiO. tlaU 
